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Abstract

The fragmentation and breakup of complex fluids are fundamental elements of many in-
dustrial and biological processes. The fracture of food gels, atomization of paints, combus-
tion of fuels containing anti-misting agents and application of pharmaceutical and agricul-
tural sprays, as well as involuntary physiological processes such as sneezing, are common
examples in which the atomized/fractured material contains synthetic or biological macro-
molecules that result in viscoelastic fluid characteristics. For many of these processes the
effects of varying the rheological properties on the dynamics of fragmentation or fracture
are still poorly understood. In this thesis, we investigate some of the underlying complex-
ities associated with varying the rheology of such materials in both shear and elongation.
The complex nonlinear rheology of these complex fluids under representative conditions
of large strain and deformation rate is difficult to quantify experimentally and is a known
challenge for existing constitutive models. The contribution of this thesis is therefore to
develop and exploit several new experimental tools that enable precise rheological mea-
surements under appropriate test conditions. A better experimental understanding of the
dynamics of fragmentation/fracture in complex fluids will also help guide the develop-
ment of new theoretical models that can quantitatively predict the mechanical response
of complex fluids in such flows. Two distinct classes of model fluids/gels are studied
in this thesis. First, a series of model viscoelastic solutions composed of a flexible ho-
mopolymer, poly(ethylene oxide) or PEO, dissolved in a water/glycerol mixture. These
dilute solutions are known to behave very similarly to their Newtonian solvent in shear-
ing deformations but exhibit markedly different extensional rheological properties due
to the onset of a coil-stretch transition in the solvated microstructure at high elongation
rates. Secondly we also consider a family of biopolymer networks: acid-induced casein
gels. These canonical protein gels display a multiscale microstructure that is responsible
for their gel-like viscoelastic properties. Upon external deformation, these soft viscoelastic
solids exhibit a generic power-law rheological response followed by pronounced stress- or
strain-stiffening prior to irreversible damage and failure, most often through macroscopic
fractures. We study the dynamics of fragmentation for the dilute PEO solutions in dif-
ferent canonical flows: air-assisted atomization, drop impact on a small target, jet impact
atomization and rotary spraying. We also study the fracture of the casein protein gels un-
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der conditions of both constant applied stress and constant applied shear rate. Through
quantitative study of these high strain and high deformation rate phenomena, we reach
several conclusions about how the rheological properties of these materials can affect their
mechanical behavior in fragmentation/fracture. First, for dilute viscoelastic solutions, the
breakup and atomization of these fluids is markedly different than the analogous pro-
cesses in a simple Newtonian fluid. The average droplet diameter shows a monotonic in-
crease with added viscoelasticity, which is precisely monitored by accurate measurements
of elongational relaxation times through a novel characterization method we have devel-
oped; Rayleigh Ohnesorge Jet Elongational Rheometry (ROJER). Based on our measure-
ments of the material relaxation time scale a new theoretical model for the evolution in the
average droplet diameter is developed for viscoelastic sprays. Second, the size distribu-
tions measured in each viscoelastic fragmentation process show a systematic broadening
from the Newtonian solvent. In each case the droplet sizes are well described by Gamma
distributions that correspond to an underlying fragmentation/coalescence scenario. We
show that this broadening results from the pronounced change in the corrugated shape of
viscoelastic ligaments as they separate from the liquid core. These corrugations saturate
in amplitude and the measured distributions for viscoelastic liquids in each process are
given by a universal probability density function, corresponding to a Gamma distribution
with nmin = 4. The breadth of this size distribution for viscoelastic filaments is shown to
be constrained by a geometrical limit, which can not be exceeded in ligament-mediated
fragmentation phenomena. Third, in the fracture of the model acid-induced protein gels,
we show that the fractal network of the underlying microstructure leads to a very broad
power-law behavior in their linear viscoelastic response that can be precisely modeled by
a simple model based on fractional calculus. We show that specific geometric properties
of the microstructure set the value of the parameters that are used in the fractional model.
The nonlinear viscoelastic properties of the gel can be described in terms of a 'damping
function' that enables quantitative prediction of the gel mechanical response up to the on-
set of macroscopic failure. Using a nonlinear integral constitutive equation - built upon
the experimentally-measured damping function in conjunction with power-law linear vis-
coelastic response - we derive the form of the stress growth in the gel following the start up
of steady shear. We also couple the shear stress response with Bailey's durability criteria
for brittle solids in order to predict the critical values of the stress and strain for failure of
the gel, and show how they scale with the applied shear rate. This provides a generalized
failure criterion for biopolymer gels across a range of different deformation histories. Re-
sults from this work are of relevance to many processes that involve breakup and rupture
of complex fluids such as failure of viscoelastic gels, emulsification, spray painting and
even biological processes such as pathogen transfer resulting from violent expiration. By
investigating the linear and nonlinear behavior of two distinct classes of soft matter that lie
on two ends of the viscoelasticity spectrum, one close to Newtonian liquids and one close
to elastic solids, we provide key physical insights that can be generalized to broad classes
of different complex fluids that undergo fracture and fragmentation processes.

Thesis Supervisor: Gareth H. McKinley
Title: Professor, Mechanical Engineering
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2-14 (color online). (a) Circles show the apparent extensional viscosities

measured from ROJER experiments for the Newtonian solvent (o),

300K-PEO-0.01%wt. (green circleso), 1000K-PEO-0.01%wt. (blue

circleso), 4000K-PEO-0.0025%wt. (magenta circleso), and the 4000K-

PEO-0.05%wt. (red circleso) solutions. Open triangles show the

EVROC measurements for the 4000K-PEO-0.05%wt. solution (red

trianglesA). The solid lines are predictions of FENE-P theory plot-

ted for each liquid with the corresponding parameters from Table 1.

(b) Same data shown in (a) but plotted in dimensionless form: Trou-

ton ratio Tr = q, (Et)/rqo versus the Weissenberg number Wi rE. . 156
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2-15 (color online). (a) Measurement nomogram in 3-dimensional space

for different liquids with coordinate axis x, y, z constructed from

{ VWe, Re, Wi} combination. Lines of constant elasticity El, Ohne-

sorge Oh and Deborah De numbers are shown by blue dashed ar-

rows. The black arc arrows show the direction at which El, Oh

and De increase in their corresponding Re - Wi, Re - /We, and

VWe - Wi planes. One eighth of a unit sphere is plotted in the cor-

ner of the coordinates. Every material location in the x, y, z param-

eter space can be radially projected onto the surface of this sphere.

Shaded colors show regions in which EVROC and the ROJER in-

strument can/cannot perform. (b) Measurement nomogram based

on the key intrinsic properties of the fluid plotted in a 2D represen-

tation. The angular orientation of every point in the 3D parameter

space sketched in (a) can be uniquely mapped onto this 2D repre-

sentation (De - Oh). The solid and dashed lines are lines of con-

stant elasticity number El and elasto-capillary number Ec respec-

tively. The green area indicates where both ROJER and EVROC

are possible (Ec > O(lresoiution/R) and El 0(1)). The magenta

area is where ROJER is possible and EVROC is impossible (Ec

O(lresolution/R) and El < 0(1) ). The blue area is where ROJER is

impossible and EVROC is possible (Ec < O(lresolution/R) and El

0(1)). The red area is where both ROJER and EVROC are not possi-

ble (Ec < O(lresolution/R) and El < 1). ...................... 166
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2-16 (color online). Extensional rheometry nomogram based on the key

intrinsic properties of the fluid plotted in a 2D representation. The

green area indicates where both ROJER and EVROC are possible

(El 0 0(1) and Ec O(lresoiution/R) using 1resolution ~ 2pm and Ro

90pm). The magenta area is where ROJER is possible and EVROC

is impossible (Ec O(lresoiution/R) and El < 0(1) respectively). The

blue area is where ROJER is impossible and EVROC is possible (Ec <

O(lresolution/R) and El 0(1)). The red area is where both ROJER

and EVROC are not possible (El < 1 and Ec < O(lresolution/R)). The

locus of each test fluids is located on the nomogram based on the

correspnding values of Deborah and Ohnesorge numbers (calcu-

lated in Table 1 in the main article). For three of the dilute poly-

mer liquids (300K-PEO-0.01%wt., 1000K-PEO-0.01%wt., and 4000K-

PEO-0.0025%wt.) measurements were possible using the ROJER in-

strument while the EVROC data could not be analyzed due to domi-

nant inertial effects (A). One dilute solution, 4000K-PEO-0.05%wt.(o),

and a semi-dilute entangled solution,4000K-PEO-1%wt.(*) are lo-

cated in the green region and both EVROC and ROJER measure-

ments give meaningful values for the apparent extensional viscosity
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nozzle. (b) Spray visualization images for the viscoelastic solution
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with DL = 1.5mm, ba = 1.5mm. A low momentum liquid jet (red

color) is surrounded by a coaxial high momentum jet of air (blue

color). The oblique air jets are low momentum and only help confine

the primary jet in a narrow plane. (b) Spray visualization of water;

three different successive instabilities make the liquid jet unstable
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opposed jet atomization. ............................... 181

3-5 (a) Spray visualization image for the viscoelastic polymer solution

(PEO-300K-0.01 wt.% in solvent) close to the nozzle. A ligament

can be seen in the blue box which is elongated by the air stream (b)

Schematic of the suggested model by Marmottant and Villermaux

[42] for analyzing the dynamics of the ligament, (reproduced with

permission). (c) Montage of images from sudden step-extension test

for the viscoelastic solution (PEO-300K-0.01 wt.% in the solvent) in

a CaBER instrument. As soon as the flow in the neck region reaches

the elasto-capillary balance (t > 20.Oms) subsequent deformation

is localized in the neck while the main ligament stops stretching

(dLCaBERIdt ~ 0) and a capillary wave propagates along the filament. 183
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3-6 (a) Montage of images from the sudden stretch experiment for PEO-

300K-0.01 wt.%. (b) Blue squares are average sizes for the viscoelas-

tic solutions normalized by the average diameter for solvent drops

as a function of the Deborah (De) number in the ligament (De =

TEl pd /8u in which di is the characteristic ligament size and is es-

timated from the average diameter, < d >N). The solid black line

shows the predictions from the model described in the text (Eq. (3.9)).185

4-1 (color online). Snapshot of the liquid jet in the air-assisted atomiza-

tion for (a) the Newtonian solvent and (b) the viscoelastic solution

(PEO-300K-0.01% wt. in the solvent). ....................... 198

4-2 (color online).(a) Images from the fragmentation process for a New-

tonian ligament. The coalescence of the neighboring blobs in the

ligament at t = 0 (magenta circles on the left image) results in the

final distribution of droplet sizes at t = 25ms. ................ 200

4-3 (color online). (a) Droplet size distributions for all tested liquids

in the air-assisted atomization process. For each fluid we specify

the values of Ohnesorge and Deborah number,{Oh, De}:(o){Oh =

0.04, De = 0}, (A){0.04, 0.2}, (A){0.04, 1.3}, (.){0.04, 3.6}, (.){0.04, 10.0}.

Solid lines are Gamma distributions for n = 6 (black) and n = 4 (red). 201

4-4 (color online). Droplet size distributions for different liquids exam-

ined in the air-assisted atomization process: (a) Newtonian solvent

(o){Oh = 0.04, De = 0} compared with PEO-1000K-0.01% (.){Oh =

0.04, De = 3.6} and PEO-1000K-0.05%(.){Oh = 0.04, De = 10.0} Solid

lines are Gamma distributions for n = 6 (black) and n = 4 (red).

(b) Newtonian solvent (ri){Oh = 0.04, De = 0} compared with PEO-

300K-0.1% (A){Oh = 0.04, De = 1.3} and PEO-1000K-0.05%(.){0.04, 10.0}

Solid lines are Gamma distributions for n = 6 (black) and n = 4 (red). 203
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4-5 (color online). Droplet size distributions for different liquids tested

in the air-assisted atomization process: Newtonian solvent (0){Oh =

0.04, De = 0} compared with PEO-1000K-0.01% (.){Oh = 0.04, De =

3.6} and PEO-1000K-0.05%(.){0.04, 10.0} Solid lines are Gamma dis-

tributions for n = 6 (black) and n = 4 (red). (a) The dashed red line is

the best fit to a log-normal distribution. (b) The solid green line is a

Gamma distribution with n = 2 and is shown solely for comparative

purposes....................................... 204

4-6 (color online). (a) Computed error in fitting different types of PDF

to measured droplet size distributions of four different viscoelastic

liquids. The red circles correspond to a Gamma distribution with

n = 4, red triangles show the log mean square error for the best fit to

a log-normal distribution and the black circles are for a Gamma dis-

tribution with n = 6. (b) Computed error in fitting PDF from Gamma

distribution at different values of n for all four viscoelastic liquids.

For all liquids the error is minimized for a Gamma distribution with

n = 4.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206

4-7 (color online). (a) Sudden stretch experiment for a viscoelastic so-

lution at high strain rates (6 ~ 120s- 1). (b) Schematics of a cylin-

drical ligament with initial radius ro corrugated by perturbations

with similar wavelengths but varying amplitude . (c) Ligament

profiles for the Newtonian solvent (blue curve) compared with the

viscoelastic solution (red curve) at the breaking point from the liq-

uid hemispherical reservoirs (t = 0). The dashed circles indicate the

local proto-blobs inside each ligament. ....................... 208
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4-8 (color online). (a) An undisturbed axi-symmetric ligament with a to-

tal volume of V consisting of 9 proto-blobs with equal radius (ri = ro

for i = 1 - 9) leading to a value of n = oo. The red area shows

the liquid volume within the proto-blobs and the blue area repre-

sents the additional volume in the liquid borders between neigh-

boring spheres. (b) A corrugated ligament with a total volume Vo

identical to the undisturbed ligament in (a) and a corrugation am-

plitude set {/ro}=1 9 = {-0.2, 0.1, -0.3,0.5, -0.5, -0.2,0.4,0.3, -0.1}.

The growth of disturbances have rearranged some of the additional

volume (blue in (a)) into the new set of proto-blobs. The resulting

ligament has a value of n= 9.6.. ......................... 211

4-9 (color online). (a) Schematics of the jet impact atomization test.

The two identical nozzles face each other with an intersection angle

O ~ 800. (b) and (c) Original hand drawings for a similar setup used

for studying the atomization of Newtonian jets by G. Magnus [10] at

different angles (0 ~ 600 and 0 ~ 900 respectively). (d), (e) and (f) Vi-

sualization of the jet impact test for the Newtonian solvent Oh = 0.02

at different jet velocities corresponding to We = pV 2D/- = 1.5,12.5

and 150 respectively. The jets impact and form morphologies which

resemble a "bay leaf", and a "fish-bone" at lower speeds and fi-

nally result in atomization forming filaments and droplets at higher

speeds as shown in Fig. 4-9(f). . ........................ 213

4-10 (color online). (a) Fragmentation after drop impact on a small target.

Montage of images for (i) the Newtonian solvent and (ii) a polymer

solution (PEO 300K). (b) Snapshots of the droplets captured after

fragmentation by jet impact atomization for (i) the Newtonian sol-

vent and (ii) viscoelastic solution. (c) Summary of the measured

values of the dispersity SMD/(d) in three different fragmentation

processes for both the Newtonian solvent (blue) and the viscoelastic

solutions (red) compared with the theoretical prediction (solid line). 215
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4-11 (color online). (a) Ligament size distributions in air-assisted atom-

ization for the Newtonian solvent {Oh = 0.04, De = 0} (o) and the

PEO-300K-0.1%wt. solution {Oh = 0.04, De = 1.3} (o). The sold

black line shows the fit of a very narrow Gamma distribution with

n = 300. (b) Ligament size distributions in drop-impact fragmenta-

tion (A,A) and the jet impact atomization tests (0,0) for the New-

tonian solvent {De = 0} (A,KO) and the PEO-300K-0.1%wt. solution

{De = 1.3} (A,)). The black solid line shows a narrow Gamma dis-

tribution with n = 600. (c) Droplet size distributions in individual

ligaments in the sudden stretch test (stretched ligaments in Fig. 4-

7(c)) for the Newtonian solvent {Oh = 0.04, De = 0} (o) and the PEO-

1000K-0.05%wt. solution {Oh = 0.04, De = 10.0} (o). The solid blue

and red lines are Gamma distributions with n = 30 and n = 4 re-

spectively. The red cross symbols show the numerical calculation

of the convolution integral between the fits for the droplet size dis-

tribution in a ligament (red solid line) and the fit for the measured

ligament size distribution in the spray (black solid line in (a)). .... 218

5-1 (color online). Examples of rotary atomizers in the literature: (a) The

"atomizer disc" or the "centripetal atomizer" which was studied by

Peter Bar [43]. (b) The rotary atomizer used by Fraser et al. [44].

(c) Snapshot of the evenly-spaced ligaments that are formed around

the rotating cup by Hinze and Milborn [45]. (d) Ligaments forma-

tion and breakup into a relatively mono-disperse cloud of droplets,

captured by Fraser et al. [46] ........................... 223
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5-2 (color online). Schematics of the visualization setup. A cup with di-

ameter D = 2R = 3.18 cm, rotating at an angular speed w, is supplied

with liquid at a volumetric flow rate Q. Due to the centrifugal forces,

the liquid is pushed to the rim of the cup and then disintegrates into

smaller fragments. A high-speed camera (Phantom-Miro) is used to

visualize the fragmentation event....................... 224

5-3 (color online). (a) and (b) Solidworks CAD drawings of the initial

design for the rotary atomizer. (c) The final prototype. (d) The at-

omizer is fixed on a set of stands inside a transparent glass box that

minimizes the spread of the generated mist but allows optical access

for imaging purposes . ............................... 225

5-4 (color online). Silicone oil (v = 100 cSt) flows into the the rotat-

ing cup (w = 62.8 rad.s- 1) at a constant volumetric flow rate (Q =

60 ml/min). The liquid forms a thin torus-like film on the rim of

the spinning cup which then, due to the centripetal acceleration, be-

comes unstable and forms a series of evenly-spaced continuously

elongating ligaments. All ligaments form a similar spiral-like pat-

tern. Capillary forces then make the individual Ligaments unstable

and consequently break them into small droplets............. .227

5-5 (color online). A visual guide showing the formation of single drops

(a) ligaments (b) and fluid film (c) for silicone oil (v = 50 cSt) as

the flow rate increases from (a) to (c). The cup is rotating at the

same rate for the three images and the corresponding dimensionless

groups 1, = wD pD/a and r 2 E (Q/D) p/(a D) ) are:

(a){1 = 1.95 x 10 2 , H2 = 1.64 x 10- 3}, (b){J 1 = 1.95 x 102, 1- 2 = 1.64 x 10-2}

and (c){1 1 = 1.95 x 102, 112 = 9.83 x 10-2} ................... 231

5-6 (color online). (a) The proposed dimensionless map of rotary atom-

ization by Hinze and Milborn [45]. Different lines outline the cor-

responding criteria that differentiate possible morphologies such as

drop, ligament and film generation from each other . .......... 232
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5-7 (color online). Dependency of the average droplet size on differ-

ent properties. The table, taken from Dombrowski and Lioyd [47],

provides a summary of the empirical power law exponents that are

suggested in the literature. Results from Hege [48], Oyama et al.

[49], Kamiya and Kayano [50], Ryley [51] and Dombrowski and Li-

oyd [47] show approximate values for the corresponding exponents.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233

5-8 (color online). Measured values of the average droplet diameter for

the ethanol-water (90%-10% wt.) mixture. Dependency of the aver-

age droplet diameter (d) on: (a) the rotation rate of the cup w at a

fixed value of volumetric flow rate Q = 60ml/min and (b) the volu-

metric flow rate Q at a fixed rotation rate w = 172.7rad/s. ....... .234

5-9 (color online). Silicone oil (v = 100 cSt) is delivered to the cup at a

constant flow rate (Q = 60ml/min). Three snapshots show the num-

ber of formed ligaments at three different values of rotation rate:

(a) w = 62.8 rad/s, We = pR2w2/o = 100, (b) w = 94.2 rad/s, We =

pR2 W2 / = 225 and (c) w = 157 rad/s, We = pR2W 2 / = 625. ....... .236

5-10 (color online). Number of ligaments N vs. the rotational Weber

number We = pR3w2/g plotted for three different silicone oils: (o)

{ = 7 cSt, OhR = 0.01}, (o){V = 100 cSt, OhR = 0.14}, (A){v = 1000 cSt, OhR =

1.4}. The solid black line shows the predictions of the Rayleigh-

Taylor instability analysis N = (1/v')VW- .................. 237
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5-11 (color online). A simple schematics for the geometry of the liga-

ments formed in rotary atomization. The black line shows the ro-

tating cup. Individual fluid elements (*) leave the rim of the cup,

at different times, with a constant V = Rw speed tangent to the cup

and each follow a straight path-line (dashed gray lines) that is tan-

gent to the circle at the corresponding point of departure. However,

at the current time, the instantaneous positions of all different fluid

elements (o) form a continuous spiral pattern (solid red line) that is

known as the "involute of a circle".. ....................... 239

5-12 (color online). A comparison between the theoretical prediction for

the involute of a circle based on Equation (5.6) (blue circles) and

the experimental profile of a single ligament observed in the rotary

atomization of an industrially used viscous resin (Resin B). The cup

rotation rate is w = 125.6 rad/s and the Resin B with a zero shear rate

viscosity of qo = 100 mPa.s is pumped into the cup by a volumetric

rate of Q = 60 ml/min . .............................. 240

5-13 (color online). (a) Schematics of the kinematics of a single fluid el-

ement. The constant velocity vector of the fluid element with mag-

nitude Rw is projected on the radial and tangential directions and

at every moment, based on the radial position r, the corresponding

velocity components V, and V can be calculated . ............ 241

5-14 (color online). Illustration of the continuous elongation of fluid ele-

ments as they distance from the cup and move to larger radial po-

sitions. The profile of each ligament is the involute of a circle and

fluid elements, on the involute, continue to stretch along the local

symmetry axis of the ligament. In order to conserve the volume of

liquid in the element, the axial stretch leads to the gradual thinning

of the ligament. Thus, the local thickness of each ligament decreases

with r/R . ........................................ 242
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5-15 (color online). Dimensionless plot of the radial (red) and tangential

(green) components of the velocity as a function of r/R. . . . . . . . . 243

5-16 (color online). Illustration of the idea of the virtual cup (dashed cir-

cle). Fluid elements with non-zero radial velocity (V,(r = R) = eRw)

at the rim of the real cup (a cup with radius R and rotation rate w),

shown by the solid circle, follow a trajectory that is identical to the

elements leaving a virtual cup with modified radius R' = R//1 + e2

and modified rotation rate w'= (1 + e2 ), shown by the dashed circle. 244

5-17 (color online). Theoretical predictions of the kinematics of the flow:

(a) Dimensionless plot of the velocity components (red for V, and

green for V) in the case of zero (solid lines for e V,(0)/V(0) = 0)

and non-zero (dashed lines for e = V,(0)/V(0) 0.3) initial radial

velocity. The profile for the tangential velocity is independent of e

but the radial velocity is modified and with 0 < e the singularity of

Vr/ar -> oo is avoided. (b) Dimensionless profile of stretch rates for

different values of e. The maximum stretch rate max = we occurs at

the rim of the cup r/R = 1.. .............................. 245

5-18 (color online). (a) Measured values of the ligament thickness at dif-

ferent radial positions (blue squares). The solid black like shows the

prediction of the analytical model (Equation (5.11)). (b) The thick-

ness profile for individual ligaments is measured from the snapshots

that are taken by the high-speed camera. .................... 247

5-19 (color online). Measured average diameters for all the Newtonian

test liquids normalized by the cup diameter (d)/2R is plotted ver-

sus the suggested relevant dimensionless group II = (QJ ) (7 ).

The solid black line corresponds to the analytical prediction from

Equation (5.14)................................... 248
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5-20 (color online). Rotary atomization for the Newtonian solvent (ethanol-

water 90%-10% wt. mixture, q = 1 mPa.s, OhR r1/x/73Vp = 1.45 x

10-3) with the cup spinning at two different values of rotation rate:

(a) Ligament formation regime at w = 219.8 rad/s, We = pR3W2 /U =

6442.8. The image shows an overlay of two consecutive frames each

At = 0.4 ms apart from each other. (b) Drop formation regime at
w = 78.5 rad/s, We = pR3W 2/o. = 821.8. The image shows an overlay

of sixteen consecutive frames each At = 1 ms apart from each other.

(c) Corresponding droplet size distributions are plotted in magenta

filled circles (e) for the ligament formation regime (shown in (a)) and

in open gray circles (o) for the drop formation regime (shown in (b)). 251

5-21 (color online). Droplet size distributions for the Newtonian solvents

in rotary atomization (green filled circles .) and the corresponding

distribution in air-assisted atomization (blue open squared 0). The

liquid atomized in the rotary test is the ethanol-water (90%-10% wt.)

mixture (OhR = 1.45 x 10-3, We = 13148.6). The tested liquid in the

air-assisted atomization is a water-glycerol (60%-40% wt.) mixture

(OhR = 4 x 10-3,We = p,,~a /-= 277) .................... 253
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5-22 (color online). Formation of satellite droplets in the final stage of

ligament breakup. The tested liquid is silicone oil (v = 50 cSt, OhR =

7.3 x 10-) and it is delivered with a rate of Q = 60 ml/min into the

cup that is rotating at w = 125.6 rad/s, We = 2103.7. (a) and (b):

Two consecutive snapshots of the fragmentation with At = 0.2 ms

between them. The viscous filament in the yellow box is clearly

stretched before final pinch-off (see (a)) and after the pinch-off event

the volume of the fluid in the filament retracts and forms one or two

satellite droplets (see (b)). (c) An overlay of five consecutive frames,

with At = 0.2 ms. It is clear to see that while the fragmentation

process leads to a relatively mono-disperse group of main droplets,

there also exists a considerable group of smaller satellite droplets.

(c) Measured droplet size distributions for this case (blue bullets .)

shows the appearance of two separate peaks which correspond to

the size of the main and the satellite droplets in the fragmentation

event. The black solid line is the sum of two separate Gamma distri-

butions, Equation (5.15) with a, = 0.39, (d), = 0.09 mm, n, ~ 17, (the

red line) and am = 0.61, (d)m = 0.24 mm, nm 33 (the green line). . . . 254
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5-23 (color online). Droplet size distributions for the rotary atomization

of Newtonian test liquids: (a) Ethanol-water (90%-10%wt., OhR =

1.45 x 10-3) mixture; measured size distributions at four different ro-

tation rates {We = 6442.8}(A), {We = 8415.1}(A), {We = 10650.3}(A)

and {We = 13148.6}(A). (b) Silicone oil (v = 7 cSt, OhR = 1.02 x 10-2);

measured size distributions at six different rotation rates {We = 3287.1}(i),

{We = 4735.5}( o.), {We = 6442.8}(o), {We = 8415.1}(o.), {We = 10650.3}(P.)

and {We = 13148.6}(o.). (c) Silicone oil (v = 20 cSt, OhR = 2.90 x 10-2);

measured size distributions at five different rotation rates {We = 2103.8} (m),

{We = 4735.5}(m), {We = 6442.8}(m), {We = 8415.1}(m) and {We = 10650.3}(m).

(d) Silicone oil (v = 50 cSt, OhR = 7.25 x 10-2); measured size distribu-

tions at seven different rotation rates {We = 1183.4} (.), {We = 3287. 1} (.),

{We = 4735.5}(.), {We = 6442.8}(.), {We = 8415.1}(.), {We = 10650.3}(o)

and {We = 13148.6}(.). For each Newtonian liquid, we can see that

normalizing the droplet sizes with the size of the main droplet (d)m

shifts all the distributions to a single curve. Black solid lines are the

corresponding fits, each of which is a summation of two Gamma

distributions. Each distribution is a superposition of a Gamma fit

around the satellite droplet size (d), (-.-) and another fit around the

main droplet size (d)m (- -). Fitting Equation (5.15) to the data, the

following fit parameters are extracted: {(d),/(d)m, a8, n8 , am, nm}= (a)

{0.76, 0.13,12,0.87, 18}, (b) {0.72, 0.06, 7, 0.94, 29}, (c) {0.58, 0.30,15,0.70, 60}

and (d) {0.38, 0.39,17,0.61, 33}. ........................ 257
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5-24 (color online). Visualization of the fragmentation process with the

cup rotating at w = 251.2 rad/s and the test liquids delivered at a

rate of Q = 60 ml/min. Images show the rotary atomization for (a)

the viscoelastic fluid (PEO 1M M,, 0.01% wt. in the ethanol-water

solvent) and (b) The ethanol-water solvent (90%-10% wt.). After

the drops are formed on the ligaments, the connecting Newtonian

filaments between the solvent drops breakup very fast. However,

due to the enhanced elongational viscosity, the viscoelastic filaments

stretch continuously and resist the pinch-off, leading to the forma-

tion of thinner stringy filaments. ........................ 259

5-25 (color online). Measured average diameters for the Newtonian sol-

vent (m) and all the viscoelastic test liquids: PEO 300K M, 0.01% wt.

(o), PEO 300K M 0.05% wt. (o) and PEO 1M M, 0.01% wt. (>).

Results are normalized by the cup diameter (d)/2R and plotted ver-

sus the suggested relevant dimensionless group II = (__) (R).

The solid black line corresponds to the analytical prediction from

Equation (5.14). ................................. 260
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5-26 (color online). Dynamics of the viscoelastic filaments during the

fragmentation process for the PEO 1M M, 0.01% wt. solution(OhR =

1.45 x 10-3I, DeR = 5.0 x 10- 3 ). (a), (b) and (c) are taken with At = 1 ms

spacing in time. As shown by the yellow box, two typical droplets

are connected to each other by an elongated filament that resists the

pinch off and finally transforms to a very thin cylindrical volume of

fluid. (d) After the filament pinches off from the connecting drops,

it forms few very small satellite droplets. (e) The corresponding size

distribution are shown by red filled circles (.) and are compared

to the corresponding size distributions for the Newtonian solvent

(0). The solid lines are the fits of Gamma distributions. Each fit

is a superposition of two Gamma distributions, one for the smaller

sizes that are scattered around the satellite diameter (d), (-.-) and an-

other for the larger sizes around the main droplet diameter (d)m (- -),

Equation (5.15). Parameters extracted from the fits are the following:

as = 0.13, (d), = 0.21 mm, ns ~ 12, am= 0.87, (d)m = 0.27 mm, n. 18

for the Newtonian solvent and a, = 0.49, (d), = 0.09 mm, n, 4,

am = 0.51, (d)m = 0.27 mm, nm ~ 40 for the viscoelastic solution. ... . 261
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5-27 (color online). Droplet size distributions for the rotary atomization

of viscoelastic liquids: (a) PEO 300K M, 0.01% wt. solution(OhR =

1.45 x 10-3, DeR = 0.4 x 10-3); measured size distributions at four dif-

ferent rotation rates {We = 6442.8}(v), {We = 8415.1}(v), {We = 10650.3}(v)

and {We = 13148.6}(v). (b) PEO 300K M, 0.05% wt. solution(OhR =

1.45x10-3, DeR = 0.6x10-3); measured size distributions at five differ-

ent rotation rates {We = 3977.4}(4), {We = 4735.5}(4), {We = 6442.8}(4),

{We = 8415.1}(4), and {We = 10650.3}(4). (c) PEO 1M M, 0.01% wt.

solution(OhR = 1.45 x 10-3, DeR = 5.0 x 10-3); measured size distribu-

tions at five different rotation rates {We = 7396. 1} (.), {We = 8415. 1} (.),

{We = 9499.9}(.), {We = 11866.6}(.) and {We = 13148.6}(.). Black

solid lines are the corresponding fits, each of which is a summa-

tion of two Gamma distributions. Each distribution is a superpo-

sition of a Gamma fit around the satellite droplet size (d), (-.-) and

another fit around the main droplet size (d)m (- -). Fitting Equa-

tion (5.15) to the data, the following fit parameters are extracted:

{(d)sI(d)m, as, ns, am, nm}= (a) {0.70, 0.13, 12,0.87, 18}, (b) {0.67, 0.39,11,0.61, 42}

and (c) {0.34,0.49,4,0.51, 40}. (d) A comparison between the size

distributions of different viscoelastic liquids atomized at a fixed ro-

tation rate {We =8415.1}: PEO 300K M, 0.01% wt.(v), PEO 300K

M 0.05% wt.(4) and PEO 1M M, 0.01% wt.(e). The solid black line

if the fit for the size distributions of the Newtonian solvent (Figure

5-22(a)) . ..... ...................................... 264

5-28 (color online). Size ratio of the main droplet to the satellite droplet:

the x-axis shows the local Ohnesorge number of the filament Oh =

r/dvpi for different Newtonian test liquids (EI) and the local Deb-

orah number De = TE/3 Vp43/- for three viscoelastic fluids (e). The

value of is chosen based on the measured values of average droplet

diameters (, ~ 66 [m). The solid black line is the the prediction of

the model, described in Equation (5.17). . .................. 266
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6-1 (color online). Oscillatory shear and elongational rheology of Resin

A. (a) Small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) rheology. Solid lines

are fits of the Oldroyd-B model (Equation 6.1). (b) Diameter evolu-

tion in time in several CaBER test. (c) A mechanical representation

of the Oldroyd-B model. (d) High-speed visualization of the fila-

ment breaking up in the CaBER device. . .................. 271

6-2 (color online). (a) Small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) rhe-

ology for Resin B. Solid lines are fits of the single mode Maxwell

model. (b) and (c) Cryo-TEM images of Resin B.............. .273

6-3 (color online). Structure of casein gel. Environmental SEM image of

the 4%-1% casein-GDL gel. . .......................... 275

6-4 (color online). Linear rheology of the 4%-1% casein-GDL gel: (a)

Small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) rheology. (b) Stress re-

laxation after a linear step strain test. Solid lines are fits from the

fractional model (Equation (6.4)) ....................... 276

6-5 (color online). Linear rheology for three different casein gels: SAOS

for (a) The 4%-1% casein-GDL gel. (b) The 8%-2% casein-GDL gel.

(c) The 12%-3% casein-GDL gel. (d) Stress relaxation for all three

gels after applying a linear step in strain. ................. 278

6-6 (color online). Dependency of (a) the power law exponent a and (b)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

"The snake which cannot cast its skin has to die. As well the minds which are prevented

from changing their opinions; they cease to be mind."

Friedrich Nietzsche

1.1 Outline of the thesis

The fragmentation of viscoelastic liquids and fracture of soft solids is of great im-

portance for many crucial daily application. The question to address for many

of these processes is what affects the failure/disintegration of soft gels and vis-

coelastic liquids. To answer this question, in this thesis, we study the linear and

nonlinear rheology of two classes of complex fluids. The rheological behavior of

both dilute viscoelastic solutions and soft gels are studied in linear and nonlin-

ear deformations leading to either fracture or fragmentation. Figure 1-1 shows a

graphic overview of the work in the current thesis. The dimensionless ratio of the

fracture energy divided by the surface energy varies from very small values for the

Newtonian liquids to high values for elastic solids. Fracture energy is the energy

required to break primary/chemical bonds within the material. The surface energy

on the other hand is a measure of the strength for the secondary bonds (hydrogen

bonds or van der Waals forces). Most of the old and recent literature have focused

on the two end of this spectrum (fragmentation of Newtonian liquids or fracture
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of Hookean elastic solids). The paucity of knowledge about the materials the lie

in the space between these two limit is the motivation behind our study. Dilute

viscoelastic liquids can go to high deformations, but when deformed at high shear

rates the inertia of the liquid can overcome the capillary forces and fragmentation

can happen. On the other hand soft gels can exhibit brittle like fracture at finite

strains. To explore these processes we require to understand the linear and nonlin-

ear rheology of these materials.

. Linear
II

G'(wo),G

Nonlinea

Extensional Viscosity

7EW

Fragmentation

Dilute Viscoelastic Fluids

Newtonian Liquids Fractu

Rheology
I

"(wo),G(t)
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Fracture

Soft Gels

re Energy

Surface Energy

Figure 1-1: (color online). A graphic introduction to this thesis.

Applying any deformation -y(t) to any material leads to a mechanical response

which can be described as a stress E(t) In order to understand the characteris-

tics of the materials in the linear region of deformations (-y(t) <; 'Ylnear), we can

transfer their mechanical response o-(t) from the time domain into the frequency

domain and find about the elastic G'(w) = Z(w)/5(w) and viscous nature of the

material. This, very similar to other examples of system identification for linear

systems, is equivalent to finding the elastic response of the material in the time
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domain (G(t) = E(t)/7 o) after a step function in strain -y(t) = H(O)yo, where H(O)

is a Heaviside step function.

Despite being very useful, characterization of materials in linear region of defor-

mations is not enough to understand their response in extreme nonlinear defor-

mations. Massachusetts Institute of Technology has a long history of interest in

the topic of nonlinear system/material identification thanks to the great efforts of

figures such as Norbert Weiner in the mathematic department [53]. We try to fo-

cus in our thesis on the experimental challenges faced in the nonlinear rheology

of different soft/viscoelastic solids/liquids. Behavior of soft solid in the nonlin-

ear region of deformation, captured by the damping/stiffening function h('y), or

the dilute viscoelastic solutions in the region of high deformation rates, charac-

terized by their extensional viscosity /E(e), can be markedly different from their

corresponding trends in Hookean elastic solids and Newtonian fluids respectively.

We attempt to understand these concepts, address the experimental challenges in

measuring the mentioned properties and show their important effect on processes

such as fragmentations or fracture. Here we provide a brief outline for different

chapters of this thesis:

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the phenomena of fragmentation and

fracture for complex liquids and soft gels. A brief literature review on the subject

and related topics is presented in this chapter.

Chapter 2 covers all the details related to different instruments and materials that

are used in our experiments. Moreover, we provide a detailed introduction to our

extensional viscosity measurements by comparing the rheological measurements

from two different classes of instruments. We also compare our measurements

with established models and theories in the field. A dimensionless nomogram is

offered as a practical guide for comparison between the performance of different

instruments.

Chapter 3 focuses on the study of air-assisted atomization for dilute viscoelastic

solutions. We provide a simple toy model to understand the dynamics of ligament
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formation in this process. Our analysis leads to a theoretical prediction for the

dependence of the average droplet sizes on the measured fluid relaxation times.

We then compare our model predictions with the experimental measurements on

a series of model dilute polymer solutions.

In Chapter 4, we look at the size distributions for fragmentation of viscoelastic liq-

uids. We study three different atomization geometries and look at the final droplet

size distributions in all these canonical examples of ligament mediated fragmen-

tation. Our results show an interesting universal behavior in size distributions for

viscoelastic drops. We show that the fragmentation/coalescence scenario, that has

already been introduced in the literature for Newtonian liquids, is also the right

framework for studying the fragmentation of dilute viscoelastic solutions. All the

measured size distributions for the viscoelastic fluids follow Gamma distributions

with an index n = 4. We also provide a mathematical proof to show that this limit is

triggered by the elongational resistance of viscoelastic fluids and is a geometrical

limit for ligament-mediated fragmentation.

Chapter 5 studies the fragmentation of Newtonian and viscoelastic liquids in ro-

tary atomization. In this process, at the rim of a spinning cup, the centripetal ac-

celeration destabilizes the liquid torus that forms due to the Rayleigh-Taylor insta-

bility. The resulting ligaments leave the liquid torus with a remarkably repeatable

spacing that scales linearly with the inverse of the rotation rate. Filaments then

follow a well-defined geometrical path-line that is described by the involute of the

circle. A theoretical form is derived for the spatial variation of the filament defor-

mation rate. We couple these derivations with the known properties of Newtonian

and viscoelastic liquids to provide a physical analysis for this fragmentation pro-

cess that is compared in detail with our experiments.

Chapter 6 provides a brief introduction to the linear rheology of casein gels. These

soft gels are selected as a family of model soft solids and we show that their linear

rheological response follows a power law dependence with time or frequency. We

show that this soft glassy behavior can be modeled by a simple fractional viscoelas-

tic model and we connect the model parameters to the physical structure of these
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protein gels.

In Chapter 7, we show that upon external deformation, these soft viscoelastic

gels exhibit a generic nonlinear mechanical response characterized by pronounced

stress- or strain-stiffening prior to irreversible damage and failure, most often through

macroscopic fractures. Here we show that the nonlinear viscoelastic properties of

the gel can be described in terms of a damping function which in conjunction with

the linear viscoelastic relaxation kernel predicts the gel mechanical response quan-

titatively up to the onset of macroscopic failure. Using a nonlinear integral con-

stitutive equation built upon the experimentally-measured damping function in

conjunction with power-law linear viscoelastic response, we derive the form of the

stress growth in the gel following the start up of steady shear. We also couple the

shear stress response with Bailey's durability criteria for brittle solids in order to

predict the critical values of the stress o-c and strain -y for failure of the gel, and

how they scale with the applied shear rate. This provides a generalized failure

criterion for biopolymer gels that is applicable for a range of different deformation

histories.

Chapter 8 covers a brief description of the general conclusions from this study

1.1.1 Publications from this study

[1] Keshavarz, B., Houze, E.C., Moore, J. R., Koerner, M. R., McKinley, G.H. Ligament-

Mediated Fragmentation of Viscoelastic Liquids, Phys Rev. Lett. accepted, in press

2016.

[2] Keshavarz, B., Sharma, V., Houze, E.C., Koerner, M.R., Moore, J.R., Cotts, P.M.,

Threlfall-Holmes, P. and McKinley, G.H., 2015. Studying the effects of elongational

properties on atomization of weakly viscoelastic solutions using Rayleigh Ohne-

sorge Jetting Extensional Rheometry (ROJER). Journal of Non-Newtonian Fluid

Mechanics, 222, pp.1 7 1 -1 89 .
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10(4), p.0 4 3502.

[4] Keshavarz, Bavand, et al. "Nonlinear viscoelasticity and generalized failure cri-
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[10] Geri, M., Keshavarz, B., McKinley, G. and Bush J., 2017. Thermal delay of drop

coalescence. Submitted to Journal of Fluid Mechanics.

1.2 Literature Review

Fragmentation/disintegration of liquids/solids is an important aspect of many in-

dustrial and biological processes [13]. Liquids in particular are atomized/disintegrated

into fragments in a variety of different phenomena. Some typical examples are

shown in Figure 1-2. The breakup of a single jet into droplets as a result of capil-

lary action can happen in either a jet of a human urine [1] or a jet of ink emerging

from an inkjet nozzle. In some other examples such as human sneeze [2] or air-

assisted atomization [54] the inertia of a surrounding stream of air destabilizes the

liquid and leads to its fragmentation. In many of these examples the liquid of in-

terest can contain suspended materials such as polymers or particles that can affect

the disintegration process by increasing the extensional resistance of the liquid in

elongational flows. Mucin proteins in human saliva, industrial thickeners in inks

or paints and anti-misting polymer agents in fuels are among many synthetic or

biological macromolecules that can act as an elastic structure within their corre-

sponding Newtonian solvents, that resists against elongation. One topic of great

interest for understanding and quantifying the fragmentation of all of these fluids

is studying the final droplet sizes and their corresponding distribution. Specifi-

cally, it is crucial to understand how the underlying material properties for dif-

ferent liquids such as viscosity, surface tension, or fluid viscoelasticity can affect

the final size distributions. From a scientific point of view the connection between

the underlying properties and the resulting fragmentation performance has been a

source of both amusement and curiosity for great scientists [13] such as Lavoisier

[55] and Born [56]. At the same time, in terms of applications, benefiting from the

acquired knowledge, can help us devise creative and novel methods of fragmen-

tation [57].
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Figure 1-2: (a) Breakup of a 175pm diameter Newtonian jet. Similar phenomena is
used in continuous inkjetting or CIJ. (b) Air-assisted atomization of a viscoelastic
solution (PEO-300K-0.01% wt. in a water-glycerol solvent). (c) A snapshot of a
human subject urinating [1]. (d) A snapshot of a human subject sneezing [2]. Image
courtesy of Lydia Bourouiba.

Another important example of fragmentation, found in both industrial and nat-

ural phenomena, is rotary atomization. Figure 1-3 shows examples in industries

such as metallurgy and automobile paint coating in which the liquid is discharged

into a spinning cup and finally atomized into a set of tiny droplets as a result of

centripetal acceleration. The same mechanism is used in nature by mammals such

as tigers and dogs when they "shake" their wet fur and atomize the liquid into a

fine mist of droplets that fly away on spiral-like trajectories. A close look at the

image in Figures 1-3 (a) and 1-3 (b) shows that the water atomizes relatively well

into a fine mist of droplets but the saliva(which contains dissolved mucins) of the

animal forms a long elongated filament and shows a significantly different perfor-
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mance in this type of atomization.

Figure 1-3: (color online). Examples of rotary atomization in (a) metallurgy: a
molten metal jet is discharged onto a rotating disc and the centripetal forces at-
omize the melt into a set of relatively mono-disperse beads [3]. (b) Kanja the tiger
shaking off water and drool from its fur. Image courtesy: Kanja Shaking Poster -
Tim Flach Wildlife Poster. (c) Rotary/bell atomization cup, installed on a 6 degree
of freedom robot arm, spinning at high rotation speeds (~ 70, 000RPM) and deliv-
ering a fine mist of paint droplets to the automobile surface. (d) A wet dog shaking
water off its fur. The spiral shape of water filaments on the right side of the image
is a particularly interesting aspect of rotary fragmentation. Image courtesy: Carli
Davidson [4].

The polymeric microstructural constituents in biological fluids such as saliva

or mucus can dramatically inhibit atomization. This is also a known challenge in

many industrial coating applications in which synthetic polymers are added as

thickeners. The paint and inkjet industries in particular face many challenges in

atomization or breakup of these structured fluids [58, 59]. While these dissolved

polymers help the material stick better to the substrate, they can also inhibit the

fragmentation process. Even in the advertisement industry, artists are qualitatively
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aware of this phenomena. Figure 1-4 shows snapshots of milk and paint splashed

on models' bodies. A close look at the milk droplets and comparing them to the

elongated and corrugated paint ligaments is enough to show the enhanced resis-

tance of polymeric fluids, such as paints, in the fragmentation process. Also it is

clear from the profile of the filaments, that in these liquids ligaments have a more

extended/corrugated geometry compared to the Newtonian case. [60].

Figure 1-4: (color online). Fragmentation of liquids in the advertisement industry:
(a) A female model posing for a calendar entry with a "milk" dress made out of
multiple events of milk fragmentation. Image courtesy: Jaroslav Wieczorkiewicz.
http: //aurumlight. com/. (b) Splash of viscoelastic paint on the body of a male
model. Image courtesy: DieDruckerei.de - Splash 3D (Theatrical Version) https:
//vimeo. com/22934779

In this thesis we aim to understand the origins and consequences of this be-

havior for a family of model viscoelastic liquids. We quantitatively measure the

elongational properties of these liquids through a set of precise experimental mea-
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surements that are performed by an affabrous jet breakup rheometer. We also con-

nect the measured liquid properties to important parameters in the fragmentation

process such as the average droplet size and the breadth of the measured size dis-

tributions.

1.2.1 Fragmentation of Newtonian liquids

Fragmentation of liquids in natural phenomena has been a source of scientific cu-

riosity from ancient [61] to modern times [13, 62, 63]. However, precise quantita-

tive measurements of the resulting droplet size distributions has been a missing el-

ement. Wilson Bentley (1865-1931) was a self taught scientist/farmer from Jericho

in Vermont USA who is known for his seminal photography work on ice crystals

in snow flakes. He also devised a rather ingenious setup for determining droplet

size measurement during rainfall which consisted of flour and a screen made of

silk tights ! [64].
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Figure 1-5: (color online). (a) Wilson Bentley (1865-1931) studying the shape of ice
crystals [5]. (b) Size distributions of raindrops gathered by Marschall and Palmer
[6]. Inset: Image of flour beads formed after imapct of raindrops on a bed of flour
spread on a screen made of silk tights. This creative method was used by Bentley
[7] years before the advent of high speed photography.

Using this method, researchers interested in climate science and meteorology

started measuring droplet size distributions in different rain events years before

the advent of high-speed photography.

Figure 1-5(b) shows a plot of measured size distributions in different rainfall events

from samples gathered by Marschall and Palmer [6]. One can easily notice that

for all three set of measurements the droplet size distributions has an exponential

behavior at large sizes. In order to understand the nature of the observed size dis-

tributions, and to be able to mathematically describe them, we will next provide a

brief review on the fragmentation models that are available in the literature. Fig-

ure 1-6 shows a pictorial guide to some of the pioneering works in this area. Early,

and rather qualitative, observations of symmetry in drop impact patterns by Da

Vinci (Figure 1-6(a)), magnificent drawings of atomizing liquid sheets and bells by

Savart [9] and Magnus [10] and more recently theories of fragmentation by Kol-
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mogorov [65], have all attempted to provide a physical and mathematical model

for the process of liquid disintegration.
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Figure 1-6: (color online). Great scientists studying different aspects of fluid frag-
mentation through history [8, 9, 10, 11].

The first mathematical model, offered by Kolmogorov [65] in the context of

solid fragmentation, relies on considering the fragmentation as a sequence of brit-

tle fracture events in which, for each event, an initial volume will be divided into

two new pieces. The volume/mass of each new piece is equal to a random fraction

of the original volume. Thus, the size of a fragment after many fracture events will

be the multiplication of many random multipliers and consequently the logarithm

of the final sizes will be the sum of many random numbers. This indicates a log-

normal distribution for the fragment sizes. Despite being relevant to some cases

of solid fragmentation, the suggested model by Kolmogorov have been applied

rather blindly to the process of liquid fragmentation.
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The most recent mathematical model describing different aspects of liquid frag-

mentation is introduced by Villermaux and coworkers in an extensive series of

related studies [66, 67, 13, 11, 8, 62, 68, 69]. The proposed fragmentation/coalescence

model suggests that liquid fragmentation can be seen as an inverse aggregation

process and the dynamics of coalescence between constructing element during the

fragmentation plays an important role. Assuming droplet sizes di=1-N have an

average value (d) and normalizing the droplet sizes by defining x = d/(d), they

show that the final droplet sizes follow a Gamma distribution p(x) = F(n, x) =

(nn/I (n))xn-le-nx with an index n that sets the breadth of the distribution [13]. As

shown in Figure 1-7, Villermaux [13] demonstrates that the proposed Gamma dis-

tribution describes the measurements with better accuracy when compared to the

corresponding fits from the older models such as the cascade theory (lognormal

distribution) or the maximum entropy (Poisson distribution).

a b
e Experiment e Experiment

- Lognormal Lognormal
1 - Gamma 1Gamma

- Poisson Poisson

0.1 0.1

1.5
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Figure 1-7: (color online). Different drolet size distributions from studies on liquid
sheets by Bremond and Villermaux [12] fitted by different models. (a) A narrow
size distribution fitted by lognormal, Gamma and Poisson distributions. The order
for the Gamma distribution is n = 17. (b) A wider size distribution fitted by log-
normal, Gamma and Poisson distributions. The order for the Gamma distribution
is n = 4. Images are taken from [13].

Villermaux showed that the new idea of fragmentation through coalescence can
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explain the exponential tails observed by Marschall and Palmer (Figure 1-8(b)).

Furthermore, he noticed that the breadth of these size distributions, the index of

the Gamma distributions, is determined by the level of geometrical corrugations

on the profile of the initial ligaments. This is an example of how far Newtonian

fluid fragmentation has come over in the last decades. We want to make similar

advances for non-Newtonian liquids and improve our fundamental knowledge

about the fragmentation process for these fluids.

1.2.2 Fragmentation of Viscoelastic Liquids

Despite recent developments on the dynamics of Newtonian fluids in fragmen-

tation, there is a paucity of information about atomization/disintegration of vis-

coelastic liquids/gels.
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Figure 1-8: (color online). (a) Snapshot of a high Reynolds number viscoelastic
liquid jet at breakup (200 ppm PEO dissolved in water). Image taken from [14].
The original experiments were performed by Hoyt and Taylor [15]. (b) Cover im-
age of the Society of Rheology Bulletin [16]. Images by Keshavarz and McKin-
ley demonstrate the difference between a viscoelastic liquid and its corresponding
Newtonian solvent in air-assisted atomization.

With the advent of high-speed photography, many aspects of atomization events

were captured and Hoyt and Taylor [15] were among the very first scientists that

studied the dynamics of viscoelastic jets and sprays. Figure 1-8(a) shows a snap-

shot of a high Reynold number (Reynolds number is defined as Re = pVR/u and is

the ratio of inertia over viscous stresses) viscoelastic jet. The jet becomes unstable

due to shear induced instabilities, which rise from the momentum difference be-

tween the liquid and air. Following that, stretched and elongated filaments form

which show resistance against atomization.

More recent photographic studies of viscoelastic liquids in air-assisted atomiza-

tion show that, when compared to the Newtonian solvent, the large-scale shear-
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induced waves look similar, as shown in Figure 1-8(b) by Keshavarz and McKinley

[16]. However, the dramatic difference in the morphology of elongated filaments

between these two liquids becomes dominant as the jet travels further away from

the nozzle.

As mentioned before, this is a known challenge for coating industry that stems

from the "stickiness" of the viscoelastic fluids. As Patton [17] points out, most

of the literature lacks a quantitative approach towards the rheological properties

of different materials and at best stops at qualitative adjectives such as "tough"

or "sticky" materials as contrasted with "thin" or "non-tacky" ones. Figure 1-9

provides a good example of different adjectives used in the coating industry for

complex fluids.
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Figure 1-9: (color online). A "rheological" map for different paints and resins used
in the coating industry. Image taken from [17].

To address teh "stickiness" in a quantitative manner, we need to measure and
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report the extensional properties. Knowing that the extensional rheology of many

complex fluids can differ dramatically from the corresponding shear rheology, we

will next introduce the concept of elongational rheometry.

1.2.3 Extensional Rheology of Dilute Viscoelastic Solutions

p /

*1,

Figure 1-10: (color online). Different daily examples in which the extensional prop-
erties (stickiness) of synthetic and bilogical materials plays an important role: (a)
extension of a chewing gum. (b) elongated filaments of a viscoelastic liquid stretch-
ing out of the wet strip on a shaving blade holder. (c) large resistance of adhesives
in elongational deformations. (d) a saliva drop hold up against gravity by an elon-
gating filament. (e) Hagfish slime is used as a defensive mechanism due to its
sticky nature.

As shown in Figure 1-10, our daily experience with chewing gums, shaving

blade holder and adhesives gives us a clear idea about the importance of exten-

sional properties for different synthetic materials or chemical additives. The stick-

iness of these materials can lead to a pleasant smile when we adhere a sticker or an

annoying yell when our shoes get entangled with a chewing gum. Human body

is known to be a live factory for sticky materials such as saliva and mucus. Some

animals, such as hagfish, generate a defensive slime that is also known for its stick-
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iness (Figure 1-10(e)).

To quantify the "stickiness" of different materials, we need to properly define the

corresponding rheological property and seek for proper methods and instruments

for measurement purposes. We maybe familiar to the idea of shear viscosity and its

corresponding definition in Newtonian liquids. The adjective "slimy" often refers

to shear viscosity of different materials and as shown in Figure 1-11(a) it is the ra-

tio between the measured stress and applied rate of shear deformation. Most non-

Newtonian liquids exhibit lower values of shear viscosity at higher shear rates, a

property known as "shear-thinning" [70, 71]. Figure 1-11(b) also shows a graphic

introduction to the idea of an elongational flowfield and the concept of extensional

rheology.
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Figure 1-11: (color online). (a) The idea of materials being "'slimy" corresponds to
their resonse in shear deformations. (b) "Stickiness" is on the other hand a material
property that should be probed in an elongational flowfield.

Unlike the situation in simple shear viscosity, where the subject is rather evolved
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and mature, the study of extensional properties is an ongoing challenge escpecifi-

cally for dilute solutions [20, 72]. First we need to generate an elongational vorticity-

free flowfield. For example, for a velocity field of the form

ox = -EX/2, vy = -ey/2, v z, (1.1)

in the Cartesian coordinates which corresponds to a flowfield of

Vr = -&/2, vo = 0, v, = z, (1.2)

form in the cylindrical coordinates, where the e is a constant elongational strain

rate, the corresponding stress distribution can be written in the Cartesian coordi-

nates

Ezz -XX =ZZ -z EYY = E(C) (1.3)
Exy Exz~ =yz0

and in the cylindrical coordinates

zz r- rr =Ezz - = E(C) (1.4)

Zrz ErO =ZrOz 0.
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Figure 1-12: (color online). Original (and first) set of measured data for extensional
rheology of pitch. The test was performed by Trouton in 1906. [18].

Thus, as shown in Figure 1-11(b), provided we can generate a uniaxial elon-

gational flowfield (Equation 1.1 or 1.2) we can define elongational viscosity as

'E ((6)) Ezz - Zrr/ - Trouton (1863-1922) was the first who measured the elon-

gational viscosity of a material (he studied the extensional viscosity of pitch)[18]

and concluded that for Newtonian liquids the extensional viscosity is constant and

is three times the corresponding value of shear viscosity. The ratio of the elonga-

tional viscosity over the shear viscosity is called the Trouton ratio [73]. Original

measurements of Trouton, for the extensional viscosity of pitch, are shown in Fig-

ure 1-12. Many polymeric solutions show enhanced values of extensional viscos-

ity at higher elongation rates (see Figure 1-11(b)) which is referred to as strain-rate

thickening.

Generating a vorticity-free elongational flowfield is an experimental challenge and

depending on the elasticity of the fluid of interest, different methods have been in-

troduced in the literature.
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Figure 1-13: (color online). Different methods used in the literature for measuring
extensional properties of dilute viscoelastic solutions: (a) tubeless siphon method

used by Peng and Landel [19]. Image taken from [20]. (b) Opposed nozzle de-

vice used by Dontula et al. [21]. (c) Microfluidic hyperbolic channels used as an
extensional rheometer [22].

Figure 1-13 shows few examples of the common devices that are used for ex-

tensional rheology. If the liquid is elastic enough, then even a simple test such

as the tubeless siphon [19] (Figure 1-13(a)) can be applied. However for more di-

lute and less elastic solutions, it is not easy to stretch the liquid. Devices such as

opposed nozzles (Figure 1-13(b)) and microfluidic channels with hyperbolic wall

profile (Figure 1-13(c)) [21, 22] have been introduced but their corresponding mea-

surements are often affected by the fluid inertia.

The challenge of proper measurement of the elongational properties is an ongo-

ing research topic. A close look to the scattered rheological curves in Figure 1-14

which were all measured for the extensional rheology of the same test fluid can be

an alarming image for any rheologist [23].
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Figure 1-14: (color online). Measurements of extensional rheology for a model
fluid (Ml) performed by different research groups and labs [23]. This plot is some
times referred to as the so-called "M1" muddle.

One other elongational rheometer is the Capillary Breakup Extensional Rheome-

ter (CaBER). Originally proposed by Entov and coworkers [74], and later studied

in great detail by McKinley and others [75, 24, 76], CaBER is a simple setup that

relies on recording the thinning of a viscoelastic filament under the action of the

capillary stresses. Figure 1-15 shows that when a samle of the fluid is palced be-

tween two plates and later separated to a final gap a fluid filament can be formed

between the two hemispherical volumes of fluid. Due to the extra capillary pres-

sure in the thin filament, an elongational flowfield can emerge in the filament. For

the Newtonian liquids, the capillary pressure can be balanced by either the inertia

or the viscosity of the fluid. In the presence of a macromolecule, which is the case

for viscoelastic liquids, the elongational flowfield will increase in the extension rate

up to a critical value, which is the onset of coil-stretch transition in the morphology
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of the micro-structure [77]. This critical stretch rate is known to scale as the inverse

of the microstructure relaxation time e, ~ 1/TE in which the relaxation time TE is

also referred to as the elongational relaxation time.

2r

(c)

A/

K- _____

Q

1-15: (color online). CaBER device: (a) A liquid sample (Bavand's saliva in
cific figure) sitting between two stationary plates. (b) A filament is formed

after the plates are separated from each other. (c) A look into the dynamics of
polymer chains in the solvent as they go through elongation. Multiple scales are
involved and to get a macroscopic model, from the microscopic properties, several
levels of course graining are required. (d) The final stages of breakup can lead to
an iterative instability that involves capillarity, elasticity and inertia giving rise to
rather beautiful structures (beads-on-a-string). (e) Magnified image showing the
thin filament connecting multiple liquid beads. Surface tension is dominant in the
bead region while the elasticity is the major force in the thin elongated filaments.

Entov and coworkers [74, 78] show that as the stretch rate approaches this crit-

ical value, the flow in the filament will be dominated by a balance between the

capillary and the elastic stresses that are excited after the onset of the coil-stretch

transition. Assuming a simple rhological model such as Oldroyd-B or FENE-P,

with one dominant relaxation time [70], one can find an exact or approximate pre-

diction for the filament diameter evolution during the mentioned elasto-capillary

balance. Results show that the diameter of the viscoelastic filament decays expo-
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nentially with time [79] and the elongational relaxation time sets the slope of this

exponential decay on a log-normal plot.
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Figure 1-16: (color online). (a) An example of CaBER failing to capture the elasto-
capillary balance for a dilute viscoelastic solution (PEO-300K-0.01% wt. in the sol-
vent). The filament breaks during the plate separation stage. (b) An approximate
map of operation for the CaBER device based on the corresponding dimensionless
numbers. Red region corresponds to solutions that are so dilute and non-viscous
for proper testing in CaBER [24].

Knowing that the flow in CaBER is driven by capillary forces one can imagine

that the inertia-capillary timescale plays an important role in this process. This

timescale, also known as the Rayleigh timescale [80], TR = VpR3 /- is set by the

density p and surface tension o- of the liquid and the initial radius RO of the fila-

ment. The dimensionless ratio of the elongational relaxation time over the inertia-

capillary timescale is known as the Deborah number De = TE/TR which is a mea-

sure of the elastic stresses compared to the inertia-capillary ones. Another relevant
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dimensionless number is the Ohnesorge number Oh = 7/V/pRoo- which is the ratio

of visco-capillary timescale r/- over the inertia-capillary timescale.

It is known that if the test fluid is not elastic or viscous enough (i.e. De 1 and

Oh 1), CaBER can not report reliable measurements in its normal applications.

Figure 1-16 shows a filament for which both Deborah Ohnesroge numbers are

smaller than one and the montage of images from CaBER indeed shows that the

filament breaks up before the plates are fully separated from each other.
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Figure 1-17: (color online). Jet breakup for different Newtonian and viscoelastic
liquids. Image taken from [14].

Failure of CaBER in reporting reliable measurement for dilute solutions, has

prompted researchers to seek alternative methods by modifying the CaBER device

[81, 82]. At the same time, it is known that the capillary breakup of jets can also
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be dramatically affected by viscoelastic effects and many have used jet breakup

as an "indexer" for extensional viscosity (see Figure 1-17). Schimmer and Tebel

[25] studied the behavior of a viscoelastic jet that is subjected to small amplitude

perturbations at fixed frequencies. Figure 1-18 shows a summary of their initial

measurements. The suggested study focuses on the evolution of the capillary fil-

ament that is traveling with the jet velocity. Sch-ammer and Tebel [25] and later

Christanti and Walker [83] both showed that jet breakup studies are indeed a good

candidate for elongational rheology of dilute solution.
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Figure 1-18: (color online). Data from a jet breakup elongational
The device was originally designed by Schtimmer and Tebel [25].

rheometer [25].
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As mentioned, the elongational rheometry for dilute solutions is a an active

area of research. In the next chapter we will focus on jet breakup method and

microfluidic channels and show that, even for the very dilute solutions, the jet

break uo studies can report reliable measurements. A comparison between differ-

ent methods, with more quantitative analysis, is postponed to the next chapter.

1.2.4 Effects of extensional properties on fragmentation

Despite the extensive use of viscoelastic liquids in many industrial applications

such as paint coating, emulsification, pharmaceutical sprays, inkjets and anti-misting

fuels,our knowledge of the fragmentation dynamics for viscoelastic liquids is still

preliminary and qualitative at its best. A more quantitative knowledge can have

many potential benefits to many of these industries.
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Figure 1-19: (color online). Performance of normal fuel in combustion (a) and
atomization (c) compared to the fuel with anti-misting agents ((b) and (d) respec-
tively). Images taken from [26].

Several intriguing results in the literature have emphasized this point in a num-

ber of different case studies [26, 84]. As an example, one can note the case of anti-

misting fuel agents. These polymers/macromolecules can be added to high octane

jet fuels and dramatically help to mitigate fire/explosion hazards by a great factor.

Figure 1-19 shows how these agents can suppress the combustion by inhibiting

the atomization process. From a biological point of view, the dynamics of mucus

and saliva in violent respiratory events such as coughing or sneezing is also enor-

mously affected by the extensional properties of these biological gels/liquids.
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Figure 1-20: (color online). Measurements of relative mass mean diameter (MMD)
for viscoelastic sprays performed by Ferguson et al. [27] for a series of PEO solu-
tions.

The lack of quantitative knowledge on this subject in the literature is by no

means an indication of lack of interest. On the contrary, it is a sign of the com-

plexity of the topic. To study this subject, one requires both proper knowledge of

the extensional viscosity of the test fluids in ideal homogeneous flowfield and this

requires proper instrumentation for measuring this material function for dilute

solutions. Also essential to this study is a proper set of measurements of fragmen-

tation dynamics and accurate knowledge of the correct models for fragmentation.

In short, complex fluids in complex flows can not lead to a simple problem and

perhaps this has been a reason that so many qualitative measurements, such as

the results plotted in Figure 1-21 by Ferguson et al. [27], stop short of developing

a physical model for viscoelastic fragmentation. Most literature also fails to offer

any quantitative information and modeling on the effects of viscoelasticity on the
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Figure 1-21: (color online). (a) Harold (Doc) Edgerton (1903-1990) performing high
speed imaging tests in his lab at MIT. (b) High speed visualization of drop pinch
off used by Edgerton et al. [28] to quantify the drop-weight method that is used
in liquid surface tension measurements. (c) A bombardier beetle discharging a hot
spray as a defensive mechanism. Image taken from MIT museum collection of
Edgerton's work http: //video.mit. edu/watch/bombardier-beetles-3185/.

Addressing challenging problems in natural and industrial processes has been

a common theme of research in Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The

pioneering work of Edgerton (1903-1990) on high speed photography proved to

be a seminal tool that can be employed for studying many of these problems.

As shown in Figure 1-21, many of the problems Edgerton imaged were related

to pinch off or droplet breakup of different Newtonian liquids (see Figure 1-21(b))

[28]. At the same time spray/fragmentation of liquids in nature was another topic

of interest for Doc Edgerton. Figure 1-21(c) shows a snapshot of a bombardier
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beetle releasing a hot spray of liquid as a defensive mechanism for repelling ag-

gressors. This was recorded by Egerton using a high speed camera.

In the same spirit, we aim to address the nonlinear dynamics of complex fluids

in fragmentation. For a well known class of viscoelastic test fluids, we show that

proper measurements of elongational properties by a novel jet breakup setup can

lead to meaningful measurements of elongational relaxation times which capture

the relevant material properties of the underlying microstructure. Furthermore,

through precise observation, we develop a simple toy model and connect the mea-

sured liquid properties such as viscosity and elongation relaxation time to average

droplet sizes. We also study the corresponding size distributions and show how

viscoelasticity leads to a universal size distribution.

It is noteworthy to mention that while dilute viscoelastic solution are very common

in many industrial and natural processed, there are many more complex structured

fluids/gels that also go through fragmentation/fracture. Dense colloidal gels used

in many resins and paints, food gels, polymer emulsions with a transient network

and many other complex fluids have a permanent or temporary physical network

in their underlying structure. This network is characterized by a wide range of

different length scales and consequently many different timescales are associated

with the mechanical response of these gel-like materials [71]. Under rapid defor-

mations the underlying transient network can behave similarly to a soft solid and

upon a fragmentation process may experience a brittle like fracture events [33]. In

order to understand this limit and be able to predict the mechanical response of

these gels in this extreme events we need to introduce a few key ideas about these

materials and their linear and nonlinear rheology.

1.2.5 Other complex fluids/gels in nonlinear deformations

Examples of fluids/gels with transient/temporary networks are abundant in both

synthetic and biological applications. Figure 1-22 shows microscopic images from

the structure of a Polyurethane dispersion at different waiting times. The micro-
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gels that constitutes this dispersion can form a fractal like network [29] and its

linear rheology under a simple oscillatory deformation will show power law be-

havior for both elastic and loss moduli [85]. The emergence of power law rheology

is a signature of a wide spectrum of relaxation times for these materials and indi-

cates that focusing on the dilute dynamics of a single polymer/macromolecule in

a solvent is not the right physical image for these gels [29].
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Figure 1-22: (color online). (a) TEM images of waterborne Polyurethane Disper-
sions at different waiting times. (b) Linear rheology of the same liquids/gels
demonstrating a power law behaviour over a wide range of frequencies. Images
taken from [29].

Even some of the simple resins provided to us from Axalta Coating Systems,

exhibit network-like characteristics in which the breadth of size distributions in the

underlying structures leads to a rheological response that is equivalent to multiple

modes of relaxation with different time constant [86]. Figure 1-23 shows an exam-

ple of one of these gel-like resins and a schematic description of the underlying

micro structure, comprised of gel like drops that are saturated with low molecular

weight chains.

In these materials the underlying network can easily experience fracture in ex-
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treme events such as fragmentation. Understanding the linear rheology of these

materials and connecting that to the structure of the network within these mate-

rial is extremely important in a variety of applications and can ideally be used as a

guideline for material scientists in designing diverse materials with different prop-

erties [87]. At the same time, nonlinear rheology of these materials is an essential

element for studying their dynamics in large deformations that are experiences

within fracture/fragmentation [88].
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Figure 1-23: (color online). (a) TEM image of a typical resin provided by Axalta
Coating Systems. (b) Size distribution of gel-like beads shown in part (a). (c) A
physical image of the structure of this specific resin.

The abundance of these gel-like materials in the food and bio-gel industries

have prompted many researchers to take some groups of food gels as canonical

examples for their experimental studies. Casein acid-induced gels are one class

of these materials that exhibit power law linear rheology, strain hardening and

softening in their nonlinear rheology and delayed fracture under applied stress or

deformation rate [89, 90, 91].

The casein polymer gels are a type of protein gels that have some similarities to ca-

sein micelles which are known as the the primary ingredient of yogurt. However,

we should emphasize that instead of a colloidal gel structure, which is observed

for the casein micelles (Figure 1-24(b)), casein poymer gels show a fibrous cellular

structure (see Figures 1-24(c) and 1-24(d)). Protein strands in these structures gen-

erate a permanent Network that acts as a flock of mass fractals [89]. Water interacts

in these fibrous porous network and the viscous dissipation of these interactions
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gives rise to a non-zero loss modulus.

We chose casein protein gels as a good candidate for studying the behavior of soft

gels in fracture/fragmentation. Power law rheology, strain hardening and frac-

ture upon applied force/shear rate are all characteristic to the behavior of these

gels. Furthermore, the rheological propeties of these gels can be easily controlled

by fine tuning the chemistry of the acidification process.

Figure 1-24: (color online). (a) Fragmentation and fracture of a spoonful of yogurt
upon the impact of a strawberry. (b) SEM image of yogurt made from unheated
skim milk. Casein micelles aggregate in the form of coarse clusters. Image taken
from [30]. (c) and (d) ESEM images of a casein acid-induced polymer gel. The thick
fibrous strands of this biopolymer gel provide the elastic response of this material
in different deformations.

The linear rheology of soft gels is known to be dominated by power law re-

sponses in time or frequency [86]. Scott Blair (1902-1987) was one of the first to

look at the rheological behavior of many bio-gels and food products. Figure 1-25

shows the relaxation response of a sample of a milk curd after experiencing a step
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in strain. Unlike an ideal elastic solid, the measured modulus for this material

does decay with time but the the form of this decay is different from the simple

exponential decay of Maxwell-Debye type that is predicted for viscoelastic mate-

rials with a single relaxation time/mode. To mathematically model this behavior,

one requires a mechanical model that incorporates many modes of relaxation with

different timescales [92]. Scott Blair found a more sophisticated method for math-

ematically describing these gels which is based on fractional calculus. Inspired by

this idea, and also by the concept of anomalous diffusion, which is experimentally

observed in many biological materials [93], Jaishankar and McKinley [86] reintro-

duced the idea of "fractional rheology" as a useful tool for modeling the linear

rheology of soft gels.
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Figure 1-25: (color online). Stress relaxation of milk curd after a step in strain. Data
were measured by Scott Blair (1902-1987) [31]. The idea of a fractional mechanical
element that can generate a power law relaxation response with two model pa-
rameters V and a. As a varies from 0 to 1 one can recover a spectrum of material
responses ranging from Hookean solids to Newtonian liquids.

The proposed mechanical element is a spring-pot that has a constitutive equa-

tion of the form

ospring-Pot = V dta (1.5)

where & is a fractional derivative 1 of order a defined in the form of a Caputo

derivative [95]

df (M = (t - t') ~-- f (") (t') dt' (1.6)
dt, l'(1 - a)

'Historically the concept of fractional derivatives was first introduced by Leibniz in a letter to
L'Hospital [94].
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in which n is the nearest integer bigger than or equal to a, i.e. n = [a] and f (n) is

the nth derivative of f.
This fractional model Equation 1.5 has two parameters: a front factor V which has

a dimension of Pa.sc and a dimensionless parameter a that can vary from 0 to 1.

While V sets the strength of the gel, a sets the slope of the power law. By varying

values of a from 0 to 1 one can recover an spectrum of rheological responses from

a solid to a gel and then a Newtonian liquid. We will show that the value of cZ is

set by the fractal structure of the gel network while V is strongly affected by the

volume fraction of casein dissolved in water.

Rheological response of this fractional element predicts a power law decay in time

for the relaxation modulus after a step strain test G(t) ~ Vt-a. Similarly in an

oscillatory flow, the elastic and loss modulus exhibit power law dependence on

frequency G', G" ~ wo. Based on early observations on the linear rheology of soft

gels (Figures 1-22 and 1-25), a fractional model seems to be a perfect candidate for

the mathematical representation of the rheology of these materials within the limit

of linear deformations.

1.2.6 Fracture of soft gels

As described earlier, the cohesion of liquids/gels is characterized the surface en-

ergy of the matter. In liquids this quantity is often the surface tension of the fluid

and fragmentation of Newtonian liquids is a case in which inertia overcomes the

capillary forces. A relevant dimensionless number is called the Weber number

We = pV 2 R/I- which captures the ratio of the inertia over capillary forces. Liq-

uid sheets, jets and drops become unstable at critical values of Weber number

[96, 97, 13].
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Figure 1-26: (color online). Dimensionless map of fragmentation and fracture for
viscoelastic liquids and soft network gels. The {v We, Ec, Ca} coordinate system
represents dimensionless forms for the inertia, elasticity, and the viscosity of the
material. For example in the atomization of non-viscous Newtonian liquids (inset
with the blue border), inertia overcomes the capillary forces and the atomization
process will be governed by the inertia-capillary balance in the thinning filaments.
At the same time, for viscous Newtonian liquids the buckling of a viscous thread
which is compressed at a constant velocity V (inset with green borders) is a good
example in which viscous stresses can overcome the capillary resistance (at high
enough Ca numbers). This results in the buckling of the liquid thread very similar
to the buckling of an elastic column under compression. Image is taken from [32].
For viscoelastic liquids/gels, a non-zero relaxation time rE leads to high values of
elastocapillary number at small length scales. For viscoelastic liquids which do
not have a temporary/permanent network this leads to elongated filaments that
show enhanced extensional viscosity and inhibit the atomization process (inset
image with red borders). However, if the liquid/gel has a temporary/permanent
network it is possible that the induced stresses (from either capillary effects, inertia,
or external forces) become larger than a critical value that is set by the surface
energy of the temporary/permanent network within the material. This can lead to
a solid-like fracture of the fluid/gel (inset image with brown borders) [33].
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For viscous threads, at certain velocities, viscous stressed dominate over the

capillary ones. the Capillary number Ca rV/oa is a dimensionless number that

compares the strength of viscous forces to the capillary effects. Compressing a

viscous thread, fast enough that the capillary number exceeds a certain threshold,

leads to the buckling of the filament very much in the similar manner that a com-

pressed elastic beam buckles after a certain deformation [32].

Figure 1-26 shows a dimensionless map for the fragmentation and fracture cases

that we aim to study in this thesis. The two mentioned examples of Newtonian

fragmentation and viscous buckling sit at the end of two axes of the right vertical

plane.

The Ohnesorge number is the ratio of the capillary number over the square root

of Weber number. Thus, a trajectory from inviscid Newtonian fragmentation to

viscous buckling is equivalent to an increase in Ohnesorge number.

For dilute viscoelastic liquids, the ratio of the Deborah number over the Ohnesorge

number is called the elastocapillary number Ec = De/Oh. This number shows the

relative importance of elastic forces to the visco-capillary effects. Elastic effects

start to dominate as the elastocapillary number increases. In fragmentation for

viscoelastic liquids as the filaments pinch off and go through a necking instability

the radius of the filament in the necking region goes to zero R -> 0, which leads to

high values of elastocapillary number and localized flow in the neck region that is

dominated by elastic effects.

For gels and fluids with a temporary internal viscoelastic network, the region of

high elastocapillary numbers can be considered as a region in which the external

stresses (such as capillary pressures in the current scaling) can overcome the cohe-

sive strength of the underlying permanent/temporary network. This may lead to

a brittle like fracture in the network of the gel [33, 98].

Unlike the fragmentation of dilute viscoelastic liquids, the brittle-like fracture of

soft gels is observed in finite strains. Figure 1-27(a) shows an example of casein gels

rupturing in a Couette cell on a stress-controlled rheometer and forming cracks un-

der a constant applied stress. Other examples include rupture of polymeric liquid
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[35] and fracture of breast implants [34] in tension.

In all these examples, it is crucial to understand the mechanical response of the

material up to the fracture point. Critical values of stress and strain at the rupture

point also play an important role in many relevant applications. Understanding

linear and nonlinear rheology of the casein gels helps us to develop a general rhe-

ological framework that can predict the performance of this class of biopolymer

gels in extreme loading conditions. However, we also need to have knowledge

about the damage accumulation in these materials. Damage accumulation is due

to the irreversible rupture of individual fibers or protein strands in the network

of these materials. The idea of damage in these gels is different from the idea of

damping in rubber-like materials. The network softening/damping is a reversible

process whereas the damage happens in an irreversible manner.
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Figure 1-27: (color online). (a) Casein gels under a, constant stress, creep experi-
ment. At a certain failure time macroscopic cracks start to appear in the material.
(b) Silicone gel implant rupturing under a tensile test. Image taken from [34]. (c) A
polymeric liquid fractures under tension by forming a propagating crack. Image
taken from [35].

Damage accumulation is a known mechanism for describing the failure and

rupture mechanics for different solids [99]. One of the pioneering studies in this

field was performed by Basquin [36] on different metallic alloys. Figure 1-28 shows

a summary of the rupture data that he presented in his seminal work. Different

metals show a power law dependence between the value of the maximum stress

at the rupture point and the number of loading cycles before the fracture. This

power law behavior has been observed for many other materials and is widely

referred to as the Basquin law [37].
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Figure 1-28: (color online). "Fracture toughness" of different metallic materials
plotted by Basquin [36]. This is usually referred to as Basquin's law of fatigue [37].

A few years after Basquin, James Bailey (1890-1962) performed extensice series

of strength studies on glass. Glass was a valuable commodity at that time for

food and drink industry (1939 was well before the introduction of plastics and, for

obvious reasons, there was a huge increase in glass demand after prohibition days

were over). In his studies, Bailey tried to correlate the strength of glass from some

tensile tests to other tests with different loading/deformation protocols. Figure

1-29, for example, shows a summary of his results. As stress rate increases the

strength of the material at the fracture point increases. He was able to develop a

simple model for damage accumulation that helped him correlate all the different

results together. The suggested model for damage accumulation is now known as

Bailey durability criteria and it is shown that this can be one of the most general

models for correlating fracture data. Freeds and Leonov [39] have recently shown

that the Bailey criterion is universally valid for a Markovian stochastic process of
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damage which means: irreversibility of the damage process, independence of the

various damage accumulations and absence of memory effects in every damage

accumulation.

James Bailey
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Figure 1-29: (color online). Strength of different glass samples at the fracture point
while they experience an increasing load with a constant stress rate. Results from
these tests were first analyzed by James Bailey (1890-1962) [38]. His analysis is now
referred to as the Bailey criterion [39].

In this thesis we aim to study the dynamics of soft gels and elastic networks

in the rupture process. Combining linear and nonlinear rheology, we develop a

framework to study the behavior of these materials in large deformations. Our

proposed framework is then combined with the concept of damage accumulation

and, using the Bailey durability criterion, we provide predictions for the critical

stress and strain at the rupture point which are compared with our experimental

measurements.

We begin by first introducing our methods of material characterizations in the next

chapter. Our rheological are then used in the following chapters to understand the

phenomena of fragmentation and fracture for complex fluids.
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Chapter 2

Instruments, Test Fluids and

Experimental Procedures and

Challenges

Accurate and minute measurement seems to the non-scientific imagination, a less lofty

and dignified work than looking for something new. But nearly all the grandest discoveries

of science have been but the rewards of accurate measurement and patient long-continued

labor in the minute sifting of numerical results.

Lord Kelvin

2.1 Scope

In this chapter we present a detailed description for the instruments used in either

shear or elongational rheometry. We will focus more on the challenges of perform-

ing elongational rheometry for dilute solutions. A brief description of the tested

liquids/gels and the preparation procedures will be presented. We will introduce

a dimensionless monogram that provides a quantitative description of merits and

limits of the described instruments for different liquids.
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2.2 Introduction

Rheological measurements for different materials requires a quantitative knowl-

edge of the involved instruments and their corresponding limitations. Studying

the rheological response of materials under shear deformations can help us in un-

derstanding their behavior in different shear-dominated flows/processes. At the

same time, viscoelastic materials are known to show unusual behavior when de-

formed in an elongational flow field. Commercial rheometers have been optimized

through years for precise measurements of shear properties of different materials

over a wide range of deformation rates [100]. This level of accuracy in shear rheom-

etry is hardly matched in elongational rheology measurements [60]. This is mainly

due to the complexities involved with designing a purely elongational flow field.

For highly elastic materials, such as polymer melts or high concentration solutions

of high molecular weight polymer chains, several methods are suggested in the lit-

erature [101]. However, elongational rheometry for many other fluids, which are

considered to be weakly viscoelastic, is an ongoing challenge [102, 24].

Quantifying the elongational rheology of weakly viscoelastic fluids can help us

understand the complex fluid dynamical behavior of such materials, which arises

due the coupling between microstructure and flow [103, 71]. Mucus, saliva, syn-

ovial fluids, and blood are just a few representative examples of such fluids, and

many of our vital physiological functions depend on the flow behavior or, in other

words, the rheology of these microstructured biomaterials [104, 105, 106]. Simi-

larly, in many important industrial applications such as paint coating, inkjet print-

ing, emulsification and anti-mist fuel combustion, the rheological properties of

weakly viscoelastic liquids play a significant role [107, 108, 109, 110].

One important characteristic behavior of viscoelastic liquids is the resistance that

the underlying microstructure exhibits to deformation in elongational flows. This

resistance is characterized by the extensional viscosity and the value of TiE for vis-

coelastic solutions can be several orders of magnitude higher than the correspond-

ing shear viscosities [111, 73, 112, 60]. In many biological and industrial applica-
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tions such as flow of biological fluids through contractions and valves, the flow

of liquid foodstuffs through orifices [113] or atomization of paints in an air-spray

nozzle the kinematics of the flow is dominated by elongational deformation lead-

ing to dramatic effects of the extensional rheological properties on the flow.

Whether it is the fracture of a gel, in which the connecting strands in the gel

network stretch and elongate prior to the rupture, or the fragmentation of a vis-

coelastic liquid in the atomization process, in which the capillary forces generate

an elongational flowfield inside the liquid filaments, understanding the rheolog-

ical properties of the material in both shear and elongation is of crucial impor-

tance. In this chapter, we try to introduce the test materials that are used as test

fluids/gels in our experiments and also present a detailed description for differ-

ent instruments/rheometers that are used to measure the rheological properties of

these materials.

2.3 Test Fluids

The test fluids studied in our experiments are all drawn from a well-known class of

dilute polymer solutions that show elongational thickening but also exhibit neg-

ligible shear thinning [114]. This class of fluids has been widely used to under-

stand the effect of extensional thickening on complex fluid phenomena and sepa-

rate these effects from other competitive effects rising from nonlinear shear thin-

ning behavior or inertia [115]. Poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) is widely used as a

model viscoelastic fluid in the scientific literature, because the molecules are read-

ily water soluble, available in a wide range of molecular weights and relatively

immune to shear-induced or photo-induced degradation. This has helped many

researchers develop experimental systems to understand the effect of a deformable

material microstructure on the dynamics and instabilities of complex fluids since

many of these phenomena are driven by the enhanced values of elongational vis-

cosity [116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121].

In our first series of experiments we focus on the effects of extensional properties
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on atomization and fragmentation for dilute polymer solutions. It is known that

dilute polymer solutions such as saliva, fuel anti-misting agents, resins, paints and

inks used in inkjetting processes mostly resist fragmentation by enhanced exten-

sional viscosity [122, 123, 124, 108]. Thus, aqueous PEO solutions in moderately

viscous solvents were the rational choice for studying the effects of elongational

properties on fragmentation, whilst also excluding the confounding effect of shear

thinning. We therefore focus on these results here as the materials should be read-

ily available and the results reproducible by future researchers. In each chapter we

will provide a detailed description for all the test liquids that were used.

2.3.1 PEO Solutions

In order to quantify the performance of different configurations for extensional

rheometry of weakly viscoelastic fluids, we prepared four different dilute poly-

meric solutions and monitored their flow behavior in hyperbolic channels (EVROC)

and in the jet breakup process (ROJER). In addition to these four test fluids, we also

tested a concentrated high molecular weight fluid in both the EVROC and CaBER

devices to illustrate the similarities and differences when a markedly different vis-

cosity range is probed. Table 1 summarizes the properties of all these test fluids.

The viscoelastic fluids are prepared by dissolving small amounts of poly(ethylene

oxide) (PEO) of three different average molecular weights (300 kg/mol, 1000 kg/mol,

and 4000 kg/mol respectively) in a 60-40%wt. water-glycerol solvent (rq, = 3.0 mPa.s).

The polymer overlap concentrations are respectively c* = 0.28%, 0.14% and 0.08%

for the 300K, 1000K and 4000K solutions. Values of c* and L (the finite extensibil-

ity parameter) are estimated based on the scalings with average molecular weight

that are evaluated by Haward et al. [116] for PEO solutions (L ~ M'-" in which

v = 0.56 for a reasonably good solvent such as PEO in water-glycerol mixture).

It is known that at really high deformation rates, flexible polymer chains can be

physically degraded due to their finite extensibility [125] and the viscoelastic be-
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havior of many complex fluids decrease with time. Thus for each ROJER or EVROC

experiment a fresh sample was used and the elapsed time gap between the EVROC

and ROJER tests was kept to less than 30 minutes, in order to minimize the possi-

bility of degradation between tests performed with different devices.

Table 2.1: Properties of the viscoelastic test fluids. Different concentrations of poly
(ethylene Oxide) (PEO) at three different molecular weights were dissolved in the
Newtonian solvent (60-40% wt. Water+Glycerol m = 3.0mrPa.s). Definitions of
the Deborah number (De), Ohnesorge number (Oh), Elasticity number (El) and
Elasto-capillary number (Ec) that can be spanned by the fluids are described in the
text.

MW c c/c* 71o[mPa.s] TE[Is] L De Oh

0.3M 0.01% 0.036 3.30 72 27 0.72 0.075

1M 0.01% 0.07 3.40 425 50 4.5 0.075

4M 0.0025% 0.03 3.10 957 100 10.5 0.075

4M 0.05% 0.66 3.37 2045 100 21.9 0.095

4M 1% 13.22 700 5.5x104 100 595 17

In order to systematically study the effects of viscoelasticity on the atomization,

four different dilute polymer solutions were selected as test liquids. All of these

solutions are again made by dissolving small amounts of Poly(ethylene oxide) or

(PEO) with Mw = 3 x 105 g/mol and 1 x 106g/mol respectively (purchased from Sigma

Aldrich) in a water-glycerol (60-40 wt.%) solvent (I, = 3.2mPa.s) and the resulting

viscometric properties are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
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Table 2.2: Rheological properties of the viscoelastic spray test fluids. Two different
concentrations of Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) at two different molecular weights
were dissolved in the Newtonian solvent (Water+Glycerol 60-40 wt.%) which has
a viscosity , = 3.2mPa.s. The dimensionless parameters Oh and De are defined in
the text (see Eqs. (8) and (9)) and are evaluated using p
All the measurements were performed at 250 C.

= 1103kg/M3 and R, = 85[pm.

Table 2.3: Rheological properties of the viscoelastic fluids tested in Figures 2-3 and
2-4. Two different concentrations of Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) at two different
molecular weights were dissolved in the Newtonian solvents (water for the 5000K
PEO solution and Water+Glycerol 60-40 wt.% for the 2000K solution). The dimen-
sionless parameters Oh and De are defined in the text (see Eqs. (8) and (9)) and
are evaluated using p = 1103kg/rm 3 and RO = 3mm. All the measurements were
performed at 250C.

Mw c c/c* r8 [mPa.s] qo[mPa.s] TE[ms] L De Oh

5000K 0.15% 1.5 0.9 2.12 36.4 112 1.72 0.005

2000K 0.01% 0.1 3.2 4.21 2.1 71 0.1 0.01

106

Mw c c/c* qo[mPa.s] TE[ps] L De Oh

300K 0.01% 0.036 3.21 60 27 0.2 0.04

300K 0.1% 0.36 3.32 360 27 1.3 0.04

1000K 0.01% 0.07 3.22 996 50 3.6 0.04

1000K 0.05% 0.37 3.31 2800 50 10.0 0.04



2.3.2 Casein Gels

In the gel fracture tests we needed a gel which is easy to prepare and has rel-

atively constant properties over the time of different experiments (sometimes as

long as few days). Acid-induced protein gels with different types of mechanical

properties are known to be good test gels for the mentioned purposes. They are

prepared by dissolving Caseinate powder (Firmenich) at different concentrations

(0.5% - 12%) in deionized water under gentle mixing at 600 rpm and at constant

temperature T = 350C. Homogeneous gelation is induced by dissolving a certain

amount (0.125% - 12%) of glucono-3-lactone (GDL, Firmenich) in the protein so-

lution [126]. While still liquid, the protein solution is poured into the gap of a

Couette shear cell connected to a strain-controlled rheometer (ARES rheometer).

Gelation is achieved within 12 hours after which either a constant strain or a con-

stant shear rate is imposed while the stress is monitored. In both cases, images of

the gel are recorded simultaneously to rheology (Canon, EOS7D).

2.4 Shear Rheology Measurements

The shear rheology of the PEO solutions were measured using a stress-controlled

rheometer (ARG2; TA Instruments, with either a cone and plate geometry or with

a Couette cell), at low shear rates (10s-1  i 1000s 1 ), and using a micro-fluidic

rheometer (m-VROC from Rheosense) at higher shear rates (1000s-1 200, 000s-1).

Basics of stress-controlled shear rheometry using cone-plate or Couette cells are

explained in great detail by Macosko [100]. A description of micro-fluidic mea-

surements and analysis for both shear and elongational rheology will be provided

in the next sections of this chapter.

For the casein gels, it is important to visualize the gel prior/during the fracture.

Thus, we designed and machined several Couette cells. The outer walls are made

of transparent plexi-glass and the inner bobs are made of Delrin. Figure 2-1 (a)

shows a drawing of one of the designed cells and Figure 2-1(b) shows the final
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assembled version on the ARES (strain-controlled) rheometer. The Casein pre-gel

solution is poured in the Couette cell and within the gelation process, the gel is

always in contact with the inner/outer walls. After a certain amount of time (3-

4 hours for the 4%Casein-1%GDL gel) a white yoghurt-like gel is formed (Figure

2-1(c)). The ARES rheometer is a strain-controlled configuration that changes the

strain by precise control of the angular position of the outer wall Q(t) and moni-

tors the gels stress response by monitoring the torque M(t) exerted on the inner

bob. Figure 2-2 shows a typical response of a 4%Casein-1%GDL gel during the

gelation process. The gel is under a linear (-yo << 1) oscillation 7(s) = -yosin(wos)

at a fixed frequency wo and the stress response of the gel u(s) is decomposed

into elastic (in-phase) and loss (out of phase) moduli, a(s) = G'(wo, t)yosin(wos) +

G"(wo, t)yosin(wos). The elastic and loss moduli start to increase close to the gleation

point (t ~ 5000s) and grow to constant values after t ~ 15000s.
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M(t) = (27rr2H)o-(t)

Figure 2-1: (a) and (b): Rheological data for Casein gels were obtained with an
ARES-LS strain-controlled rheometer (TA Instrument) using a machined Couette
cell made of an outer polished Plexiglas cup of height H = 20.32 mm and radius
r, = 25 mm which is rotating around a fixed inner bob of radius ri = 22.65 mm
made of Delrin, leading to a shear flow in a gap of 2.35 mm. (c) The casein gel
formed in the Couette cell on the ARES rheometer.
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Figure 2-2: Mechanical response of the casein gel (4%casein-1%GDL) during the

gelation process monitored by the ARES rheometer. The outer cylinder oscillation

creates a linear shear flowfield in the gap that oscillates at a fixed frequency. The

torque/stress (M(t) or -(t)) response of the gel is monitored vis the fixed inner

bob. In and out of phase responses are converted to elastic (red dots) G' and loss

modulus (blue dots) G" respectively.
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2.5 Elongational Rheology Measurements

2.5.1 Capillary Breakup Extensional Rheometry (CaBER)

From the early days of extensional rheometry [18] accurate measurement of elon-

gational properties for a wide range of materials/liquids has been reported as

an experimental challenge [73, 60, 20] due to the fact that there are few possible

geometries/conditions in which uniaxial extensional flows dominate and shear

effects are negligible. Although some known established devices such as FISER

(Filament Stretching Extensional Rheometer[127]) or SER (Sentmanat Extensional

Rheometer[128, 129]) have shown very promising results for sufficiently viscoelas-

tic polymer melts and solutions, there are still many additional challenges for mea-

suring the extensional rheology of very dilute solutions.

Bazilevsky et al. [74] showed that understanding the viscoelastic fluid dy-

namics of polymeric liquids undergoing capillary breakup can lead to accurate

measurements of transient extensional rheology of these dilute solutions at rela-

tively low relaxation times (specifically extensional relaxation times in the range

0.01 T i1s). This principle is used in the CaBER instrument and has been stud-

ied extensively by many researchers [79, 130, 131, 132]. When two coaxial cylindri-

cal plates are rapidly separated from each other, a liquid filament will be formed

between the lower and upper liquid reservoirs. The smaller radius of the fluid

filament compared to the radius of the two quasi-static reservoirs causes a higher

capillary pressure (AP ~ or/R(t)) in the connecting ligament. This extra pressure

drives an axial flow from the middle of the filament outward to both ends which

progressively drains the filament volume into the reservoirs. The driving effect of

capillary stresses inside the filament is resisted by either inertia (inertia-capillary

regime) or viscous (visco-capillary regime) stresses in a Newtonian liquid. In poly-

meric solutions the capillary pressure can also be resisted by elastic stresses result-

ing in an elasto-capillary balance. For different fluid systems and filament dimen-

sions all three effects of inertia, viscous, and elastic stresses may be in balance with

the capillary pressure for some part of the thinning and breakup process [133, 79].
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For low viscosity fluids in the initial stage of thinning the flow in the filament will

be dominated by inertia; and the local diameter will thin down with a timescale

set by an inertia-capillary balance (also known as the Rayleigh timescale):

TR =jp-RO/g (2.1)

in which RO is the initial radius of the thinning filament. By a simple scaling argu-

ment from the balance of capillary pressure with the inertia terms in the equation

of motion the time evolution of the filament radius can be derived to be of the form

[42, 133]:

R(t) = 0.64 (1.95TR - (2.2)

The predictions from Equation (2.2) can be compared with measurements of the

thinning filament radius in CaBER at early inertia-capillary stages (see the solid

line in Figure 2-4).

A number of papers (see for example: [74, 78, 79]) have shown that as the filament

thins down with time the kinematics of the local flow in the long thin filament

evolves into a uniaxial extensional flow [v, = (-1/2) r, vo = 0, v, = &z] in which the

strain rate is given by e = (-2/R(t))dR/dt. The decrease in the diameter results

in the strain rate increasing and the corresponding viscous (Evi, = ij) or elastic

(Eeastic = rI) stresses in the filament become increasingly important. The viscous

forces become significant when the ratio of the visco-capillary time-scale (tvi,

yR(t)/a) compared to the inertia-capillary time scale (tR ~ 1pR(t) 3/u) becomes of

order unity, i.e. when the local Ohnesorge number becomes close to one (see also

[133]):

Oh =_ q1/paR(t) ~ 0(l) (2.3)

Viscoelastic effects can also become significant when the polymer relaxation timescale

(TE) and the inertio-capillary timescale of the fluid become comparable, i.e. when
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the local Deborah number is of order unity:

De = TE \pR(t)3 / 0(1) (2.4)

Nonlinear growth in the elastic stresses (i.e. strain-hardening) becomes important

when the local Weissenberg number Wi = TEE in the filament exceeds Wi > 0.5.

Bazilevsky et al. [74] showed that for constitutive equations such as the Oldroyd-B

model (in which the polymer chains are infinitely extensible) the elasto-capillary

region results in an exponential decay of the filament diameter with time of the

form:

DIDo = (GDo/4a) 11 3 exp( -t/3TE) (2.5)

where Do is the diameter of the filament, o is the surface tension of liquid-air inter-

face, G is the elastic modulus of the polymer in the solution (G = nkT for a dilute

solution) and TE is the relaxation time in the Oldroyd-B model for the liquid. Both

experiments and theoretical analyses have shown that because the thinning pro-

cess is self-similar in the elasto-capillary regime the Weissenberg number remains

constant with a value equal to Wi = 2/3 [78, 79].

The exponential decay of the filament diameter in CaBER given by Equation (2.5)

has been reported by many in the literature for a variety of polymeric liquids used

in different applications [134, 135, 131, 136, 76]. However the exponential decay is

predicated on infinite extensibility of the polymer chain and as a consequence the

thinning filament will never breakup which is, of course, unphysical. Entov and

Hinch [78] showed that for constitutive equations which incorporate finite extensi-

bility (such as the FENE-P model for dilute polymer solutions) the elasto-capillary

balance and exponential decay in the diameter holds on intermediate timescales

but at later times, very close to pinch off, the polymer chains can reach their maxi-

mum elongation and the extensional viscosity reaches a plateau. The filament then

begins to thin down linearly in a visco-capillary manner once more but with a form

given by D ~ (9/27E,,o) (tb - t) where tb is the final breakup time.

Figure 2-3 shows an example of a successful CaBER test performed for a 5000K
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PEO solution at a concentration c = 1.5wt.%. The montage of images show an

axially uniform filament (formed between two hemispherical end-caps) which is

thinning with time and the measured diameters are fitted best by an exponential

expression for a wide range of times (200ms t 800ms in Figure 2-3). Regres-

sion of Equation (2.5) enables a precise measurement for the relaxation time for

this solution (E _ 103ms). However there are also initial and final regions visible

in which the exponential decay does not fit the data anymore. In the initial stage

(yellow part of Figure 2-3, which endures for a few capillary time scales ~ GTR)

the polymer chains have not felt the strong stretching flow yet and the balance is

between capillarity and a mixture of inertia and viscous forces combined. On the

other hand, at long times the polymer chains reach their maximum extensibility

so that they can not extend any more and the polymer contribution to the elon-

gational viscosity will saturate. The data in the orange-shaded region of Figure

2-3 show that the filament diameter deviates from exponential thinning due to fi-

nite extensibility and the diameter sharply falls to zero in a linear manner. Also in

the final image of the montage in Figure 2-3 it is possible to observe the so-called

"beads-on-a-string structure" [137] at the final stages in which the polymers in the

connecting filaments between the beads reach their finite extensibility limit and

enter a terminal thinning regime [131].
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Figure 2-3: CaBER (Capillary Breakup Extensional Rheometry) for a semi-dilute
Poly(ethylene oxide) solution (molecular weight Mw = 5 x 106glmol and 0.15 wt.%
concentration,c/c* = 1.5), Oh = 0.005, De = 1.72. The blue dots are the oversam-
pled data from the laser micrometer while the green circles are the bin-averaged
smoothed data. The visualized images of the actual filament thinning with time are
at the top. The filament goes through three significant regimes: the initial region
(shaded yellow) is still affected by fluid inertia; as the liquid thread thins down
under the action of capillary pressure the elastic stresses become increasingly im-
portant and an elasto-capillary region emerges. The solid black line indicates an
exponential decay with time described by Equation (2.5) (the theoretical predic-
tion for elasto-capillary regime). Finally when the polymer chains in the filament
approach their maximum extensibility the diameter approaches zero in a linear
manner (shaded orange region).

Ideally every thinning viscoelastic filament would reach an elasto-capillary bal-

ance close to pinch off and the CaBER instrument should be able to measure low

relaxation times even for very dilute solutions. However there are a number of

technical issues which inhibit such measurements [24, 82]. Firstly, it is possible
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that the relaxation time is so small that the local Deborah number will approach

unity only at very low filament diameters that are below the resolution of the laser

micrometer in the CaBER. However Rodd et al. [24] showed that the constraint

on measurements for CaBER are, in practice, much more severe than the above-

mentioned limit. Using a dimensionless map, they showed that measurements

become very hard if the values of both initial Deborah and Ohnesorge numbers

(based on the initial radius of the sample plates(Ro)) fall below unity. For a 6mm

diameter plate and an aqueous solution, measurements will be hard if both the re-

laxation time and the shear viscosity are below lms and 60mPa.s respectively. This

restriction is due to the fact that as the end-plates are separated axially from the ini-

tial gap to the final gap there will be shape oscillations in the hemispherical end

caps which persist for multiples of the capillary time and these oscillations intro-

duce periodic fluctuations to the laser micrometer readings. If the filament breaks

up before these oscillations damp away then the entire life of the thinning filament

is corrupted by these end effects. The filament breakup time scales with the larger

of the polymer relaxation time (TE) or the initial viscous timescale (to, = rIRo/a)

depending on the magnitude of the elasto-capillary number Ec T rEcYIRo. If both

of these timescales are shorter than the capillary time-scale of the filament (i.e.

Oho = tvis/TR= r/ pRou 1 and also Deo = TE/TR = -E \|pRO/3 1) then the fila-

ment will break up before the oscillations damp away and the CaBER instrument

will fail to report meaningful readings.

Recent work [131, 82] has shown that by modifying the initial rise of the plates

to a so-called "slow retraction method (SRM)" the perturbative effects of these

inertia-capillary oscillations can be minimized and more accurate measurements

are possible for dilute solutions with this new modified approach. However the

appearance of the beads-on-a-string structures in CaBER can not be avoided even

using the SRM method and Campo-Deafno et al. [82] have proposed following the

entire dynamics by high-speed imaging instead of relying on a centrally located

laser micrometer read-out alone. An example of a beads-on-a-string structure ap-

pearing in a CaBER test with a low viscosity polymer solution is shown in Figure
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2-4. As can be seen from the image montage and from the measured diameter

D(t) the initial stage is mainly dominated by an inertia-capillary balance (the solid

line fitted to the initial data is the fit from inertia-capillary balance, Equation (2.2))

while the rest of the data in the filament thinning region is polluted by the progres-

sive appearance of different generations of beads which appear as the result of an

iterated elastic instability [138].

1000
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10 0 13

0 . . . . 4 . .1 12 4 16

t/TR

Figure 2-4: CaBER (Capillary Breakup Extensional Rheometry) for a dilute poly
ethylene oxide solution (M, = 2 x 106g/mol and 0.01 wt.% concentration c/c* =
0.1),Oh = 0.01, De = 0.1. The blue squares show the data from the laser micrometer;
the normalized filament diameter is plotted versus time normalized by the capil-
lary time-scale(TR = _pR tyo = 6ms). The solid line is a fit from the expected
predictions for inertia-capillary regime (Equation (2.2) in the text). The visualized
images of the actual filament thinning with time are shown above. The beads-on-
a-string structure that appears in the final stages (picture on the right) makes the
measurements of relaxation time almost impossible as the midplane diameter rises
and falls with time.
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2.5.2 Rayleigh-Ohnesorge Jetting Extensional Rheometry (ROJER)

While the new SRM approach described by [82] can enable CaBER measurements

for relaxation times down to 2 4 0ps, and recent work by Vadillo et al. [81] has de-

scribed an approach that extends measurements to less than 80ps, there is still a

need for alternative instrumentation that enables facile measurements of low re-

laxation times for the wide variety of weakly viscoelastic liquids used in many

industries such as paint coating, atomization, food and consumer products, inkjet

deposition and microfluidic diagnostics used with biopolymeric fluids.

One potential method for probing the elongational properties of a non-Newtonian

fluid is to follow the dynamics exhibited during the capillary breakup of a liquid

jet. From the pioneering works of Savart [9], Plateau [139] and Rayleigh [80] on the

breakup of Newtonian jets there has been a great interest among many researchers

in understanding all aspects of this phenomenon [140, 141]. Although the non-

linear capillary phenomenon driving jet breakup has motivated many to develop

imaging techniques to capture the phenomena [142, 28, 143] it has also prompted

a few researchers to use the process as a tensiometer for evaluating the surface

properties of different liquids [144, 145]. Little work focused on non-Newtonian

effects until Middleman and coworkers [146, 147, 148] studied the effects of vis-

coelasticity on jet breakup. Their linear stability analysis showed that viscoelastic

effects enhance the instability in the linear (small strain) region. This appears to be

a counterintuitive result; however, later nonlinear studies [149] showed that while

viscoelasticity enhances the initial disturbance growth, in the nonlinear stage the

elongation of the polymer chains resist the capillary thinning process and thus

the jet will breakup at longer lengths/times compared to Newtonian liquids of

comparable shear viscosities. This enhanced resistance of the viscoelastic jet to

breakup in the nonlinear region was studied experimentally by Schtimmer and

Tebel [150, 151] by perturbing the jet at set frequencies and capturing the resulting

filament thinning behavior with high-speed photographic imaging. Their results

showed that it is possible to use measurements of the filament diameter evolu-
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tion with time in the thinning necks between beads to make estimates of the re-

laxation time of the fluid using Equation (2.5). Later studies by different authors

[152, 153, 154, 83, 155] have further developed the idea of using a thinning vis-

coelastic jet as an elongational rheometer.
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Figure 2-5: (a) The ROJER (Rayleigh-Ohnesorge Jetting Extensional Rheometer)
setup. The liquid jet is perturbed by a piezo-electric actuator and then its motion
is slowed down and captured using the stroboscope imaging setup.

The ROJER setup is shown in Figure 2-5. A high pressure syringe pump (PHD

ULTRA-4400 from Harvard Apparatus) pushes the test fluid through a 150Am di-

ameter ceramic nozzle. Periodic perturbations are imposed on the fluid before

entering the nozzle via an annular peizoelectric actuator. The imposed pertur-

bations introduce very small sinusoidal modulations to the fluid jet with ampli-

tudes less than 1% of the jet diameter over a user-selectable range of frequencies

(0.1Hz f 1 x 105Hz). If the wavenumber k = 27r/A (where A is the wavelength)

of the imposed perturbations lies in the unstable region of the Rayleigh-Plateau
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instability then the amplitude of these modulations will start to grow exponen-

tially with time as the waves are convected downstream with the jet. Due to the

periodic nature of the perturbation, the jet modulation is periodic and wave-like

with crests and troughs appearing at a frequency identical to the drive frequency

of the piezoelectic actuator. This enables us to use stroboscopic imaging to avoid

the common challenges of imaging these rapid time-varying phenomena. High

speed imaging of jet breakup requires capturing movies at high frame rates and

high magnification, consequently the images often have low resolutions or poor

illumination due to physical limitations of cameras at these high frame rates. The

strobe imaging setup used in this study is adopted from an inkjet visualization

device made by JetXpert. The strobed LED light can generate very short and

bright light pulses (with less than 1[s exposure duration) over a wide range of

frequencies (0.1 - 1 x 105Hz). This allows us to tune the strobe frequency and set

it very close to the drive frequency (fstrobe = fpezo - Af). Thus the captured movie

slows down the real motion by a large factor (e.g. for fpiezo = 6000Hz and a fre-

quency shift of Af = 0.1Hz the resulting motion is slowed down by a factor of

Aflfpiezo ~ 1/60,000; see Appendix A for additional details). Using this approach

we avoid the necessity of capturing movies at very high frame rates and with suf-

ficient memory we can capture sharp and high resolution time-resolved images

(1024 x 778 pixels) of the jet breakup process (see the movie in Supporting Informa-

tion).

The apparent jet velocity in the captured movies (denoted by Vapp) is calculated

from the expression:

Va,,pp[m/s] = MF.Vdig.FR (2.6)

where MF is the magnification factor of the optics in pm per pixel, Vig is the

digital velocity of the jet (in pixels traveled per frame), and FR is the frame rate of

the captured movie (in frames per second). Although the relationship in Equation

(2.6) can be used to find the apparent velocity of a wave crest or droplet from the

digital velocity, as a result of the strobe effect the apparent velocity is not the real
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velocity at which the fluid is convected. The real jet velocity (assuming almost

uniform velocity profile in the jet cross section) can be directly calculated from the

flow rate of the pump:

V = WI2R (2.7)

where Q is the volumetric flow rate and RO is the measured radius of the unper-

turbed jet after exiting the nozzle and the possible die swell region. Note that the

velocity profile will become close to uniform very soon after leaving the nozzle

due to the contrast between the air and fluid viscosity and the stress continuity

condition at the interface between the air and liquid (see [148]). The real velocity

and the apparent velocity are connected to each other by the strobe principle [156]

(see Appendix A for derivation):

Af
Vap = V (2.8)

fpiezo

where, as mentioned before, fpzezo is the drive frequency and fpieo - Af is the strobe

frequency. Similarly to calculate the real elapsed time over which the fluid particle

has been moving away from the nozzle we only need to know the axial distance

traveled (Z) and from that the time of flight can be calculated:

t = Z/V (2.9)

where Z is the axial position and is equal to Zo + AZ in which Zo is the location

of the top line of the image frame and AZ is the relative distance measured from

this reference point. This can be measured by precise position tracking of the step-

per motor which moves the nozzle that is mounted on a one axis translation stage

(see Figure 2-5(a)). Although Equations (2.6) and (2.8) show how the real and ap-

parent velocities are connected, it is more convenient (and also less prone to error

propagation) to calculate the time of flight for a fluid element exiting the nozzle

by simply using Equations (2.7) and (2.9). Given a specified flow rate (controlled

by the syringe pump) the real velocity of the jet can be measured and the actual
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elapsed time of flight is calculated by Equation (2.9).

For the instability of interest, i.e. Rayleigh-Plateau instability, the perturbations

will be convected downstream with the jet velocity and our assumptions for using

Equation (2.9) are correct. This is a result of the fact that instability is convec-

tive in nature and theoretical analysis shows that (over the range of tested We-

ber numbers) there are no absolute instabilities, in which perturbations increase in

amplitude at all positions in the jet (see [157] for additional details). Thus the im-

posed perturbation at a given frequency fpzezo will make waves with wavelength

A = VYj/fpiezo which are convected away from the nozzle with the jet velocity V/. This

means that the dimensionless wavenumber of the imposed disturbance is equal to:

kRo = 27FfpiezoRo/V (2.10)

in order to see these waves grow rather than decay with time it is crucial to keep the

range of the disturbance in the instability margin which lies between 0 kRo 1

[158].

Once the movies have been recorded the captured images are analyzed using im-

age processing codes written in MATLAB and the evolution of the liquid filament

diameter with time can be calculated using an edge detection algorithm.

Figure 2-6 shows the measured data from a jetting experiment performed with a

very dilute low molecular weight PEO solution (300K PEO c/c* = 0.036). Snapshots

of the jet are captured in both the linear and nonlinear regions at different times

(Figure 2-6(a)). The imposed perturbations at the nozzle lead to the appearance

of waves which are advected to the downstream with a velocity equal to the jet

velocity (Vj). As the jet travels further away from the nozzle and the amplitude of

the wave grows with time, one can select a Lagrangian point (e.g. a point P at the

bottom of a trough) traveling with the jet speed (Zp = Vjt) and record its diameter

evolution Dp(t) with time (Figure 2-6(b)). As we show in Figure 2-6(b) this cap-

illary thinning of a fixed Lagrangian element can be described in both the linear

and non-linear regions. The initial linear variation is a consequence of the growing
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Rayleigh-Plateau instability and is described by the predictions from linear stabil-

ity analysis (dashed line in Figure 2-6(b)):

DplDo = 1 - 6 exp(at) (2.11)

in which 6 is the ratio of the imposed initial perturbation to the jet diameter (6 =

dperturbation/Do) and a is the growth rate of the instability derived from the disper-

sion relation for the Rayleigh-Plateau instability for viscoelastic jets (the details of

the linear stability analysis [40] are reviewed in Appendix B).
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Figure 2-6: Rayleigh-Ohnesorge Jetting Extensional Rheometry (ROJER) analysis
for the 300K-PEO solution (c/c* = 0.036); Wej = 16.9, kRo = 0.8, Oh = 0.075, De =
0.72;(a) Visualized images of the jet going through Rayleigh-Plateau instability;
both the linear stage of the instability (left) and the nonlinear stage (right) were
imaged using the strobe camera. (b) The measured values for the filament neck
diameter plotted against time (blue squares). The dashed line is the fit from the
linear stability analysis (D,/Do = 1-6exp(a(We, Oh, De)t) with 6 = 0.01). The solid
black line indicates exponential decay with time described by Equation (2.5) as
the theoretical prediction for elasto-capillary regime. From fitting the exponential
thinning region, the value of the relaxation time is found to be equal to TE = 60as.
(c) Strain rate in the filament neck ( , = (-2/Dp(t)) dDp(t)/dt) versus time. The
calculated values show a plateau at a critical strain rate equal to 2/3wE (solid black
line). The initial evolution in the straiq te is described well by the predictions
from the linear stability analysis (the dahed line). The deviation at very early
times (t 0.3ms) arises from the effects of the nozzle exit on the jet diameter and
velocity profile
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As the instability grows and the filament diameter decreases further, the local

trough evolves into a cylindrical filament with an almost uniform diameter. The

values of jet diameter in this nonlinear region no longer agree with linear stability

predictions (the dashed line in Figure 2-6(b)) and the data suggests higher resis-

tance and a slower decay with time compared to the predictions from linear stabil-

ity analysis. It is also evident that the diameter of the neck decreases in an exponen-

tial manner (the solid line fitted to the data is Dp/DO ~ exp(-t/3TE)). Regression

of the data to this expression gives a relaxation time TE 60ps. At the same time

one can examine the extensional kinematics in the filament and track the values of

strain rate with time as shown in Figure 2-6(c). The strain rate of the Lagrangian

element P as it is convected along the jet is given by ep = (-2/Dp(t))dDp/dt. The

value starts to grow with time in the linear region as the material element in the

wave trough contracts until the point at which the nonlinear region of deforma-

tions (t ;> 0.9ms) starts. In the nonlinear region the value of strain rate experienced

by the Lagrangian element reaches a plateau at ep = 1.1 x 104s1 which corresponds

to a constant critical Weissenberg number, Wi TEe 2/3. These results are in good

agreement with both previous experiments and solutions/simulations in the liter-

ature for the nonlinear behavior of viscoelastic filaments during the jet breakup

[159, 149, 152, 83, 160].

While the agreement of the measured data with the established linear theory of

jets is promising, the more important aspect is the ability of ROJER to serve as an

elongational rheometer that can probe very small relaxation times (down to ap-

proximately 60ps). There are several advantages in using ROJER for these very

dilute solutions compared to a more conventional method such as CaBER; firstly

by decreasing the relevant length scale in the instrument from 6mm (the plate

diameter in CaBER) to the initial nozzle diameter (2RO = 150pm in ROJER) the

inertio-capillary time-scale is reduced by a factor of almost 250. This means that, in

principle, ROJER measurements of material relaxation times are possible for any

polymeric solution if the relaxation time is of order of few capillary timescales,

which will be O(10ps) or higher for the current nozzle size (TR- ~ pRO/o- ~ 10ps
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for Ro = 75pm). This simple geometric modification enables measurements over a

wider range of relaxation times and viscosities, for which conventional capillary

thinning experiments are unable to properly operate (see [24] for an operation map

of CaBER). One may argue that this would have also been possible by decreasing

the plate size and consequently the capillary timescale in CaBER but it is important

to recognize that in a CaBER device there is an initial stage during which the initial

gap opens to the final gap separation, and this distance should be of order of the

plate size (DO) if we expect the capillary column to become unstable and undergo

capillary breakup. If this transition does not happen fast enough compared to the

speed of capillary thinning then the filament will breakup during the initial sepa-

ration of the plates and CaBER measurements fail. Thus by simple scaling analysis

one will find a lower limit for the speed of the plates in CaBER: u/pDo <; VCaBER-

The required minimum speed for the plate actuator in CaBER becomes very large

as the plate radius shrinks and with the current technology on CaBER instruments

the rise velocity can not exceed 0.1ms- 1 without positional overshoot issues. This

instrumentational limit on the rise speed dictates a minimum filament diameter

below which the filament may breakup during the plate separation process and

before the start of measurements (Din ~I /PVaBER which will be around 6mm

for a low viscosity liquid like water and a velocity VCaBER O.1mS 1 ). Recent de-

velopments that extend CaBER([82, 81]) platform have overcome many of these

limitations by using smaller plates and exploring different separation profiles for

the plates. An alternative solution for overcoming inertia-related difficulties and

plate separation issues is through studying the behavior of thin flying filaments

that form in the jet break-up process. The timescale for such phenomena can be

easily reduced by moving to smaller nozzles. Decreasing the characteristic radial

length scale of the test sample reduces inertial effects in the fluid and helps us to

probe viscoelasticity on much smaller material timescales. furthermore for sam-

ples with volatile solvents the ROJER technique has the advantage of minimizing

the liquid exposure time to the ambient surrounding and consequently reduces

complications arising from solvent evaporation when compared to CaBER related
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techniques. Additional benefits of ROJER analysis for very dilute solutions are

discussed in the subsequent two sections.

Linear Stability Analysis of Viscoelastic Jets and Satellite Drop Formation

The principles of jet extensional rheometry for measuring fluid relaxation times

seem fairly straightforward; however there have been many reports in the liter-

ature [83, 161, 162] that also describe satellite formation in both Newtonian and

viscoelastic jets. The appearance of large satellite droplets must be minimized in

ROJER applications as they modify the desired extensional thinning kinematics.

Numerical studies by Ardekani et al. [160] explored nonlinear jet thinning and ap-

proach to breakup using the Giesekus constitutive equation to describe the com-

plex fluid rheology. They showed that there is a narrow band of wavenumbers for

which periodic forcing of the jet will not lead to formation of satellite droplets and

this is the optimal range for elongational rheometry. To investigate the appearance

of satellite droplets in a representative viscoelastic liquid (a dilute solution of PEO

300K,c/c* = 0.03), a range of different perturbation frequencies (leading to seven

different wavenumbers ki = 27fi/K) were picked and the jet breakup was visual-

ized for all different wavenumbers. As expected from theoretical predictions for

the inviscid case [158, 80, 163], the results show that the perturbations are linearly

unstable and grow with time if the dimensionless wavenumber (kRO = 27rf Ro/V)

lies between zero and one (i.e. 0 kRO 1). The jet is stable for shorter waves

(higher frequency). By fitting a function of the form prescribed by Equation (2.11)

to the initial data for each wavenumber we can determine the corresponding value

of the growth rate (oz) and the initial perturbation amplitude (6) at that wavenum-

ber. The experimental values for the growth rate are plotted at different wavenum-

bers (blue squares) in Figure 2-7. The dashed line is a plot of the predictions from

the linear theory for the stability of a viscous jet [158], at corresponding values of

Ohnesorge number for our tests, and the solid line is a plot of the dispersion curve

described by Brenn et al. [40] for the linear stability of a viscoelastic jet at iden-

tical conditions to the experiments performed (i.e. equal values of the Deborah,
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Weber and Ohnesorge numbers). It is worth mentioning that the solid line also

includes the effects of the inertia of the external air phase on the jet instability and

thus requires specification of the value of the Weber number. As predicted by lin-

ear theory for viscoelastic jets [147, 149, 40] the polymer solution is more unstable

compared to a viscous Newtonian jet having the same values of the shear viscosity.

The measured values of growth rate in the linear region match very well with the

theoretical predictions for the viscoelastic jet.
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Figure 2-7: Values of dimensionless growth rate (aTR in which TR = VpR/- is
the Rayleigh timescale) for the instability measured from experiments at different
dimensionless wave-numbers (kRO) for the viscoelastic jet (PEO 300K) with Oh =
0.075, We = 16.9, De = 0.72, (blue squares) compared with the theoretical dispersion
curve for the Rayleigh-Plateau instability: the dashed line shows the dispersion
curve for a Newtonian jet (Oh = 0.075, We = 16.9) and the solid line is for the
viscoelastic jet (Oh = 0.075, We = 16.9, De = 0.72). Theoretical results are evaluated
from the linear instability analysis of Brenn et al.[40]. Also shown is a montage
of images from the final stages of breakup for two different wavenumbers: the left
image for kRO = 0.43 is below the most unstable wavenumber (kRO < (kR0 )max) and
clearly shows the growth of higher wavenumber modes leading to the appearance
of a large satellite droplet which later merges into the leading drop, the right image
shows a wavenumber of kRO = 0.80 that is larger than the most unstable mode and
for which the satellite droplets do not appear resulting in a smooth beads-on-a-
string structure.
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The fact that the initial stage of the instability is well described by the linear the-

ory can be further appreciated by investigating the final stages of jet breakup when

the deformation becomes strongly nonlinear. Since the perturbation of the peizo-

electric actuator can be tuned over a wide range of frequencies then at any given

velocity for the jet (17) we can perturb the jet over a wide range of wavenumbers

(k = 27rfpiezolV). This allows us to ensure that the jet is perturbed in the vicinity of

its most unstable wavelengths and a monochromatic disturbance will thus grow

rapidly with time such that the nonlinear region can be repeatedly imaged with

strobe illumination in a periodic manner. Experiments and computations [160]

both show that viscoelastic jets tend to generate satellite droplets if the wavenum-

ber is less than the most unstable one (i.e. kR0  (kR0 )max). The size of these satel-

lite droplets decrease as the wavenumber becomes close to (kR)ma, until they

finally vanish if the wavenumber exceeds the critical value (the montage of images

in Figure 2-7 illustrate this trend). These observations and computations assist in

optimal operation of the jet rheometer and we avoid formation of satellites by per-

turbing the jet in the narrow band of wavenumbers between the most unstable

one and the margin of stability ((kRo)m,, kRo 1). This is essential for precise

measurements of rheological material parameters such as fluid relaxation times.

Measurements of Relaxation Time

Once the jet is perturbed at the desired frequency we can track the evolution in the

filament profile that is contained in a moving Lagrangian box (the red box in Figure

2-8(a)) that translates downstream with the jet velocity (17) so that Z(0 = Z +Vt(i)

is the locus of each pixel in the box. The thin translating ligament in the box,

which is connected to the two adjacent wave peaks, will have a history identical

to a stationary filament in CaBER that connects the two hemispherical end caps

to each other. This is illustrated in Figure 2-8(b) by taking the filament profiles

containd in the descending red box shown in Figure 2-8(a) and arranging them

in a time sequence array (time in this figure is equal to the time of flight for the

moving Lagrangian box and is simply calculated by t = z/V). The blue squares in
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Figure 2-8(c) show the decay of the filament in both the linear and the non-linear

region. The dashed lines again show the predictions for the exponentially growing

perturbation from linear theory:

Dmin/DO 1 - 6 exp [a(De, Oh, We, kRo)] (2.12)

in which the growth rate at the tested conditions (De, Oh, We, kRO) is directly cal-

culated from the theoretical dispersion relationship coming from the linear stabil-

ity analysis of Brenn et al. [40] (see appendix B) and the values of 6 lie in the range

0.001 6 0.01.

On the other hand the solid line fitted to the data in Figure 2-8(c) is an exponential

fit of the form in Equation (2.5). Fitting this model to the data gives us a value of

60ps for the relaxation time ('rE). The dynamics of the thinning filament in ROJER

are thus identical to the elastocapillary balance established in CaBER and this rhe-

ological test can be viewed as a "flying CaBER" which translates downstream with

the speed of the jet. The important distinguishing feature of ROJER is the fact that

by avoiding the inertia-related issues inherent in CaBER tests we can now measure

extremely low relaxation times.

From this analysis it is evident that the externally imposed velocity of the jet serves

only as a flow parameter that sets the translation speed of the reference frame. If

the ROJER instrument is to be thought of as an extensional rheometer then the

analysis must be Galilean-invariant and the measured relaxation times should not

depend on the jet velocity. To check this, a series of tests were performed at three

different velocities (and consequently different Weber numbers) for the same test

fluid (PEO-300K-0.01 wt.%). The results are summarized in Figure 2-8(c) and one

can see that for each test the decay of the filament in the non-linear region matches

well with the expected exponential decay and the measured relaxation time for

each test is equal to 60 3ps.

This invariance is expected to be valid over a wide range of Weber numbers. If

the imposed jet velocity is in the vicinity of the dripping to jetting transition (i.e.
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We' <; 0(1)) then the force balance in the thinning filament will be different and the

analysis used here must be modified to a new balance which involves the weight

of the drop; this has been discussed in detail by Clasen et al. [1641. Conversely,

at very high velocities, the aerodynamic forces of the external air column excite

the jet to become unstable in different wind-induced modes compared to the well-

known Rayleigh-Plateau mode [165]. This transition happens at gas-phase Weber

numbers (Wegs= PgasV/o- ~ 0.4) which in our experiments with water (for which

Pw/pa = 1000) correspond to liquid-phase Weber numbers higher than We = 400.
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Figure 2-8: (a) Montage of images obtained at different times from the jet breakup
experiment (We = 16.9, kRO = 0.8, Oh = 0.075, De = 0.72) following a fixed La-
grangian fluid element (i.e. the section of the jet shown in the red box) which
moves with constant velocity (V = 2.6ms-1).(b) Sitting in a moving frame translat-
ing with constant velocity (V) the Lagrangian element becomes stationary and
the filament thins down as a results of capillarity in a way that is reminiscent
of the dynamics of the filament in CaBER. (c) The normalized diameter versus
time for PEO-300K-0.01 wt.%(Oh = 0.075, De = 0.7) at three different jet veloc-
ities: red circles (V/ = 3.9ms- 1, We = 39.6, kRO = 0.66), magenta triangles (V9 =
4.7ms- 1, We = 54.5, kRO = 0.80), blue squares (V = 2.6rns-1, We = 16.9, kRO = 0.80).
The dashed lines are the corresponding fits from the linear instability analysis
(D/Do = 1 - e exp(a(We, Oh, De)t)) and the solid lines each show an exponential
decay (D/Do ~ exp(-t13rE)) with TE = 6 0ps for each line. The measured relaxation
times from ROJER analysis are thus independent of jet velocity.
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Measurements of relaxation times were also performed for all of the other PEO-

based solutions and the resulting values are tabulated in Table 1. Figure 2-9 shows

both a montage of images (Figure 2-9(a)) and filament diameter data (Figure 2-

9(b)) for two solutions of PEO of different molecular weights (300K and 1000K)

but at similar levels of dilution (c/c* = 0.36 for 300K PEO and c/c* = 0.37 for 1000K

PEO). The evolutions in the neck diameters in the nonlinear region each show an

exponential decay that can be fitted by Equation (2.5) (solid lines in Figure 2-9(b)).

As can be seen from the montage of images and the corresponding diameter mea-

surements the lower molecular weight fluid jet (green squares) thins more rapidly,

as compared to the higher molecular weight (red triangles). This is reflected in the

values of the relaxation times for these two solutions. For the 1000K PEO solution

(red triangles) we obtain a value of TE = 2.8 x 10-3s for the relaxation time, whereas

the 300K solution (green squares) at a similar value of c/c* shows a much lower

relaxation time with -E = 3.6 x 104s. The longest relaxation time in dilute poly-

meric solutions can be estimated from the molecular weight of the polymer using

Rouse-Zimm theory [166]:

TZimm (2.13)
RT

in which [rq] is the intrinsic viscosity which is connected to the molecular weight

through the Mark-Houwink expression:

[71] = 0.072Mwi"-1 (2.14)

where the solvent quality parameter is v = 0.55 for PEO solutions in glycerol water

mixture [24]. Combining Equations (2.13) and (2.14) it is apparent that the longest

relaxation time for dilute solutions should scale with molecular weight as:

TE ~ M U (2.15)

This scaling is valid for very dilute solutions (c/c* << 1) but Tirtaatmadja et al. [167]

have shown that even at higher (constant) values of c/c* the dependency on molec-
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ular weight remains similar to Equation (2.15). Based on these scaling arguments

we expect that for solutions tested in Figure 2-9(b) the ratio of relaxation times

should be: T1000K/T300K = (1000/300 )3x0.55 = 7.30. The experimental measurements

show a ratio of T1000K1T300K = 2800/360 = 7.77, and are thus in good agreement

within the expected accuracy of the reported values of solvent quality and poly-

mer nominal molecular weight.

As discussed, the measured scaling dependency of relaxation times on the nominal

molecular weight agrees well with the suggested scalings from polymer physics

but one can also directly contrast the numerical values that arise from measure-

ments and theory. Using Equation (2.13) the numerical values for the longest re-

laxation time in the dilute limit (at c/c* << 1) is Tzimm = 34ps for the 300K PEO so-

lution and Tzimm = 252ps for the 1000K PEO solution. The ratio of these estimates

agrees well with the ratio of the measured values from ROJER, but the individual

numerical values of the relaxation time are much smaller than the measured ones.

This is simply due to the fact that the value of c/c* for these two solution is finite

(c/c* ~ 0.36 for both molecular weights). Tirtaatmadja et al. [167] have shown that

at higher (constant) values of c/c* the dependency on molecular weight is similar

to Equation (2.15) with an extra prefactor which grows linearly with c/c* because

it also takes the rod/coil drag scaling into account. Using the new scaling the cor-

rection factor for the Zimm relaxation time will be around 10 [167] which gives

estimates of relaxation time to be 340ps for the 300K PEO solution and 2520Ps for

the 1000K PEO solution. These new corrected values are definitely much closer to

the measurements of relaxation time obtained from jet rheometry experiment.
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Figure 2-9: (a) Montage of images from ROJER test for two different molecular

weight polymer solutions (left images are for PEO-300K-0.1 wt.% and the right
images are for PEO-1000K-0.05 wt.% Wej = 8.5, kRO = 0.77, Oh = 0.075) at different
times following a Lagrangian fluid element (the section of jet in the green and
red boxes respectively) which moves with constant velocity (V = 0.87ms-I).(b)
The normalized diameter versus time for PEO-300K-0.1 wt.% (green squares) and
for PEO-1000K-0.05 wt.% (red triangles). The solid lines show exponential decays
fitted to Equation (2.5) with TE = 360ps for PEO-300K-0.1 wt.% and rE = 2800ps for
PEO-1000K-0.05wt.%.

t = 4.32ms
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Measurements of Elongational Properties

This can be achieved by analyzing the evolution in filament diameter for a fixed

material element in the viscoelastic liquid (red filled circles in Figure 2-10(a)) with

the corresponding Newtonian solvent (blue open circles in Figure 2-10(a)). This

difference in thinning can be quantified, as discussed in detail in previous sections,

by fitting the exponential decay in the viscoelastic case (black solid line in Figure

2-10(a)) and the linear visco-capillary thinning observed in the solvent (dashed

line in Figure 2-10(a)). From the fits one can evaluate the values of strain rate and

the tensile stress difference in the thinning material element from the following

expressions [79]:

-2 dDp(t)

AE(t) = Ezz - Err = 2a/Dp(t), (2.16b)

Using the relationships in Equations (2.16a) and (2.16b) explicit relationships can

be found for the time-varying apparent elongational viscosity in the thinning jet:

_ EZZ - Err -_ _ 0 (2.17)IE - p dDp(t)|dt

From this expression it is apparent that by measuring the evolution in the filament

diameter with time for a fixed material point P we can calculate both the strain rate

and the instantaneous elongational viscosity at that specific strain rate. Using the

ROJER data from Figure 2-10(a) the corresponding values of elongational viscos-

ity are calculated and plotted versus strain rate for the PEO-300K-0.01 wt.% fluid.

Figure 2-10(b) shows a comparison between the shear (triangles) and elongational

(circles) viscosity for the viscoelastic solution (red filled symbols) and the Newto-

nian solvent (blue open symbols). The shear viscosity shows negligible increase

with addition of dissolved polymer and no dependence on shear rate; by contrast

there is a considerable increase in the extensional viscosity of the PEO solution.

The Newtonian solvent shows a constant value of elongational viscosity equal to
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3 ,s which is is in agreement with the expected Trouton ratio for Newtonian liquids

[18]. The PEO solution shows very similar values of the elongational viscosity

to the solvent at low strain rates, but then starts to increase when the strain rate

approaches a critical value, which is close to the relaxation rate of the polymer

chains in the elongational flow (Tri). The Weissenberg number of the flow at this

point corresponds to the coil to stretch transition for the dissolved polymer chains,

Wi = TE ~ 0.5 [168]. The experimental results for the PEO solution also show good

agreement with the FENE-P (finite extensibility nonlinear elastic dumbbell) model

proposed by Peterlin [169, 168] in both shear (dashed line in Figure 2-10(b)) and

extension (solid line in Figure 2-10(b)). The parameters used in evaluating the pre-

dictions of the FENE-P model are the measured values of zero shear viscosity (10),

the solvent viscosity (,q) and the relaxation time (TE) along with the extensibility

parameter (L ~ 27) which is computed from the known molecular parameters for

the PEO chains [116]. The FENE-P model predicts negligible change in the shear

viscosity for the dilute solution but a considerable increase in the extensional vis-

cosity for Wi ;> 0.5. Due to the nonlinear nature of the FENE springs the extension

of the individual polymer chains are constrained by the extensibility parameter

(L). Once fully extended the chains act like an anisotropic suspension of rigid rods

and the extensional viscosity in the bulk reaches a plateau value at high strain rates

(limTEE>>l 7E -> 37s + 2 (q0 - s) L 2 ). It should be noted that the values of extensional

viscosity from ROJER measurements are, in principle, transient measurements and

the FENE-P predictions plotted in Figure 2-10(b) are for the steady state values of

the extensional viscosity. However, since in the ROJER experiment the liquid re-

laxation time (60ps) is very small compared to the timescale of the measurements

(O(lms)) the transient behavior will very rapidly approach to the steady response

and thus the measured extensional viscosities agree well with the predicted steady

state values obtained from the FENE-P model.
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Figure 2-10: (a) The ROJER measurements of the thinning filament diameter as
a function of time for both the viscoelastic liquid (PEO-300K-0.01 wt.%-red filled
circles) and the corresponding Newtonian solvent (water and glycerol,60-40 wt.%-
blue open circles). Solid line shows the exponential fit for the elasto-capillary
regime (Equation (2.5)) and the dashed line is the linear fit for the visco-capillary
regime for filament thinning (D(t) = 0.072 (-/'r,) (tb - t)). (b) Shear (triangle) and
extensional rheology (circle) for both the Newtonian solvent (blue open symbols)
and the viscoelastic solution (PEO-300K-0.01 wt.% )(red filled symbols). The solid
and dashed lines show respectively the FENE-P predictions using model parame-
ters in Table 1 for the extensional and shear viscosities. The transient elongational
viscosity data are extracted from the jet thinning dynamics shown in Figure 10(a).

2.5.3 EVROC

A different class of instruments for probing elongational properties of dilute so-

lutions are based on steady flow of viscoelastic fluids through a contraction or a

contraction/expansion[170, 171, 172]. Imposing a sudden contraction on a fully

developed channel flow induces streamwise extensional kinematics that can cause

significant stretching in the microstructure of the fluid, which then results in an

extra pressure drop across the contraction/expansion. Essentially this is the mi-

crofluidic analog of the "orifice plate" widely used for inline measurement of the

flow rate of Newtonian fluids (with constant rheology). Early studies of polymeric

flows in contractions [173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179] showed many promising

aspects and its relevance to commercial polymer processing operations such as

injection molding established the contraction flow as a ubiquitous "rheological in-

dexer" for elongational properties. Several recent studies[180, 22, 181, 182, 41],

benefiting from advances in fabrication techniques for microfluidic channels, have
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focused on the flow of complex liquids in hyperbolic contraction geometries assert-

ing that the hyperbolic profile will aid in maintaining the apparent stretch rate ea

constant throughout the contraction [183, 180]. The recent study by Ober et al. [41]

investigated a microfluidic hyperbolic expansion/contraction flow for a variety of

different low viscosity test fluids and outlined methods based on two-dimensional

lubrication theory to measure elongational properties based on pressure drop mea-

surements across the contraction.

Considering the recent developments in microfluidic devices/flows for biological

applications and the fact that many of the relevant liquids are of a weakly vis-

coelastic nature[184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 170, 171] it is important for the rheologist to

develop a comprehensive understanding of the relative merits of different devices

available for measuring the elongational rheology of dilute solutions. This situa-

tion is complicated by the knowledge that the extensional viscosity of a microstruc-

tured material is typically a time-varying function of both the strain rate e(t) and

the total strain 6 = f (t')dt' imposed on a material element[73, 101]. This can lead

to difficulties in unambiguously determining the true extensional viscosity and in

comparing results obtained with different instruments. Thus, in this study, we

attempt to measure the elongational properties of a family of dilute polymer so-

lutions by using two separate devices representing the different classes described

above. Results from a microfluidic hyperbolic contraction device or "extensional

viscometer-rheometer-on-a-chip" (EVROC), similar to the device used by Ober et

al. [41], are compared with jet breakup studies performed with the ROJER setup.

This latter configuration focuses on the transient growth in the extensional viscos-

ity for an unknown viscoelastic test sample at a single (nominally) constant strain

rate that is set by the viscoelastic and interfacial properties of the fluid. By contrast,

the former (EVROC) configuration considers a steady Eulerian flowfield with the

total strain on a material element defined by the precise converging shape of the

hyperbolic die and the 2D or 3D nature of the flowfield. In such an instrument, the

strain rate can be systematically controlled by varying the flow rate through the

device.
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So far in this chapter, we have highlighted the limits of CaBER and benefits of

ROJER, for the rest of discussions we focus on the limits of EVROC and compare

that to ROJER in quantitative measurements of the elongational properties of the

fluid and develop simple physical scalings that can help elucidate the operational

parameter space of each device. We represent our results in terms of an operating

diagram or nomogram that delineates the regions of parameters where viscoelastic

fluid properties can be successfully measured. The findings from this study pro-

vide practical guidance to microfluidic researchers who are interested in quantify-

ing the elongational rheology of a wide range of industrial and biological liquids

that exhibit weak viscoelastic behavior.
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Figure 2-11: (color online). (a) SEM image of the hyperbolic contraction and the
dimensions of the entire geometry. Taken from Ober et al. [41] with permission
(Reproduced with permission from Rheologica Acta 52, 6 (2013). Copyright 2013
Springer.). (b) Pressure measurements, for the PEO-4000K-0.05% wt. solution.
Four flush-mounted pressure transducers are located along the channel axis. The
magnitude of the pressure drop across the contraction/expansion between sensors
2 and 3 (APC) is an indication of elongational effects.
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EVROC Setup

The microfluidic planar hyperbolic contraction used in this study was fabricated

by RheoSense (San Ramon Ca., USA)[1891. The channel geometry and dimensions

are shown in Figure 2-11 (a). The channel height (h) is cdnstant throughout the

geometry. The flow upstream is pushed by a syringe pump through a straight

channel region with constant width w, to establish a fully-developed shearing flow

before reaching a symmetric contraction/expansion 0 x _ 2lc in which the width

varies as w(x) = K/(xo - Ix-lc\) where xO lwm/(wU -we) and K = lcwewu/(wu-w,).

At an imposed flow rate Q, the average streamwise velocity at any plane x, will

vary as (u(x)) = Q/hw(x), so if we focus on the flow along the midplane of the

device, the apparent extension rate da is

da = Q(2.18)leh we wU

leading to a value of the average Hencky strain CH that is experienced by a fluid

element following through the contraction given by:

EH(X) J adt (2.19)

where the limit of integration corresponds to the time at which the material ele-

ment is at a location x along the constriction. This function reaches a maximum

value of EH = ln(wu/wc) when the material element reaches the throat of the con-

traction, X = lc.

Before and after every test, the channels are flushed with water/ethanol to make

sure that there is no residue from previous tests. For every measurement the chan-

nel was filled with the test fluid for 10-15 minutes and measurements are then

started after pumping 3-5 ml of the sample through the EVROC fixture and moni-

toring the approach to steady state values for the pressure signal recorded by each

transducer. Figure 2-11(b) shows the raw pressure measurements for one of the

viscoelastic test solutions (PEO-4000K-0.05%wt.). The pressure drop across the
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hyperbolic contraction AP, is evaluated from the pressure difference measured

between the 2nd and 3rd sensors AP23 with a minor extrapolation upstream and

downstream of the pressure transducers to correct for the fact that they are not lo-

cated exactly at the throat entrance/exit of the converging/diverging region[41].

From Equations (4.6) and (2.19) it is clear that by varying the flow rate in the chan-

nel the apparent extension rate in the constriction is controlled, and measuring the

pressure drop across the contraction then gives a direct measure of the viscoelastic

effects involved in the deformation of material elements as they flow through the

contraction/expansion.

Shear Viscosity Measurements with EVROC

Before characterizing the elongational properties of the test fluids (with compo-

sition shown in Table 1) by both EVROC and ROJER instruments we performed

a series of tests with a commercial stress-controlled rheometer (DHR-3 from TA

Instruments New Castle DE) in a double-wall Couette geometry (inset image in

Figure 2-12(a)) to characterize the shear rheology of each fluid. Measurements

were performed over a wide range of shear rates. The limits of the shear viscosity

measurements are set by the minimum torque (Ti = 0.05 pN.m) that the instru-

ment can control/measure at lower rates and the maximum strain-rate is set by

the onset of inertially-induced secondary flows in the Couette cell. The inner cup

has a 28.0 mm diameter, the rotor has an inner diameter of 29.5 mm and an outer

diameter of 32 mm and the outer cup is 34 mm in diameter.

Figure 2-12(a) shows the results for the shear viscosity measured for the Newto-

nian solvent (black symbols) and two of the viscoelastic solutions formulated from

4000K PEO at both a very low concentration c/c* = 0.03 (magenta symbols) and also

at a much higher concentration c/c* = 13.22 (orange symbols). Open circles show

results from the double-wall Couette geometry and the filled triangles show results

from EVROC measurements. The microfluidic chip can be used to determine the

shear viscosity of the fluid by focusing only on the pressure difference measured

between sensors 1 and 2 which are located in the region of steady fully-developed
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channel flow before the hyperbolic contraction. Assuming a fully developed 2D

flow, it is known that the wall shear stress E, is related to the pressure drop AP12

between the two upstream flush-mounted sensors by the expression[189]:

wuhAP12 = 2LI 2(wU + h)Ew (2.20)

At the same time, for a given flow rate Q imposed by the syringe pump, the appar-

ent shear rate can be calculated as a = 6Q/wsh2. However, to determine the true

wall shear rate which captures the effects of shear-thinning fluid rheology on the

velocity profile we use the Weissenberg-Rabinowitsch-Mooney (WRM) equation

[100, 189, 111]:
.tua d(ln a)
'rue - 2+ dn(E) (2.21)

Using Equations (4.5 and 4.1) for a given flow rate, knowing the channel geometry

and the pressure drop between the first two sensors AP12 one can calculate the true

shear viscosity TiQ'rue) = Zw/true at each imposed shear rate.
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Figure 2-12: (color online). (a) Shear viscosity measurements plotted for three dif-
ferent test fluids: the Newtonian solvent (o and A), 4M-PEO-0.0025%wt. (magenta
open circleso and magenta filled triangles A) and 4M-PEO-1%wt.(o and A). Open
circles are data measured in a double-wall Couette geometry and the filled trian-

gles are shear viscosity measurements from the EVROC device calculated from the
measured pressure difference upstream between sensors 1 and 2. (b) Pressure dif-

ference across the hyperbolic contraction AP, measured at different flow rates and

plotted in a dimensionless form (APc/ia) vs. Reynolds number Re for different

Newtonian liquids: S60 calibration oil (o) and water-glycerol solvent (60-40 wt.%)

(0).
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As shown in Figure 2-12(a) the values of the shear viscosity obtained from the

EVROC microfluidic device are in good agreement with the measured values from

the double-wall geometry in the conventional stress-controlled rheometer. The

results for the very dilute solutions (c/c* « 1) show very little difference from the

solvent viscosity, but for the higher concentration a pronounced shear thinning

behavior can be observed (brown data). The data for the high concentration PEO

solution is fitted by a Carreau-Yasuda model [100]:

7- - [1 + (T8.)a](fl 1)/a (2.22)
17O - IS

where TIO and q, are, respectively, the zero shear-rate and solvent viscosity, T. is a

timescale that sets the onset of shear thinning at * ~- 1/r, n - 1 sets the power

law slope and a sets the breadth of the transition region. Fixing 1o = 0.8 Pa.s, rI =

0.003 Pa.s and also setting the value of -, to be equal to the relaxation time mea-

sured in the capillary breakup experiment (described below) T, = TE= 55 ms one

can see that a good fit of the model (solid line in Figure 2-12(a)) can be obtained

with n = 0.3 and a = 0.4.

Elongational Viscosity Measurements with EVROC

As mentioned before, one signature of elastic effects in converging flows of a com-

plex fluid is the enhanced pressure drop across the contraction [173, 176,41]. How-

ever, extra care must be taken in interpreting the extra pressure drop because of ad-

ditional effects arising from viscous stresses, inertia and the unsteady nature (in a

Lagrangian sense) of the flow experienced by a material element flowing through

the hyperbolic contraction. Connecting the measured pressure drop to the true

extensional viscosity is a known challenge in microfluidic extensional rheometry

[190, 191, 171].

One of the major complications is related to the nonlinear effects of fluid inertia.

Figure 2-11(b) shows the pressure drop AP, across the hyperbolic contraction mea-

sured for different Newtonian fluids over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. The
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Reynolds number on the abscissa is defined as Re = pdhlca/7O where p is the fluid

density, qo is the zero shear viscosity (in case of Newtonian liquids qo = P), le,

is the local increment in velocity at the throat arising from the constriction, and

dh = 2hwc/(h + w,) = 267pm is the hydraulic diameter defined at the throat of the

contraction. The true pressure drop across the contraction AP is related to the

measured pressure difference between sensors 2 and 3 by the expression [41]

Pc = AP23 1 -- - ) L23- 21c} (2.23)
f 2 P L

where L 2 3 = 3.8 mm,L = L12 = L23 = 2.5 mm,lc = 400 tm are properties of the specific

geometry and the fraction of the total pressure drop across the device that arises

from the converging/diverging flow is denoted P = AP23/AP14 . Simple scaling ar-

guments show that, for Newtonian liquids, in the limit of very low Re the pressure

drop will scale with the viscous stress AP ~ p ,, and at high Re, inertial effects

will dominate so that the pressure drop should scale with the inertially induced

stresses in the liquid AP, ~ pV 2 ~ p(Q/wh)2. The Newtonian data in Figure 2-11(b)

show a similar trend; at low Re the dimensionless pressure drop in the device nor-

malized by a characteristic viscous stress is constant at a value set by the geometric

dimensions of the channel[41] APc/pa ~ 200 and at high Re numbers the normal-

ized pressure drop scales linearly with Reynolds number APc/tla ~ Re suggesting

that for high Reynolds number flows, enhancements in the pressure drop mea-

sured across the contraction do not arise from the extensional viscosity but rather

from fluid inertia. For the specific geometry used in this study, transition between

the viscous- and inertia-dominated regions occurs at Re, ~ O(10),consistent with

the separate study by Ober et al. [41].

Because of the nonlinear inertial effects at high Reynolds numbers (Re > 0(10)) it

is clear that proper extensional rheometry measurements are not possible in this

limit (yellow shaded area in Figure 2-11(b)). Analyzing the pressure drop data

above this limit and connecting that to the elongational properties of a liquid can

be very misleading [191]. In the same way increases in the torque measured in a
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Taylor-Couette device at high shear rates may be erroneously interpreted as shear

thickening in the fluid rheology when it in fact arises from secondary flows. If

a strongly extensionally-thickening fluid is analyzed it may result in true elasti-

cally dominated increases in the pressure drop before these inertial effects set in

at Re 0 0(10). However, one can imagine that for many weakly-elastic fluids the

critical strain rate at which elongational rheological properties start to dominate

over inertial effects may be high enough that in a device such as EVROC the cor-

responding values of Re would approach the limit of inertially-dominated flows.

Thus the response of the unknown material in this range of strain rates would be

a mixture of inertial and elastic effects. Decoupling these effects from one another

is hard, if not impossible.

2.5.4 Comparison Between Different Instruments (EVROC and

ROJER)

In order to probe the sensitivity limit of EVROC we tested the 60-40 wt. water-

glycerol solvent (Table 1) along with one concentrated and four dilute PEO solu-

tions. Figure 2-13(a) shows a summary of these data. Preliminary results for all of

the fluids are plotted in terms of normalized pressure drop measured at different

values of Re. It is clear that, within the operational limits of EVROC (Re Rec),

for the three most dilute solutions (green, blue and magenta data points) the nor-

malized pressure drop is indistinguishable (within the experimental limits) from

the corresponding values for the Newtonian solvent. Subtle differences emerge

for some of these solutions at higher strain rates but the onset of these distinc-

tions lie in the region where the pressure drop data are already polluted by inertial

effects (yellow-shaded area). For the most dilute and lowest molecular weight

PEO solution (300K-0.01%wt.), the measured pressure drop values remain indis-

tinguishable from the Newtonian solvent even up to the upper limit of flow rates

(Qmax = 15.2 ml/min; a = 1.2 x 104 s-) achievable by the syringe pump (compare

the black and green symbols in Figure 2-13(a)).
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Figure 2-13: (a) Pressure drop across the hyperbolic contraction in EVROC tests
measured at different flow rates and plotted in a dimensionless form, APc/pap ver-
sus Re, for different fluids: the Newtonian solvent (o), 300K-PEO-0.01%wt. (Ii),
1000K-PEO-0.01%wt. (A), 4000K-PEO-0.0025%wt. (magenta inverted trianglesv),
4000K-PEO-0.05%wt. (<), 4000K-PEO-1%wt. (*). (b) Snapshots of the jet breakup
process for the 300K-PEO-0.01%wt. solution in the ROJER setup: (i) An image of
the entire process showing the jet exiting the nozzle and breaking up into individ-
ual droplets. (ii) A time sequence of enlarged snapshots showing the emergence
of a cylindrical filament that can be followed by the Lagrangian box (in green) that
is moving downstream with the jet velocity. (iii) Time evolution of the filament
in the Lagrangian box shows elasto-capillary thinning. (c) Snapshots demonstrat-
ing the elasto-capillary thinning regime in the CaBER device for the 4000K-PEO-
1%wt. solution. (d) Time evolution of the filament neck diameter Dp(t) is plotted
for different fluids tested in the ROJER setup: the Newtonian solvent(o), 300K-
PEO-0.01%wt. (w), 1000K-PEO-0.01%wt. (A), 4000K-PEO-0.0025%wt. (magenta
inverted trianglesv), 4000K-PEO-0.05%wt. (0). (e) Results from CaBER test for
the 4000K-PEO-1%wt. solution (o). Solid lines in both (d) and (e) show fits of
the exponential decay expected from th ry (Equation 2.5). Raw measurements
of Dp(t) for the 300K-PEO-0.01%wt. sN5fution (n) are also plotted, to provide an

indication of typical fluctuations in he diameter measurments.
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It is only for the two solutions with higher concentrations of 4000K PEO (red

and orange data points) that measurable differences from the Newtonian solvent

emerge before inertia effects start to dominate. The data for the 4000K-0.05% solu-

tion (red symbols) shows the onset of extensional thickening at a critical extension

rate, as expected for dilute polymer solutions. Interestingly the data for the 4000K-

1%wt. solution (orange symbols) shows a relatively constant value for the pressure

drop across the contraction/expansion which is an order of magnitude higher than

the corresponding asymptotic value for the inertia-less Newtonian limit (dashed

black line). The relaxation time for this fluid TE 55 ms is high enough that even

at the very lowest flow rates tested in the EVROC device Q ~ 0.05 ml/min corre-

sponding to e ~ 20 s-1 the induced stretch rate is higher than the relaxation rate

of the microstructure e > 1/2-. Thus the viscoelastic contribution to the pres-

sure drop dominates over viscous effects and leads to the enhanced pressure drop

across the contraction for all test conditions.

This dataset shows that although the EVROC has clear potential for measuring the

extensional properties of sufficiently viscoelastic solutions, there also exists a cer-

tain group of weakly viscoelastic liquids for which EVROC measurements, if not

completely impossible, are at least heavily polluted by inertia effects. In section

XX we quantify the dimensionless criteria that delineate these different regions.

In order to compare the EVROC performance with ROJER/CaBER, we studied

the behavior of all of the test fluids using capillary thinning and jet breakup. For

the very concentrated PEO solution (4000K-1%wt.), the test liquid was sufficiently

elastic that measurements could be performed with a conventional CaBER device.

As a result of their very low shear viscosities, measurements for the Newtonian

solvent and the other four dilute polymer solutions were carried out using our

ROJER setup.

In Figure 2-13(b-i) we show a snapshot of the viscoelastic jet for the 300K-0.01%wt.

solution at Q = 4 ml/min corresponding to V = 1.4 m/s. Due to the small dimen-

sion of the jet (Do ~ 175 pm) the entire jet breakup process happens in a remark-

ably small length (ibreak-up 0 (1 mm)) and time scales (tbreak-up ~ lbreak-up/V ~
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(0(1 ms)). Using a macro imaging lens one can optically zoom and magnify the

image (up to a certain optical limit that depends on the magnification and nu-

merical aperture of the lens) to gain a better view of the region of interest, which

corresponds to the region from the onset of filament formation till the jet breaks up

into discrete droplets. The black rectangle in Figure 2-13(b-i) indicates this region

and a time series of the optically-zoomed view of this region (with a resolution of

approximately 2 [tm/pixel) are shown in Figure 2-13(b-ii). As is clear from Figure

2-13(b-ii), the thinning dynamics of a Lagrangian element which is moving down-

stream with jet velocity V (e.g. elements inside the green box) can be tracked

accurately and the evolution in filament diameter for a fixed Lagrangian point P

are recorded with time in the same way as for the CaBER instrument (Figure 2-

13(b-iii)).

The results are plotted in terms of the filament diameter Dp(t) for the neck region in

Figure 2-13(d) (raw measurements of the filament diameter are first smoothened by

a moving average scheme from Matlab and then plotted). It is clear that for all di-

lute solutions tested with ROJER the thinning filaments exhibit an elasto-capillary

regime at intermediate times in which the diameter decays with time exponen-

tially (Equation 2.5). This is significantly different from the trend that is observed

for the Newtonian solvent (black circles). The data for the Newtonian solvent fol-

low the predictions of the initial linear instability analysis (solid black line, see Ke-

shavarz et al. [108] for details) for almost the entire observable window and only

show a narrow visco-capillary balance in the final stages of breakup. When com-

pared to the Newtonian data, even the very dilute 300K-0.01%wt. solution (green

symbols) shows a clear deviation in the diameter evolution with time and the fi-

nal stages of breakup show an exponential decay in diameter consistent with the

elasto-capillary balance. For the concentrated solution (4000K-1%wt.) the pressure

drop required to force the fluid through the jet nozzle and piezo-tube is too large

for the syringe pump. However the fluid is sufficiently viscous that CaBER mea-

surements could be performed and the results are shown in Figures 2-13(c) and

2-13(e). Due to the much higher relaxation time for this concentrated solution the
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duration of the capillary breakup event is resolvable using CaBER measurements

(tbreakup ! 0(0.1 s)).

Analysis for the EVROC Data

To convert the pressure drop AP, measured in the EVROC tests into a rheologi-

cally meaningful quantity such as the extensional viscosity one has to isolate the

viscoelastic contribution of the pressure drop. As discussed, the nonlinear effects

of inertia for Re > Re, make this complicated and it is recommended to measure

the pressure drops in the limit of negligible inertia (Re Re,). However, even for

measurements performed in the viscous-dominated regime one must be cautious

in analyzing experimental pressure drop data. For inertialess flows of viscoelastic

liquids, the calculated pressure drop across the contraction has two main compo-

nents that we decompose additively so that AP, = AP + AP, where APe is the

viscoelastic component of interest for computing the elongational viscosity and

AP, is a viscous component due to shearing at the walls. [174, 175, 41]. In order to

measure/calculate elastic component AP one needs to have an accurate expres-

sion for the viscous component AP,. For a non-Newtonian fluid sample this can

be done by considering the flow of an inelastic fluid such as a phenomenological

power law model (for which r; = mn-l) [111]. An analytical expression for the

viscous pressure drop across the hyperbolic contraction using a power-law model

(APVL) is given by Ober et al. [41]:

APPL = 2n+2 2n +I )nl( hu { ( nI1 e (2.24)
C n+1 n h WU -w (WU - WC)

From the measured shear rheology shown in Figure 2-12 we can thus calculate

AP = APc - APSL. To connect the remaining pressure drop APe(Q) to the ex-

tensional viscosity first Collier et al. [192] (for a semi-hyperbolic converging die)

and later Ober et al. [41] (for the EVROC device used in this study) show that

by assuming an incompressible flow and using a simple energy dissipation argu-

ment one can connect the rate of work done by the pressure drop occurring across
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the contraction to the viscous losses induced by extensional stress differences in

the fluid. After some simplifications the following expression for an ideal planar

elongational flow is suggested by Ober et al. [41] for measuring the apparent ex-

tensional viscosity in a microfluidic contraction device at each imposed strain rate:

. 1 A Pe 1 (APc - APcf)
77E,app (EaCH 1 - 1 CH (2.25)

EH Ca EH a

Analysis for the ROJER Data

In EVROC measurements, one adjusts the imposed extensional deformation rate

by controlling the flow rate through the device and then monitors the extensional

stress difference that develops in the fluid by recording the pressure drop across

the contraction. This is different from the corresponding measurement procedure

and analysis appropriate for devices based on capillary thinning such as ROJER or

CaBER. As the filament thins under the action of capillarity, the normal stress dif-

ference in the thinning thread balances with the capillary pressure which is natu-

rally set by the surface tension so that (Ezz - Err) = 2-/D(t). The thinning filament

is being elongated with a local stretch rate that can be measured by analyzing the

time evolution of the filament diameter:

-2 dD(
P = _D t)d (2.26)

D,(t) dt

This allows us to calculate the local transient extensional viscosity of the fluid at

each instant:
-a-

1 E,app = dDp/dt (2.27)

t

This material function thus varies with both imposed strain C f dt' as well as

the strain rate in the filament at that instant in time. In the elastocapillary thinning

regime (given by Equation (2.5)) the strain rate is in fact constant. This can be

directly verified by substituting Equation (2.5) in Equation (2.26) to give &p = 2/3TE.

In this region we thus expect the apparent extensional viscosity approaches the
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true material function expected in a homogeneous extensional flow.
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Figure 2-14: (color online). (a) Circles show the apparent extensional viscosi-
ties measured from ROJER experiments for the Newtonian solvent (0), 300K-
PEO-0.01%wt. (green circleso), 1000K-PEO-0.01%wt. (blue circleso), 4000K-PEO-
0.0025%wt. (magenta circleso), and the 4000K-PEO-0.05%wt. (red circleso) so-
lutions. Open triangles show the EVROC measurements for the 4000K-PEO-
0.05%wt. solution (red trianglesA). The solid lines are predictions of FENE-
P theory plotted for each liquid with the corresponding parameters from Table
1. (b) Same data shown in (a) but plotted in dimensionless form: Trouton ratio
Tr = q+ t)/ 7 0 versus the Weissenberg number Wi E TEe.
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Figure 2-14(a) shows a plot of the apparent extensional viscosity for all of the

dilute polymer solutions studied (the 4000K-1% wt. solution with c/c* = 13.2 is

clearly not in the dilute regime, and since the primary focus of our study is on

weakly viscoelastic fluids we postpone a discussion on the extensional rheology

of this entangled semi-dilute solution to the Appendix XX[193]). The circles show

data analyzed from ROJER tests and the red triangles are the EVROC results for

the 4000K-0.05%wt. solution. Equations (2.26) and (2.27) are used to calculate the

stretch rate and apparent elongational viscosity for ROJER tests 1 and Equations

(4.6) and (2.25) are used to calculate the values of average stretch rate and appar-

ent extensional viscosity from the corresponding values of flow rate and pressure

drop across the contraction in the EVROC test. Our results are also compared with

the predictions of the FENE-P (finitely extensible nonlinear elastic) model, assum-

ing the Peterlin statistical closure for the restoring force [111, 169](solid lines in

both Figure 2-14(a) and 2-14(b)). Unlike simpler constitutive equations such as

the Oldroyd-B model, which treats the polymer chains as ideal Hookean springs

that are infinitely extensible, the FENE-P model assumes that the macromolecules

have a finite extensibility and, once they are stretched to this fully unraveled limit,

they will add no extra contribution to the extensional viscosity [111]. It is easy

to show that the Oldroyd-B and FENE-P models differ primarily in their predic-

tions of the steady extensional viscosities at stretch rates just above the critical coil-

stretch transition rate. At steady state, the quasilinear Oldroyd-B model predicts

the unphysical result that the extensional viscosity diverges at c = (1/2TE). The

FENE-P model corrects this shortcoming by incorporating the finite extensibility

of the molecule (captured by a finite extensibility parameter L) into a nonlinear

evolution equation for the viscoelastic stresses [111, 194]. The FENE-P model pre-

'In calculating the extension rates for both Figures 2-14(a) and 42-14b) we multiplied the stretch
rates calculated from Equation (2.26) by a a factor of 0.75 (e = (3/4) p). This factor comes from the
fact that the stretch rate in the elasto-capillary balance plateaus around a critical value cp = 2/3TE
while the predictions for elongational viscosity from constitutive equations such as Oldroyd-
B/FENE-P show that the coil-stretch transition happens at a lower critical strain rate c = 1/2TE.
In order to make a quantitative one-to-one comparison between the ROJER data and known con-
stitutive equations all the stretch rate data from ROJER for each of the test fluids were multiplied
by (1/2)/(3/2) = 3/4.
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dicts that the steady elongational viscosity rE (e) remains bounded once the chains

are fully extended. The stretched chains act like an anisotropic suspension of rods

with the extensional viscosity in the bulk reaching a plateau value at high stretch

rate (limTE += 3n + 2 ( 0 -s) L 2 ).

The solid lines in Figure 2-14(a) show predictions from the FENE-P model for

each liquid using the corresponding parameters (TE, Tis, 'no, L) from Table 1. All

of the ROJER data show good agreement with the predictions from the FENE-P

model. The apparent viscosity extracted from the EVROC test also shows a trend

that agrees qualitatively with the predictions of the FENE-P model, but the agree-

ment is not quantitative. The observed difference arises due to the fact that in

the EVROC device material elements in different planes experience different de-

formation histories as they flow through the contraction/expansion. These local

variations in the stretch rate of different material elements smear out the critical

extension rate. By using computational shape optimization for the design and

fabrication of cross-slot microfluidic devices, Haward et al. [116] showed that a

homogeneous elongational flowfield can be achieved, by minimizing this inhomo-

geneity in the flow history of different material elements. Experimental results

from such optimized microfluidic devices show a much better agreement with the

FENE-P model [116, 172].

Figure 2-14(b) shows the extensional viscosities represented in dimensionless form

with a Trouton ratio n+/mn plotted as a function of the Weissenberg number Wi =

TEL Due to the high extensibility of the molecules (L ~ M{-' where v is the solvent

quality exponent[138, 116]) Trouton ratios as high as Tr ~ 1000 can be achieved

by these dilute polymer solutions at high molecular weights. These high values of

the extensional viscosity can dramatically change the filament thinning dynamics

at high strain rates and small length scales in a number of important application

such as inkjetting, atomization, microfluidic cell sorting etc [107, 109, 184]. Mea-

surements with the EVROC device for the low viscosity solutions (green, blue and

magenta colors in Figure 2-13(a)) are largely polluted by nonlinear inertia effects,

but Figures 2-14(a) and 2-14(b) clearly show that jetting rheometry is a reliable
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alternative for determining the extensional rheology of very dilute polymer so-

lutions. The ROJER instrument not only differentiates between the extensional

rheology of the different solutions in a qualitative manner (Figure 2-13(d)) but also

quantitatively measures elongational properties in the elasto-capillary regime at

constant strain rate that agree well with predictions of microstructural constitutive

equations such as the FENE-P model.

Measurements of the extensional viscosity were performed for a number of vis-

coelastic polymer solutions using two microfluidic test configurations; a microfab-

ricated hyperbolic converging/diverging flow and a micromachined piezoelectric

nozzle. Our results show that for dilute solutions that have both low shear vis-

cosities and low relaxation times, the flow in the hyperbolic contraction is affected

by nonlinear inertial effects before any signature of elasticity emerges. However,

the EVROC is still a functional method for characterizing more viscous and more

elastic solutions. The fact that many industrial and biological samples are indeed

dilute solutions of large macromolecules in a low viscosity solvent encouraged us

to find an alternative method for performing extensional rheometry of dilute so-

lutions. The ROJER instrument, which is based on understanding the capillary

thinning and breakup in a sub-millimeter scale physically-forced jet proves to be a

valuable additional method that can discriminate between the relaxation times of

the different viscoelastic solutions used in the present study. The results obtained

from the ROJER and EVROC techniques also compare well with the predictions

of a canonical model such as the FENE-P constitutive equation. Depending on

the intrinsic properties of the specific fluid being tested, one or other of these two

microfluidic rheometry methods can thus help us to determine the elongational

properties of an unknown complex fluid. The question for practicing rheologists

is to know where exactly are the limits and boundaries of operation for each of

these two distinctly different instruments.As we show below, by knowing the in-

trinsic properties of a liquid we can provide guidance on deciding a priori which

instrument to use.
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2.6 Operating Limits of the EVROC Device

As we have shown in this chapter, the flow of a viscoelastic liquid in a microflu-

idic channel can be affected by three different mechanisms: elastic effects due to

elongation of macromolecules passing through the contraction, viscous effects due

to viscous shear stresses at the walls, and finally adverse inertial effects due to

acceleration of the material elements passing through the contraction/expansion.

If we pick a characteristic length scale such as the hydraulic diameter (denoted

generically by R) for this device, we can identify three important timescales, each

characterizing one of the three different aforementioned mechanisms:

Telas. = TE : Elongational relaxation time (2.28a)

Tvisc. = R2 p/70 : Viscous diffusion time scale (2.28b)

Tconv. R/V : Convective time scale (2.28c)

where V = Q/wh is the characteristic scale for the velocity in the channel. Having

identified three important timescales, it is apparent that the flow of any liquid in

the device can be described by two dimensionless numbers:

Reynolds Number Re = Tvisc./conv. = pVR/o (2.29a)

Weissenberg Number Wi= Teas./Tconv. = EVIR (2.29b)

Equations (4.6a and 4.6b) clearly show that for a given liquid and hyperbolic chan-

nel geometry (fixed values of rE,p,TO and R), changes in the flow rate lead to both

Re and Wi increasing proportionally such that their ratio (given by the elastic-

ity number[195] El = Wi/Re = r-Eq)0/p R 2 ) remains constant. In other words in

the two-dimensional space spanned by Re - Wi (the operating plane for EVROC)

changing the velocity corresponds physically to moving away from the origin on

a line with fixed slope (or a fixed angle 0 in polar coordinates) and the velocity

provides a measure for the radial distance from origin (similar to r in polar coor-
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dinates). In order to observe elastic effects, and to be able to characterize them,

one has to stretch the dissolved polymers sufficiently fast, compared to their re-

laxation rate (V/R 1/TE), or in other words the viscoelastic timescale should

dominate over the convection time scale so that the Weissenberg number of the

flow is Wi = TEVIR > 0(1). Thus for any fluid with relaxation time TE and test

geometry R, there exists a certain velocity V ~ R/TE above which the elastic ef-

fects we seek to measure begin to emerge. However, the challenge is to ensure

that this (large) velocity is still small enough that the Reynolds number charac-

terizing the flow stays lower than the critical value for onset of inertia effects (i.e.

Re = pVR/rjo <; 0(1)). One can easily see that by combining these two criteria then

the ratio of the Weissenberg number over Reynolds number should be larger than

unity; i.e. Wi/Re 0(1). In Figure 2-15(a) a line of constant elasticity is shown as

a dashed blue arrow in the Wi - Re plane.

The magnitude of the elasticity number thus provides a criterion for EVROC mea-

surements. Given a specific hyperbolic channel design (i.e. a given microfluidic

length scale R) and fixed liquid properties (T1O,TE, and p) one can calculate a pri-

ori whether the criterion for EVROC measurements (i.e. El = TE/opR 2  0(1))

is satisfied or not. From this expression it becomes apparent that in dilute poly-

meric liquids, such as the ones tested in this study, in which both the relaxation

time and the shear viscosity are small, EVROC measurements are often impossi-

ble or contaminated by inertial effects. One possible pathway for circumventing

this constraint is to fabricate even smaller microfluidic geometries (because de-

creasing the corresponding length scale increases the elasticity number). For the

present design the length scale is R = dH ~ 267 pm. However, the large pressure

drop that result from very small length scales (cf. Equation 2.24) can lead to fab-

rication failure and pumping issues. Additionally the characteristic device length

scale R can not approach the length scale of the microstructure in the liquid other-

wise wall effects lead to hindered chain deformation and hydrodynamic screening

complications[196].

Having determined the appropriate limits of EVROC, we now consider our alter-
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native jet-based extensional rheometer and probe the operational boundaries for

the ROJER device.

2.6.1 Limits of ROJER

ROJER, or other related capillary-thinning methods for extensional rheometry (such

as CaBER or modified versions of CaBER [197, 81, 82]), exploit the dynamics of

the Rayleigh-Plateau instability and often rely on optical devices such as high-

speed/strobe cameras, lenses and bright field illumination strategies to record the

evolution in the filament diameter with time. A liquid thread with a known initial

radius R that is connected at both ends to hemispherical liquid reservoirs (as in ei-

ther of the ROJER/CaBER configurations) experiences higher capillary pressures

inside the filament neck compared to the pressure in the hemispherical reservoirs.

This pressure imbalance leads to the drainage of liquid from the filament into the

reservoirs and induces an elongational flow within the filament. For a viscoelas-

tic liquid four different physical mechanisms can be important: Elastic, viscous

and inertial effects can all play a significant role, similar to the discussion above

for flow in the hyperbolic contraction. In addition to these three effects, the capil-

lary effects play an essential role in extensional flows with free surfaces. Thus one

must consider an additional timescale that captures the effect of surface tension or

capillarity in this problem

Tcap. =p \R3/. : Capillary time scale. (2.30)

This capillary time scale was first introduced by Rayleigh [80, 163] in his stud-

ies of liquid jets and is therefore also known as the Rayleigh time scale TR. It is

also the timescale observed in the vibration of a liquid droplet/jet due to capillary

effects[198].

It is easy to construct an appropriate dimensionless number comparing the mag-
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nitudes of the capillary and convective timescales:

W TcaP./Tconv. = V\p R/o- (2.31)

This ratio is the square root of the Weber number which is widely used in studies

of drop/jet breakup in inkjetting and atomization operations[57].

Thus in ROJER four competing timescales are involved (Equations ((2.28)and 2.30))

which leads to a set of three important dimensionless numbers (v We, Re, Wi). A

new coordinate vWe is therefore also required to determine the locus of each fluid

being tested in the ROJER instrument. In Figure 2-15(a) we represent this concept

by plotting an {x, y, z} three dimensional space with { We, Re, Wi} coordinates

respectively.

To characterize the performance of ROJER we need to understand how the dynam-

ics of a thinning filament are governed by the different physical mechanisms in-

volved. Inertial effects are damped out by viscous effects if the capillary timescale

is larger than the viscous diffusion time scale (Tcap. Ti,,.). The ratio of these two

timescales is known as the Ohnesorge number Oh E reap.l/isc. = ro/v rR [199] and

for viscous effects to dominate over fluid inertia we require Oh 0(1). Similarly,

in order to probe viscoelastic effects in the thinning thread the elongation rate of

the filament resulting from capillary action should exceed the relaxation rate of the

polymer (i.e 1Tcap. 1/Telas.). The ratio of the elastic timescale to the capillary time

is an intrinsic Deborah number and we thus require De= Telas./Tep. = FE1\ pR 3 c- >

0(1).

One additional benefit of ROJER as compared to EVROC is the fact that unlike

the hyperbolic channel flow in which the characteristic length scale R is fixed and

not changing with time, in ROJER the appropriate length scale R(t) is evolving

with time and decreases steadily from the initial value toward the final instant

of breakup. By studying the functional form of the relevant dimensionless num-

bers such as the Deborah and Ohnesorge numbers one can see that as R(t) de-

creases, local estimates of the the relevant force balances increase as we approach
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the breakup point. This means that as we follow the evolution of the thinning fila-

ment with time there exists a certain point at which elastic effects start to dominate

the flow. Provided the local diameter at this crossover point is larger than the opti-

cal resolution of the setup (which we denote Iresolution) then ROJER measurements

are feasible. However if this crossover point lies below our resolution limit then

ROJER will not be able to resolve the elasto-capillary balance that is established

close to breakup.

The practical constraints of physical optics mean that most imaging systems have a

lower resolution of a few microns, [resolution 0 O(1 pm). We also know that for most

complex fluids, the zero shear viscosity will not be much smaller than the viscosity

of water (unless we consider supercritical solvents such as liquid CO 2). Thus for

most low viscosity liquids (withqo >! 10 mPa.s) the visco-capillary regime is acces-

sible within the optical resolution that is achievable (lresolution 0 O(1 [n)). To deter-

mine the operating boundaries of ROJER in elongational rheometry we can assume

that a failed test means that elastic effects do not emerge in the thinning filament

even on the finest length scale that is resolvable R(t) ~ Iresolution. In other words,

even in the final moments of filament thinning the rate of stretching is not as high

as the relaxation rate of the microstructure, so that = (-2/R). (dR/dt) < 1/TE

If an elasto-capillary balance has not emerged yet then for most practical liquids

in the final moments of thinning a visco-capillary balance starts to emerge and,

consequently, the maximum rate of thinning that is optically accessible scales as

emax ~ Vcap./R ~ o/7o(1lresoiution)-

Therefore for a viscoelastic liquid, in a device such as ROJER, to reach a critical

stretch rate which is faster than the relaxation rate of the microstructure the fol-

lowing criteria should be met:

1 c xresolution TEO
1!TE E 6max < or32

1resolution O Ro (2o Ro

This dimensionless grouping that controls ROJER performance may be referred to

as an elasto-capillary number, which can also be written in terms of De and Oh as
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TE/QIloRO) = De/Oh = Ec [200]. An alternate,easier, justification for this criterion

for successful ROJER testing is to consider the stresses involved in the thinning

filament. The elasto-capillary balance starts on a length scale REC, when the cap-

illary stresses become as large as polymer elastic stresses: a/REC - OTE. This

simply tells us the condition for ROJER performance is 1resolution <; REC ~ UTE r/0

which is equivalent to lresolution/Ro < Ec.

Equation (2.32) shows that in ROJER, just as in EVROC, the criterion for successful

elongational rheometry can be expressed by a single dimensionless number based

on the geometry, optical resolution and intrinsic properties of the liquid (which

here includes the relaxation time, surface tension and zero shear viscosity). Com-

bining these two separate criteria for successful operation of the microfluidic hy-

perbolic channel and jet breakup measurements (EVROC and ROJER respectively)

the entire dimensionless space in Figure 2-15(a) can be navigated for different liq-

uids through a two dimensional state diagram or nomogram which tells us what

instrument is suitable in each region.
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Figure 2-15: (color online). (a) Measurement nomogram in 3-dimensional space
for different liquids with coordinate axis x, y, z constructed from { vWe, Re, Wi}
combination. Lines of constant elasticity El, Ohnesorge Oh and Deborah De num-
bers are shown by blue dashed arrows. The black arc arrows show the direction
at which El, Oh and De increase in their corresponding Re - Wi, Re - V We, and

VWe - Wi planes. One eighth of a unit sphere is plotted in the corner of the co-
ordinates. Every material location in the x, y, z parameter space can be radially
projected onto the surface of this sphere. Shaded colors show regions in which
EVROC and the ROJER instrument can/cannot perform. (b) Measurement nomo-
gram based on the key intrinsic properties of the fluid plotted in a 2D representa-
tion. The angular orientation of every point in the 3D parameter space sketched in
(a) can be uniquely mapped onto this 2D representation (De - Oh). The solid and
dashed lines are lines of constant elasticity number El and elasto-capillary num-
ber Ec respectively. The green area indicates where both ROJER and EVROC are
possible (Ec O(lresoiution/R) and El 0(1)). The magenta area is where ROJER is
possible and EVROC is impossible (Ec O(lresoiution/R) and El < 0(1) ). The blue
area is where ROJER is impossible and EVROC is possible (Ec < O(lresolution/R)

and El 0(1)). The red area is where both ROJER and EVROC are not possible
(Ec < O(iresoiution/R) and El < 1).
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2.6.2 Operating Nomogram for Microfluidic Extensional Rheom-

etry

Looking at Figure 2-15(a) one can see that (as we first noted for the elasticity num-

ber) both the Deborah and Ohnesorge numbers characterizing the fluid are also

independent of the velocity and thus represent the slopes of rays passing through

the origin and projected onto their respective Wi - We and We - Re planes. The

black arcs in Figure 2-15(a) show the direction in which each of these dimensionless

groups increase. It is also noteworthy that although the parameters { We, Re, Wi}

form an independent set of coordinates, the {El, Oh, De} set are not independent

and indeed any one of the three can be expressed in terms of the other two through

the relationship El = Oh.De. A good way to understand the difference between

these two different sets of dimensionless numbers is to think of Cartesian and

spherical coordinates. The dimensionless groups We, Re, Wi all grow linearly

with velocity and thus correspond to orthogonal coordinates in Figure 2-15(a). By

contrast El, Oh, De are all independent of velocity and represent the slopes of the

position vector projected onto the three base orthogonal coordinate planes. Thus

as we increase the velocity and keep other parameters constant we move radially

away from origin on a fixed line and orientation in space. To uniquely specify a

point in space using spherical coordinates we only need two angles (0 and 0) and a

radial distance (r) from origin. This tells us that only two dimensionless numbers

from the set of El, Oh, De are needed to uniquely describe the orientation of any

material line/vector in space. Increasing the characteristic velocity of the fluid in

the device, and keeping these two angles constant, we travel on a fixed ray away

from the origin. If we pick the Deborah and Ohnesorge numbers to describe the

orientation of material lines then we can project our results onto the two dimen-

sional map plotted in Figure 2-15(b) which is a one-to-one transform of the outer

surface of the spherical segment shown in Figure 2-15(a).

This two-dimensional nomogram representing intrinsic viscoelastic fluid proper-

ties can help us understand where different materials are located at different length
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scales. For example the abscissa (De = 0) corresponds to all Newtonian phenom-

ena starting from the inviscid limit close to the origin and moving towards very

viscous fluids on the far right. The region close to, but not on, the ordinate axis

represents low viscosity but elastic liquids, such as the very dilute solutions of

high molecular weight polymers considered in the present work. Other examples

include "stringy materials" such as saliva, printing inks and paints that are often

highly problematic in atomization and breakup phenomena.

The two criteria derived above for EVROC and ROJER operation can be drawn

as two separate lines in this space given by the expressions El = De.Oh = 0(1)

and Ec = De/Oh ~ lresoiution/R on this two dimensional plane (as shown by the

solid and dashed lines in Figure 2-15(b)). These two lines divide the entire region

into four subregions. In each of these subregions extensional rheometry with ei-

ther EVROC and or ROJER may be possible depending on the values of these two

groups. Different areas are shaded by different colors as follows:

1. Green: regions in which both criteria are met (El 0(1) and Ec > lresoiution/R).

In simple words, these fluids are both elastic and viscous enough that both

ROJER and EVROC can be used for extensional rheometry.

2. Magenta: regions in which jetting rheometry is possible but EVROC is not

successful ( Ec > iresolution/R and El < 0(1)). In simple words, these fluids are

of such low viscosity that inertial effects dominate in the microfluidic con-

traction, but they are sufficiently elastic that they will form a thread during

jet breakup.

3. Blue: regions in which the criterion for EVROC is met but jetting is not pos-

sible (El > 0(1) and Ec < lresolution/R). In simple words, these liquids are

sufficiently viscous that they generate a viscoelastic contribution to the pres-

sure drop APc across the contraction, but insufficiently elastic for the elastic

stresses to balance capillary pressure in the jet until the length scale falls be-

low the optical resolution limit.

4. Orange: regions in which neither criterion for either EVROC or ROJER are
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met (El < 0(1) and Ec < lresoiution/R). In this region the fluid is insufficiently

viscoelastic for either class of device to operate successfully.

2.6.3 Nomogram for Measuring Extensional Viscosity

Figure 2-16 shows an alternate, log-log representation of the proposed nomogram

in Figure 2-15(b). The viscoelastic liquids studied in the present work are located

on this nomogram based on their corresponding values of Ohnesorge and Debo-

rah numbers (Table 1 in the main text). It is clear that for the three most dilute

solutions (300K-PEO-0.01%wt., 1000K-PEO-0.01%wt., and 4000K-PEO-0.0025%wt.

each shown by triangles located in the magenta-shaded region showing) mea-

surements in the EVROC fail due to inertial effects. The other two viscoelastic

solutions (a dilute 4000K-PEO-0.05%wt.(o) solution and a semi-dilute entangled

4000K-PEO-1%wt.(e) solution) are located in the green-shaded area where both

EVROC and ROJER/CaBER instruments can perform measurements of the exten-

sional viscosity.

In studying the limits of performance for jetting rheometry, a quantitative estimate

of the limiting conditions can be made by estimating the slope of the dashed line

in Figure 2-15(b). For our ROJER system 1resolution ~ 1.5pm and RO ~ 9pm which

shows that the actual slope of the dashed line is very small. The orange region

indicated in Figure 2-15(b) is thus also very small and this is a very promising rea-

son to believe that microfluidic jet breakup studies are a viable option for many

dilute viscoelastic liquids. Finally it is also necessary to point out that ROJER fails

for certain liquids that are very viscous but have an extremely small relaxation

time (blue region in Figure 2-15(b)). Examples of these liquids can be found in

concentrated solutions of low molecular weight polymers which are sometimes

used in food thickeners. For these liquids, the EVROC device benefits from the

dominant viscous characteristics and can probe both the viscous response as well

as any additional elastic contributions to the pressure drop without dealing with

inertia-related issues [41].
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Figure 2-16: (color online). Extensional rheometry nomogram based on the key
intrinsic properties of the fluid plotted in a 2D representation. The green area
indicates where both ROJER and EVROC are possible (El 0(1) and Ec

O(lresoiution/R) using 1resolution m 2pm and Ro~ 9Opm). The magenta area is where
ROJER is possible and EVROC is impossible (Ec O(lresolution/R) and El < 0(1)

respectively). The blue area is where ROJER is impossible and EVROC is possi-
ble (Ec < O(lresolution/R) and El 0(1)). The red area is where both ROJER and
EVROC are not possible (El < 1 and Ec < O(lresoiution/R)). The locus of each test flu-
ids is located on the nomogram based on the correspnding values of Deborah and
Ohnesorge numbers (calculated in Table 1 in the main article). For three of the di-
lute polymer liquids (300K-PEO-0.01%wt., 1000K-PEO-0.01%wt., and 4000K-PEO-
0.0025%wt.) measurements were possible using the ROJER instrument while the
EVROC data could not be analyzed due to dominant inertial effects (A). One dilute
solution, 4000K-PEO-0.05%wt.(o), and a semi-dilute entangled solution,4000K-
PEO-1%wt.(.) are located in the green region and both EVROC and ROJER mea-
surements give meaningful values for the apparent extensional viscosity of these
liquids.
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Chapter 3

Effect of elongational properties on

the average diameter of the fragments

observed in the atomization

A beautiful blonde is chemically three-fourths water, but what lovely surface tension.

-- Anonymous

3.1 Scope

We introduced different methods for elongational rheology of dilute solutions in

the previous chapter. In this chapter we show how these measured elongational

properties can change the dynamics of fragmentation and atomization even for

very dilute viscoelastic solutions. We chose a canonical fragmentation process

known as air-assisted atomization, which is widely used in the spray and coat-

ing industry. After introducing the atomization process and presenting the exper-

iments, we proceed to develop a simple toy model for the dynamics of the liquid

filaments in the final stages of atomization. This model is based on the behavior

of the filaments in a sudden stretch test which is devised and observed in detail

using high-speed photography. Finally we compare the results of our toy model

with the experimental measurements.
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3.2 Introduction

Jet atomization and the physics of liquid breakup has been a source of scientific cu-

riosity and industrial applications for many years and over the past century there

have been many developments in understanding the fluid mechanics involved in

jetting and atomization of the Newtonian liquids [140]. However, most liquids of

commercial relevance have a complex microstructure and do not completely fol-

low Newtonian behavior; polymer melts, fuels, paints, and our own saliva are just

a few examples. There are many applications in which these non-Newtonian solu-

tions experience jet breakup or atomization such as paint spraying, inkjet printing,

cosmetics preparation, spray drying of foods, and disease transfer through sneez-

ing; however by comparison to the depth of knowledge about the atomization of

Newtonian liquids [57, 42] little is known about the complexities encountered in

the atomization of viscoelastic liquids [201].

Accurately measuring the extensional response of low viscosity fluids and un-

derstanding the importance of extensional stresses in complex flow fields is a re-

search challenge that Ken Walters and colleagues focused on intensely for several

decades. In a wide-ranging plenary paper for the 11th ICR in Brussels (1992) [102],

Walters pointed out when discussing the challenges inherent to measuring the ex-

tensional properties of mobile liquids that "the task is therefore to generate a flow

which is dominated by extension and to address the problem of how best to in-

terpret the data in terms of material functions that are rheologically meaningful".

He went on to note that (after he first expanded on this philosophy at an earlier

1984 European Congress) "...to say that it did not meet with unbridled enthusiasm

would be an under-statement!" However, inspired by this conviction, and unde-

terred by such reservations we investigate air-blast atomization of complex fluids

by seeking to understand and quantify the break up dynamics of a non-Newtonian

jet.

Previous studies have shown that addition of viscoelasticity can lead to signifi-

cant changes in both jet break up and atomization processes [202, 203, 15, 204].
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These modifications occur mainly when the fluid element reaches the large strains

and rapid nonlinear deformation rates that are generated in the final breakup and

pinch off stages (Figure 3-1). Chao et al.[203] showed that addition of polymers to

jet fuels can lead to anti-misting properties which can be extremely beneficial to

aviation safety. In some other applications such as spray or roll coating [205] these

"anti-misting" properties which result from the added viscoelasticity may inhibit

the sprayability of a liquid and be undesirable. Thus, understanding and quantify-

ing these effects is an important scientific goal; better knowledge of these phenom-

ena is sufficiently important that it has been suggested that the future of industries

such as rapid manufacturing of biological materials via drop-on-demand printing

or jet engine propulsion are dependent on new developments and deeper under-

standing of jetting phenomena in complex fluids [206, 58, 207, 208].

Attempts to understand the effects of viscoelasticity on atomization [201, 209] have

faced challenges in measuring the behavior of the non-Newtonian liquid in the

strong nonlinear deformation and high strain rates that characterize the spray. Di-

lute polymeric solutions are known to show nonlinear behavior in large deforma-

tions and demonstrate higher resistance against elongational deformations [111].

Spray visualizations show that the added viscoelasticity does not lead to any sig-

nificant change in the early stages of breakup dynamics, when the liquid is still

close to the nozzle. Here the deformations are still small and disturbances are

in the linear stage (compare Figures 3-1(a) and 3-1(c)). However significant dif-

ferences start to emerge when viscoelastic ligaments are stretched and elongated

into the air stream far from the nozzle (compare Figures 3-1(b) and 3-1(d)). This

has motivated many researchers to focus on the extensional rheological proper-

ties of the fluid, in order to better understand the effects of viscoelasticity on the

liquid's performance in atomization [203, 136, 210]. These findings have shown

qualitatively that the additional resistance against elongational deformations for

viscoelastic solutions will lead to poor atomization. As discussed in chapter 2, pre-

cise measurements of elongational properties such as the fluid relaxation time or

the magnitude of the elongational viscosity are essential for a quantitative study of
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these effects, but elongational rheology for dilute solutions is a well-known chal-

lenge [73, 23, 24, 60, 20, 133]. While true extensional rheometers such as the Fila-

ment Stretching Extensional Rheometer (FISER) work well for very elastic melts,

gels and viscous polymer solutions [101] there are only a few extensional rheome-

ters that can be used for dilute polymer solutions and low viscosity complex fluids.

In the previous chapter we presented a detailed descriptions for these rheometers.

Corresponding limits for each of these instruments were shown and discussed in

detail in Chapter 2.

Annular air flow ---. *

0

0.3 mm-

a) Newtonian solvent close to the nozzle (c) Newtonian solvent far from the nozzle

0.3 mm

(b) PEO solution close to the nozzle (d) PEO solution far from the nozzle

Figure 3-1: (a) Spray visualization images for the Newtonian solvent close to the
nozzle. (b) Spray visualization images for the viscoelastic solution (PEO-300K-
0.01 wt.% in the solvent) close to the nozzle. (c) Spray visualization images for
the Newtonian solvent far from the nozzle. (d) Spray visualization images for
the viscoelastic solution (PEO-300K-0.01 wt.% in the solvent) 5mm away from the
nozzle.

To understand the dominant effects of complex fluid rheology on atomization, re-

searchers have tried to understand the key fluid mechanical features of sprays

and study the dynamical response of well-characterized fluids in the spray. Air-

assisted atomization is a commonly-used method for spraying viscoelastic flu-
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ids in many industrial coating applications. As shown in Figure 3-2(a), a high-

momentum annular air jet destabilizes the low momentum liquid jet and finally

atomizes the liquid jet into small droplets/fragments. Recent research on air-

assisted atomization has shown that, for a Newtonian fluid at least, this process

can be described as a well characterized sequence of instabilities that help to fi-

nally disintegrate the liquid into small fragments (Figure 3-2). Marmottant and

Villermaux [42] have shown that in air-assisted atomization the liquid jet passes

through three distinct instabilities. Initially the low momentum core liquid jet ex-

periences a relatively high shear rate at its surface induced by the surrounding

annular flow of air (which has a much higher velocity and kinetic energy). This

will lead to the generation of waves on the surface of the liquid jet due to the well-

known Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Figure 3-2) [158]. As the wave crests grow,

the acceleration of the less dense medium, i.e. air, into the more dense medium

results in a second instability, known as Rayleigh-Taylor instability, that elongates

ligaments of fluid into the air stream. Finally the stretched ligaments thin down in

the neck region that still connects them to the core liquid jet as a result of Rayleigh-

Plateau instability and they ultimately detach from the jet after stretching to a cer-

tain length. Beyond this point the detached ligament can fragment into a cascade

of small droplets which form the final spray mist.
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Kelvin-Helmholtz

High Momentum Coaxial Air Jet - DL U * Ua Instabilities
a

Side Air Jets -

ap._iair Rayleigh-Taylor
Instabilities

- liquid

Low Momentum Liquid Jet

Rayleigh-Plateau
(a) (b) - . Instabilities

Figure 3-2: (a) Schematic of the industrial spray nozzle used in the experiments
with DL = 1.5mm, ba = 1.5mm. A low momentum liquid jet (red color) is sur-
rounded by a coaxial high momentum jet of air (blue color). The oblique air jets
are low momentum and only help confine the primary jet in a narrow plane. (b)
Spray visualization of water; three different successive instabilities make the liquid
jet unstable and finally atomize it into a fine mist of droplets.

For measurements of elongational properties in very low viscosity "mobile liq-

uids", Christanti and Walker [83, 210] used a novel method, originally suggested

by Schfmmer and Tebel [25] that focused on undertanding the fluid mechanics of

the jet breakup process itself. By studying the jet breakup of dilute polymeric solu-

tions they showed that there is a correlation between the measured relaxation times

and the average droplet diameters measured in air-assisted atomization. Studies

of sprays of viscoelastic solutions by Christanti and Walker [210], building on ear-

lier work by Ferguson et al. [27], have shown qualitatively that there is an initial

increase in average droplet diameters denoted by < d > with increasing relaxation

times followed by a saturation at higher values of the fluid relaxation time.

Despite the growing interest in fragmentation and atomization of very dilute poly-
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meric solutions, there is still a lack of quantitative knowledge about the effects of

viscoelasticity on atomization in this limit. In this chapter we study a selection

of dilute Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) solutions at moderate molecular weights and

concentrations well below coil overlap conditions. We show that careful analysis

of jet breakup for these liquids can help us make precise measurements of their

elongational properties. These model solutions are also tested in a commercial air-

assisted atomization gun that is used in the paint coating industry. The changes in

the measured mean droplet size from the spray tests are related to the measured

fluid relaxation times by a simple physical argument describing the fluid dynam-

ics of the thinning and elongating ligaments that develop close to individual pinch

off events in the spray.

3.3 Test liquids

In order to systematically study the effects of viscoelasticity on the atomization,

four different dilute polymer solutions were selected as test liquids. All of these

solutions are made by dissolving small amounts of Poly(ethylene oxide) or (PEO)

with Mw = 3 x 105g/mol and 1 x 106g/mol respectively (purchased from Sigma

Aldrich) in a water-glycerol (60-40 wt.%) solvent (71 = 3.2mPa.s) and the resulting

viscometric properties are summarized in Table 1. The values of surface tension for

all the viscoelastic solutions are close to the solvent value (a-~ 60 3 mN/m ). Using

the expressions given in [24, 190] the overlap concentrations (c*) are respectively

0.28 wt.% and 0.14 wt.% for 300K and 1000K solutions. Values of the extensibility

parameter for these PEO solutions are calculated based on the constants reported

in [116] for flexible PEO chains (L ~ Ml-" in which v = 0.56 for a reasonably good

solvent such as PEO in water/glycerol). Because of the dissolved polymer, the

shear viscosity of the solutions show a slight increase at low rates (o = 3.3mPa.s)

and asymptotically approach the solvent value at high shear rates (T = 3.2mPa.s

at A ~ 105 s-1 ). The small increase in the zero shear viscosity is due to the very low

concentration of the PEO in the solvent for this solution (o ~ q, (1 + c/c*) and for
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Table 3.1: Rheological properties of the viscoelastic spray test fluids. Two different
concentrations of Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) at two different molecular weights
were dissolved in the Newtonian solvent (Water+Glycerol 60-40 wt.%) which has
a viscosity r, = 3.2mPa.s. The dimensionless parameters Oh and De are defined in
chapter 2 and are evaluated using p = 1103kg/m 3 and R, = 85pm. All the measure-
ments were performed at 250C.

the Mw = 300K solution, c/c* = 0.036). Although the addition of small amounts

of PEO to a Newtonian solvent will keep the shear viscosity almost unchanged,

the extensional viscosity can increase substantially beyond a critical deformation

rate [114]. This increase in the extensional viscosity arises from the coil-stretch

transition of the dissolved macromolecules in a strong extensional flow [111]. One

important measure for quantifying the onset of strain hardening is the elongational

relaxation timescale (TE) of the fluid which varies with the molecular weight and

concentration of dissolved polymer. The measured relaxation times for all the vis-

coelastic solutions determined through jet breakup studies are tabulated in Table

1.

3.4 Experimental Setup

The spray experiments were carried out using an air-assisted atomization nozzle

(Figure 3-2(a)). The liquid jet is released at moderate speeds (1 Vliquid 10ms-1 )

through a cylindrical nozzle DL = 1.5mm and this core flow is surrounded by a

high speed annular flow of air (Vair 80 - 120 ms- 1)(Figure 3-2(a)). The initial sep-
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Mw c c/c* ro[mPa.s] rE[ps] L De Oh

300K 0.01% 0.036 3.21 60 27 0.2 0.04

300K 0.1% 0.36 3.32 360 27 1.3 0.04

1000K 0.01% 0.07 3.22 996 50 3.6 0.04

1000K 0.05% 0.37 3.31 2800 50 10.0 0.04



aration between the liquid jet and the annular flow of air is about 760pm. The

destabilized liquid jet will then form a so-called "spray fan"; two auxiliary low

speed jets of air are blown from the sides to keep the vertical axis of the spray

fan as stable as possible. Visualization of the droplets after breakup are carried

out using a LaVision imaging setup. A 1.5mm x 1.5mm field of view is illumi-

nated using laser back-lighting and digital images of the droplets were taken as

they pass through the frame (Figure 3-3(b)). Image-processing and size distribu-

tion measurements of the droplets in the captured images were carried out by the

LaVision image analysis package. Five different positions in the spray plane were

selected as the sampling sites for all of the tested liquids and more than one thou-

sand droplets were counted in each sampling. All the tests were performed for a

fixed flow/geometry and similar environmental conditions in terms of tempera-

ture and humidity.

Spray plane
Flow-master Camera

Frame illuminated
by laser light Laser

Figure 3-3: The LaVision spray visualization setup. A 1.5mm x 1.5mm frame is il-
luminated using laser back-lighting and a Flowmaster camera captures individual
snapshots from the droplets in the spray fan.

The viscometric properties of the fluids were measured using a stress-controlled

rheometer (ARG2 with a 4mm cone geometry with 20 degree cone angle; TA Instru-

ments), at low shear rates (10s- 1  1000s-1), and using a micro-fluidic rheometer

(m-VROC from Rheosense) at higher shear rates (1000s-1 < 200, 000s-1). Exten-
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sional rheological properties are measured using capillary thinning rheometry and

a free jet rheometer (ROJER) which was discussed in Chapter 2.

3.5 Shear and elongational rheology of the spray flu-

ids

The shear and elongational rheology of these solutions are discussed in Chapter

2. The steady shear viscosity do not exhibit any significant difference between

the tested solvent and the viscoelastic solutions but ROJER visualization of the fil-

ament thinning dynamics with time do show a significant change even for very

dilute solutions. This enhanced resistance of the viscoelastic solution to stretching

in elongational flows plays a key role in controlling the dynamics of the filaments

close to the breakup point from the rapidly deforming liquid core during the at-

omization process. This additional resistance leads to the appearance of elongated

filaments connecting the large beads to each other. A signature of this effect can be

seen by looking at snapshots of the atomized droplets in any ligament-mediated

atomization process such as those shown in Figure 3-4(a). Images of the atom-

ized viscoelastic liquid sample always show greater numbers of both large and

small droplets compared to the Newtonian solutions (compare Figures 3-4(a) and

3-4(b)); i.e. the droplet size distribution is changed due to the extensional rheology

of the test fluid. To explore the effects of viscoelasticity we next calculate the first

moment of this size distribution to understand how the average droplet size < d >

depends on the intrinsic Deborah number of the test fluid.
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Figure 3-4: (a) Visualization of viscoelastic droplets (PEO-300K-0.01 wt.%) under-
going fragmentation in opposed jet atomization (Re = 620, We = 300). (b) Visualiza-
tion of Newtonian solvent droplets (water and glycerol 60-40 wt.%,Re = 620, We
300) during fragmentation in opposed jet atomization.

3.6 Effect of elongational properties on atomization

As noted in the introduction, the increase in the average droplet size observed dur-

ing atomization of viscoelastic liquids is a key feature that has been observed by

many previous authors in the literature [201, 209, 210, 123, 122, 211, 154] but most

previous attempts to connect this increase with the fluid relaxation timescale have

not been very successful [210, 154, 201, 122]. This has been primarily due to the fact

that the proposed models can not capture one other key feature, which is the satu-

ration of the effect at large values of the relaxation time. Previous analyses have ar-

gued that the droplet average size should be proportional to the wavelength of the

final instability process during the atomization event, and a combination of linear

stability analyses for the different instability modes in the air spray should predict

the measured values for the mean droplet diameter < d >[212, 57]. Although this

scaling may work for inviscid jets, recent work by Marmottant and Villermaux [42]

for viscous Newtonian fluids shows that the effects of viscosity on the lifetime of

the ligaments that form in the final stages of detachment from the core liquid jet

play a dominant role in setting the average droplet size in the spray. In their tests,

Marmottant and Villermaux showed that by increasing the Newtonian viscosity

of the atomized fluid, the thinning neck that connects elongating ligaments to the
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core liquid jet will have more time to breakup. This viscous retardation of the

capillary thinning and breakup process enables the filament to uniformly elongate

into the surrounding air phase due to the external shear stresses exerted by the

air stream. This additional extension reduces the thickness of the ligament (which

controls the average droplet size following breakup). More viscous liquids thus

form longer and thinner filaments, which also agrees with our common experi-

ence of long and thin syrup filaments that arise when we pour such liquids from

relatively high heights. During this thinning process the volume of the filament

remains constant (and equal to the initial volume) i.e. V(t) = Vo ~ d3. What Mar-

mottant and Villermaux [42] show can be summarized in the following scaling for

the average droplet sizes based on the breakup time of the neck of the filament:

< d > d / tb (3.1)

in which d, is the initial characteristic size of the ligament before the elongation pro-

cess, tb is the breakup time of the neck of the filament and ta = (di/Vair) (pliquid/pair)1/2

is a characteristic timescale for the acceleration arising from the air dragging the

ligament away from the core liquid jet. Eq. (3.1) shows that the average di-

ameter and the neck breakup time are inversely proportional since the viscous

fluid ligament will continue to uniformly stretch while the neck is thinning with

time.Figures 3-5(a) 3-5(b) present an illustrative description of the mentioned pro-

cess.

In order to understand this mechanism better, especially for viscoelastic solutions,

we consider the experiment shown in Figure 3-5 (c), which is designed to emulate

sudden extensional effects in the spray. Viscoelastic liquid samples with fixed ini-

tial volume (V) were placed between the two plates of the CaBER and the two

plates were separated from each other at relatively high strain rates to mimic the

fast extensional action of the airstream during the ligament stretching and subse-

quent atomization phenomena. A similar configuration has been used by Viller-

maux and his coworkers in mimicking fragmentation processes for Newtonian flu-
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ids [42, 213].
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Figure 3-5: (a) Spray visualization image for the viscoelastic polymer solution
(PEO-300K-0.01 wt.% in solvent) close to the nozzle. A ligament can be seen in the
blue box which is elongated by the air stream (b) Schematic of the suggested model
by Marmottant and Villermaux [42] for analyzing the dynamics of the ligament,
(reproduced with permission). (c) Montage of images from sudden step-extension
test for the viscoelastic solution (PEO-300K-0.01 wt.% in the solvent) in a CaBER
instrument. As soon as the flow in the neck region reaches the elasto-capillary
balance (t > 20.Oms) subsequent deformation is localized in the neck while the
main ligament stops stretching (dLCaBERIdt " 0) and a capillary wave propagates
along the filament.

To analyze the effects of viscoelasticity on the average droplet sizes, a simple

scaling model which is similar to the one used by Marmottant and Villermaux [42],

is introduced in the next section.

3.7 Toy model

In order to emulate the dynamics of ligaments close to pinch off in the atomization

process (see Figure 3-5(a) and 3-5(b)) a sudden "step-stretch" test has been devised
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using the CaBER platform in conjunction with high speed video image analysis. In

this test we impose a very rapid axial displacement of the upper plate in the CaBER

device. Because of fluid inertial effects, the liquid sample cannot respond rapidly

enough to form a uniform liquid bridge. This may preclude analysis of the self-

similar capillary thinning required in CaBER analysis, but it closely emulates the

rapid formation and acceleration of fluid ligament that can be seen in the jet image

shown in Figure 3-5(a). This process has been considered in detail by Marmottant

and Villermaux [42] for Newtonian fluids, and we follow their analysis for vis-

coelastic fluid ligaments. Specially we observe the formation of a primary or main

ligament Lligament(t) (or LCaBER(t) in our replicated experiment) that is connected

by a thinning neck region (of diameter 2rCaBER(t)) to the primary drop (or hemi-

spherical end-cap region in our replicated experiment). Figures3-5(c) and 3-6(a) in

the main text show a montage of images for a step stretch test with the 300K-PEO-

0.01 wt.% solution. For an inviscid fluid, Marmottant and Villermaux [42] show

that the lifetime of this neck is independent of the stretch rate and depends only

on the inertio-capillary timescale of the initial ligament. In our notation (based on

radius rather than diameter) this lifetime is ~ V\TR (see Figure 3-6 in [42]).
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Figure 3-6: (a) Montage of images from the sudden stretch experiment for PEO-
300K-0.01 wt.%. (b) Blue squares are average sizes for the viscoelastic solutions
normalized by the average diameter for solvent drops as a function of the Deborah
(De) number in the ligament (De = TE/ v/pd/8o- in which di is the characteristic
ligament size and is estimated from the average diameter, <d >N). The solid black
line shows the predictions from the model described in the text (Eq. (3.9)).
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Repeating the test for different viscoelastic solutions shows that in all of the

step-stretch tests the additional viscoelasticity increases the lifetime of the neck re-

gion and the neck clearly forms an elongated microfilament close to its pinch off

(see for example the image at t = 23.3ms in the test). This means that the local

flow in the neck must reach a critical strain rate close to break up that corresponds

to a critical Weissenberg number of Wi 0 0(1). The interesting result from our

video imaging observations is the fact that before reaching this critical Weisenberg

number the neck contributes little to the overall force balance and serves princi-

pally to maintain the integrity of the primary ligament fixed at the bottom/top. In

the early images of Figure 3-5(c) (i.e. for times t <; 23ms) it is clear that the pri-

mary ligament continues to stretch (i.e. dLCaBER/dt > 0). However when the neck

suddenly pinches down, and the extensional flow in the neck reaches the critical

Weissenberg number, the main ligament is effectively isolated from the deforma-

tion being imposed at the end plates. The main ligament no longer elongates (i.e.

dLCaBERIdt -* 0). A capillary wave now starts to propagate along the isolated lig-

ament and leads to an increasingly corrugated shape that eventually fragments

into droplets. This result, repeatable over many tests, is distinctly different than

observations for viscous Newtonian liquids, in which the main ligament and the

thin connecting neck both thin down continuously under a visco-capillary balance

such that the extensional deformation is a rather uniform process along the liga-

ment axis. By contrast for viscoelastic solutions, when the local flow inside the

neck reaches an elasto-capillary balance then the resulting deformation is located

in the (very thin) neck, rather than in the primary ligament, and the main body of

the ligament will experience negligible subsequent deformation.

To understand the effect of this sudden cessation of the stretching in the main lig-

ament on the average diameters of droplets formed in the spray in a quantitative

way we need to analyze the local flow in the neck more accurately. We assume that

close to pinch-off, fluid inertia will be negligible compared to viscous effects and

we start our analysis before the flow in the filament reaches the elasto-capillary

region (i.e. we start from the onset of a visco-capillary pinch). The flow in the
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thinning neck will be a simple force balance between the viscous and capillary

stresses:
2 dr(t) 1 1- 371 = 07 (3.2r(t) dt r(t) R(

in which r(t) is the local midpoint radius of the thinning neck and R, = d1/2 is

the radius of the initial volume of fluid ligament undergoing the stretch. In this

process the local neck is not (at first) a long cylindrical filament in which we can

simply assume that the two principal radii of curvature are R1 = r(t) and R2 -+ CO

but instead is a short neck connected to a hemispherical reservoir (or droplet) with

radius of R, at the base; we therefore take the radii of curvature as R1 = r(t) and

R2 = -R, respectively. The coefficient of proportionality appearing in Eq. (3.2) is

expected to be of order of unity. In their original analysis Entov and Hinch [78] take

c = 1 and in the limit of long thin filaments (r/R, << 1) the self-similarity solution

or viscocapillary thinning derived by Papageorgiou gives c = 0.42 [214]. We retain

c as a single fitting constant in our subsequent analysis. Integrating Eq. (3.2) yields

an evolution equation for the diameter of the neck in the visco-capillary region:

=1 -exp ( 2 (t - t(vc)))
R, \6 ,j, b

in which Tr 2 , is the characteristic visco-capillary timescale Tri8 = qR/o and the

visco-capillary breakup time is shown as t vc). In order to find an estimated value

for the breakup time t (VC), we only need to have a physical estimate for the radiustb

at the start of the visco-capillary region r(t = 0)/R. Eggers and Villermaux [140]

have shown that the visco-capillary region starts when the local Ohnesorge num-

ber (r/ pur(t)) becomes of order unity and using this assumption the value of

r(t = 0)/RI can be estimated to be around r1 2 /puRl, thus one can find a meaningful

estimate for the breakup time of the ligament in the visco-capillary regime:

t(VC) = - 6T O2 Svis~h 2
_n shs (lOhe 2)OhesRI (3.4)tb - C RC

in which OhR1 is the initial(small) value of the Ohnesorge number based on the
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initial size of the fluid ligament:

OhR, = «1 (3.5)
' p-R 1

As a side note, by Taylor series expansion of Eq. (3.3), we can investigate the

predictions of the suggested model in the limit of times close to the break up

(t VC) - t) -+ 0 or equivalently from a geometrical viewpoint in the limit of small

values of r(t)/R:

-= I - I1+ C(t - t vm) + ... )~ t v -t) (3.6)

This expression shows that the proposed scaling model leads, in the limit of thin

and slender neck region (r(t)/R << 1), to the expected similarity solution for vis-

cocapillary thinning of Newtonian slender filaments [215, 214, 216].

The addition of viscoelasticity has a significant effect on this process, as shown in

the montage of images presented in Figure 3-6(a). The main ligament in the vis-

coelastic filament stops stretching after the neck locally attains an elasto-capillary

balance and the bulk of the remaining deformation is localized in the thin neck af-

ter that point. The criterion for onset of this process can be estimated by comparing

the strength of the flow in the filament neck (~ eneck) to the relaxation time of the

liquid; when Wineck -eneck 0 0(1) the polymer chains are extended faster than

the rate at which they can relax. Elastic stresses will therefore dominate and grow

and arrest the pinch-off process. The subsequent deformation happens primarily

in the neck while being arrested in the main ligament (which will now undergo

capillary recoil and formation of a satellite drop). To find an estimate for the start-

ing time of the elasto-capillary region in the neck we use the visco-capillary model

obtained above (Eq. (3.6)) and follow the evolving strain rate; the stretching in

the main ligament stops when the value of the strain rate in the connecting neck

reaches a critical value close to the relaxation rate of the polymer i.e. the time at

which 6 neck 1/TE. If we denote this time by t (Ei using Eq. (3.6) then we can find

an expression for the strain rate from which t ( can be evaluated as a function of
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relaxation time (TE) and other parameters in the model:

t (C= t vc) -6vis In 1 + CTE (37)
C 3 /vi)

The addition of viscoelasticity (i.e. nonzero values of TE) thus reduces the critical

time (ti) at which the flow in the neck attains an elasto-capillary balance; con-

sequently the span of time for which the main ligament is stretching in the air will

be reduced. If the lifetime of the thinning filament for a viscous Newtonian fluid

is estimated as dRR + t (VC) where \/'8rR is the initial time required for the flow in

the neck to reach the visco-capillary balance (as shown by Marmottant and Viller-

maux [42] this initial time is set purely by the inertio-capillary timescale since in

this initial stage inertial and capillary stresses are the dominant ones in balance)

then the new (reduced) lifetime become \/8TR + t( for viscoelastic solutions.

Less stretching leads to shorter and thicker viscoelastic ligaments which will end

up breaking up into bigger (average size) droplets. This trend agrees with the

qualitative observations of average sizes in the atomization of viscoelastic liquids

shown in Figure 3-6(b). For a more quantitative comparison we combine Eqs. (3.1),

(3.4) and (3.7) to obtain the following expression for the effect of fluid elasticity on

the average drop sizes:

< d>vE (v'8c/6)R+ Tis. Oh'< d>E - R1(3.8)
<d >N (V8_C/6)TR + Tr 8Ohis - Tvis in (1 + CTE3Tvis )

where < d >VE denotes the average droplet size in the viscoelastic spray and < d >N

denotes the corresponding value for a Newtonian spray.

Eq. (3.8) can be further simplified into a form that only incorporates the dimen-

sionless Ohnesorge and Deborah numbers with c = 4.1 as a fitting parameter:

< > E(\ Sc/6)0h-I + Oh,2< >VE (3.9)
<d >N (v'8c|6)Ohj + Oh 1 - in (1+cDR,1/3Oh, (
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Marmottant and Villermaux [42] have shown that for a Newtonian liquid mea-

sured average diameter and the initial ligament scale d, are related by: < d >

Id, = Wed = (o-pVrd) 1. Using this expression and the measured value of

the average droplet size ,< d >N, for a Newtonian liquid at a typical air speed of

Vai r 100ms- 1 we can evaluate the ligament size as di = 2R, ~ 170pm. Because

elastic effects are unimportant at early stages we assume this value is unchanged

for the weakly elastic polymer solutions. We can plot the evolution in this scal-

ing model prediction (Eq. (3.9)) for different relaxation times (TE) measured using

ROJER and compare the model with the experimentally measured sizes from at-

omization tests. The solid line in Figure 3-6 (b) shows the theoretical predictions

from this simple model (with the constant c = 4.1) compared with the measured

average sizes for the tested viscoelastic solutions (all the solutions tabulated in Ta-

ble 1) normalized by the corresponding value for the Newtonian solvent under

identical conditions <d >N= 16pm. The average droplet diameters were calculated

from ensemble averages over large number of droplets (typically more than five

thousand droplets) at five different sampling positions in the spray fan. All of the

spray parameters were kept constant for all of the tested liquids.

The model captures very well both the initial increase of sizes at low intrinsic

Deborah numbers (based on the length scale of the elongated ligament DeC, =

TE/ pR,3/o-) and also the saturation observed at higher DeR,. The same plot with a

linear ordinate axis and a logarithmic abscissa is shown as the inset image in Fig-

ure 3-6 (b) and it is clear that the average drop size changes approximately linearly

with ln(De). For the cases considered here -r = \fpR,/- = 101ps, r = 4ps and

OhR, = 0.04. Even for a maximum fluid relaxation time of 6000pis, the logarithmic

term is smaller than the initial terms ((V/_c/6)Oh- + Oh 2) in the denominator,

and thus the expression in Eq. (3.9) can be Taylor-expanded as:

<d >VE ln(1 + cDe2R!3OhR1 ) (3.10)
<d >N (v'8c/6)Oh-I + Oh 1

which in the limit of cDCR1/3OhR, >> 1 is equivalent to a linear dependency of the
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mean drop size < d > on ln(Del) (1.9 cDe, 1/30hR1 5 92.6 in our tests) which is in

good agreement with our experimental observations.

3.8 Conclusions

We have shown that a periodically forced viscoelastic jet combined with a strobe-

based digital video imaging system can form the basis of an extensional rheometer

that is suitable for studying weakly viscoelastic fluids. Operation of this jetting

rheometer requires an understanding of the interplay of viscous, inertial and elas-

tic forces in the jet and we therefore refer to this as a Rayleigh-Ohnesorge Jet Ex-

tensional Rheometer (ROJER).

The shear and extensional rheology of several dilute PEO solutions were studied

using the ROJER. Flow visualization studies of the performance of these fluids in

air-assisted atomization were also performed. The shear rheology of these dilute

polymeric solutions did not suggest any significant difference in their atomiza-

tion performance whereas both the flow visualization and drop diameter mea-

surements from our spray tests showed an increase in the mean drop size. The

extensional rheology for these solutions was measured using both CaBER and RO-

JER and we showed that due to the inertia-capillary timescale there is a lower limit

for measurements of relaxation times in a CaBER device. This limit can be circum-

vented by studying the dynamics of capillary breakup using the ROJER device

because of the much smaller length and time scales involved. Measurements ob-

tained from ROJER in terms of both linear stability and nonlinear elasto-capillary

thinning analysis of the jet were verified using known theoretical and numerical

predictions and it was shown that quantitative agreement can be obtained with ex-

isting stability theory. The values of relaxation times extracted from this analysis

were used to quantify the performance of the test fluids in the air-assisted atom-

ization process. Using our observations, a new and relatively simple model was

developed for understanding the viscoelastic dynamics of the ligament thinning

process close to their final detachment from the core liquid jet. Using the mea-
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sured relaxation times within the framework of the suggested model a physical

prediction for the average droplet size < d >VE during atomization of a weakly vis-

coelastic fluid was obtained and the experimental results with four different PEO

solutions were found to agree well with the model predictions.

This study helps us understand the subtle effect of extensional rheology on the

breakup and the atomization of weakly viscoelastic liquids which are widely used

in many biological and industrial applications. For Newtonian liquids, two dif-

ferent scalings for ligament sizes are suggested based on linear stability analysis

[212, 54]. The difference between the two scalings arises from the Rayleigh Taylor

stability analysis, in which the direction of air acceleration relative to the liquid/air

interface can change at different air/liquid flow rate ratios. The competing effect

of viscosity and surface tension on the average droplet size in an air atomizer can

be understood by a simplified version of the original scaling from Aliseda et al.

[212]:
di -1/ 1.[1 + We1160h2/3] (.1

Do p V.iDO

where d, is the size of ligament being accelerated away from the jet and the Weber

and Ohnesorge numbers in Eq. (3.11) are calculated based on the diameter of the

nozzle Do.

Marmottant and Villermaux [42] have shown that due to the viscous slowing of

the filament break up, viscous Newtonian filaments stretch more than inviscid lig-

aments do in the air stream. Using a similar approach to the analysis carried out in

section 9 one can suggest a scaling for the average droplet size for the atomization

of viscous Newtonian liquids:

< d >N (v/8c/6)0h-I (\/8c/6) (.2
di (v'&c/6)Oh-l + Ohi (v/8c/6) + Oh(

where now the value of the Ohnesorge number is based on the characteristic length

scale in the ligament. We also have shown how the final average droplet size

and the ligament thickness d, is modified in the presence of weak fluid elastic-
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ity through a result of the form shown in Eq. (3.9). This expression is found to

agree well with our experimental measurements for a number of PEO solutions.

The simplest way to include all of the competing effects of viscosity, surface ten-

sion and elasticity on overall mean droplet sizes is by combining Eqs. (3.11), (3.12)

and (3.9) which results in an expression of the form:

<d >VE "1.2( 1 [1 +We 1 / 6 Oh2 /3 x
pVDO 

(3.13)

(v'-c/6)Oh; + Oh2 - n ( 1 + cDeR, 1/30hR)

This suggested scaling is the first attempt to address in a complete way the dif-

ferent effects of fluid viscosity and elongational relaxation time on the average

droplet size produced in air atomization for weakly viscoelastic solutions. The

model incorporates all of the essential fluid properties and geometry dimensions.

Quantitative predictions from this model agree well with experimental results for

the four tested PEO solutions. A similar combination of classical linear stability

theory, scaling arguments and benchmark experiments were used by Middleman

and coworkers [147, 146] to systematically understand the effects of surface ten-

sion, viscosity and weak elasticity on the breakup length of viscoelastic jets. Jet

rheometry of mobile liquids using the ROJER instrumentation thus provides a

pathway to realize the concept originally outlined by Walters some 30 years ago

of "...a flow dominated by extension that can be analyzed in a quantitative fash-

ion to extract material functions that are rheologically meaningful". The rheologi-

cally meaningful functions here are the extensional relaxation time TE(C, M,) and

the instantaneous apparent Trouton ratio 7E ( , t) O. We have demonstrated that

quantitative measurements of relaxation times as small as 60ps can help us under-

stand the key role of nonlinear viscoelasticity in modifying the mean droplet size

in an air-assisted atomization process. It will be of interest to see if these rheologi-

cal properties can also help understand other features of this important industrial

process such as changes in the shape and breadth of the droplet size distribution
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in the final spray fan.
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Chapter 4

Droplet Size Distributions in

Fragmentation of Viscoelastic Liquids

Can you imagine young people nowadays making a study of trigonometry for the fun of it?

Well I did.

Clyde Tombaugh

4.1 Scope

The breakup and atomization of complex fluids can be markedly different than

the analogous processes in a simple Newtonian fluid. Here we investigate the

ligament-mediated fragmentation dynamics of viscoelastic fluids in three different

canonical flows. In this chapter we report the size distributions that are measured

in each viscoelastic fragmentation process and show a systematic broadening from

the Newtonian solvent. In each case the droplet sizes are well described by Gamma

distributions which correspond to a fragmentation/coalescence scenario. We use a

prototypical axial step strain experiment together with high-speed video imaging

to show that this broadening results from the pronounced change in the corru-

gated shape of viscoelastic ligaments as they separate from the liquid core. These

corrugations saturate in amplitude and the measured distributions for viscoelas-

tic liquids in each process are given by a universal probability density function,
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corresponding to a Gamma distribution with nin = 4. The breadth of this size

distribution for viscoelastic filaments is shown to be constrained by a geometrical

limit which can not be exceeded in ligament-mediated fragmentation phenomena.

4.2 Introduction

Fragmentation and droplet formation from a viscoelastic jet or sheet is a funda-

mental component of many industrial and biological processes [84, 217]. Atom-

ization of paint, combustion of fuels containing anti-misting agents and pharma-

ceutical sprays as well as involuntary physiological processes such as sneezing

are common examples in which the atomized liquid contains synthetic or biologi-

cal macromolecules that result in viscoelastic fluid characteristics. One important

metric of a fragmentation process is the final droplet size distribution, and under-

standing the role of material properties (e.g. fluid viscosity and relaxation time) on

the polydispersity of such distributions is of crucial importance in many applica-

tions [57, 218].

The process of liquid fragmentation for simple Newtonian liquids in natural phe-

nomena such as the distribution of rain drops has fascinated scientists from an-

cient times [61] to modern [64, 13,63]. Recent studies by Villermaux and coworkers

[219, 66, 13, 11] have shown that old paradigms for understanding disintegration of

Newtonian liquids, based primarily on either cascade theory [220] (leading to log-

normal size distributions) or maximum entropy theories [221] (leading to Poisson

size distributions) do not adequately capture all physical aspects of these atomiza-

tion processes. Villermaux et al. [66] show that the atomization process for Newto-

nian liquids can be precisely described by afragmentation/coalescence scenario [222].

The final droplet size distribution predicted from this fragmentation/coalescence

scenario is a Gamma distribution in which the probability density function (PDF)

for a given droplet size [13] is given by

p(x = d/(d)) = F(n, x = d/(d)) = (nn/F(n)) xn-1 e " (4.1)
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where (d) is the mean or average size. The scale factor n determines how narrow

the size distribution is: large values of n indicate a narrow distribution around the

average value and small values of n describe a broader distribution with propor-

tionally larger numbers of both small and large droplet sizes. The reported values

of n for fragmentation processes of Newtonian liquids are typically in the range of

6 n 9 [13].

In complex fluids, studies of many capillary-related phenomena (such as capillary

breakup of filaments [223, 120] and liquid sheets [119]) have shown interesting

and counterintuitive elastic effects. However, there is a paucity of fundamental

quantitative knowledge regarding the dynamics of fragmentation. Experimental

studies [202, 122, 123, 209, 27, 224, 124] have shown that addition of viscoelasticity

can inhibit fragmentation in atomizers, and results in higher values of the average

diameter (d) for viscoelastic liquid droplets. Most recently, work by Keshavarz

et al.[108] has made use of scaling arguments to develop a model predicting the

evolution in (d) as a function of dimensionless parameters such as the Ohnesorge

(Oh =j i/1p-Ro) and Deborah (De = TE/ pRO/o-) numbers which characterize vis-

cous and elastic effects in the spray process. Here q is the shear viscosity of the

liquid, o- is the surface tension and TE is the characteristic relaxation time for the

viscoelastic liquid. The model predicts a slow, logarithmic growth of (d) with De,

which agrees with experimental spray measurements. However none of these

studies address the role of viscoelasticity on changing the distribution of droplet

sizes. The few attempts in the literature to address the size distributions for poly-

meric liquids [225, 226] base their assumptions on older paradigms such as cascade

or maximum entropy theories, which do not correspond to the physical picture de-

scribed by the fragmentation/coalescence scenario that quantifies the Newtonian

size distributions [13, 140].

The dramatic change in the inertio-elastic breakup of a high speed jet during air-

assisted atomization is illustrated in Fig. 4-1. As previously noted [15], the large

scale features remain unchanged but the addition of a high molecular weight poly-

mer results in finer scale structures such as atomized droplets that remain con-
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nected to the core jet by thin viscoelastic ligaments. The lifetime of these ligaments

depends on the extensional viscosity of the fluid, and it is well known that adding

dilute amounts of a high molecular weight flexible macromolecule to a Newtonian

solvent will keep the shear viscosity almost unchanged, whereas the extensional

viscosity will increase dramatically [114, 227].

Annular air flow 0 -

(a)

Annular air flow

(b) 0 m .

Figure 4-1: (color online). Snapshot of the liquid jet in the air-assisted atomization
for (a) the Newtonian solvent and (b) the viscoelastic solution (PEO-300K-0.01%
wt. in the solvent).

4.3 Test Fluids

Test fluids that are studied in this chapter are the same ones described in Chapter 2.

However, we provide a summarized description for them in this chapter as well:

All of the test solutions are made by dissolving small amounts of poly(ethylene

oxide) or (PEO) with M, = 3 x 105g/mol and 1 x 106g/mol respectively (purchased

from Sigma Aldrich) in a water-glycerol (60-40 wt.%) solvent (rq, = 3.2mPa.s) and

the resulting viscometric properties are summarized in Table 1. The values of

surface tension for all of the viscoelastic solutions are close to the solvent value

(a -~ 60 3 mN/m ). Using the expressions given in [24, 190] the overlap concentra-

tions (c*) are respectively 0.28 wt.% and 0.14 wt.% for 300K and 1000K solutions.

The values of the chain extensibility parameter (L ~ M v in which v = 0.56 for
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a good solvent), which is a measure of the maximum attainable macromolecular

extension, are also calculated based on the physical constants reported in [116] for

the PEO chains.

Table 4.1: Properties of the viscoelastic test fluids. Two different concentrations of
poly (ethylene oxide), (PEO) at two different molecular weights were dissolved in
the Newtonian solvent (Water+Glycerol 60-40% wt.)

All four solutions are made by dissolving small amounts of poly(ethylene ox-

ide) (PEO) of different average molecular weights (300 kg/mol and 1000 kg/mol)

in a water-glycerol (60-40%wt.) solvent. The coil overlap concentrations are respec-

tively c* = 0.28% and 0.14% for the 300K and 1000K solutions. An important mea-

sure for the extensional properties of these fluids is the timescale characterizing the

chain unraveling process in an elongational flow [228], referred to as the elonga-

tional relaxation time (TE). We showed in chapter 2 that beyond a critical strain rate

(e >_r ) the extensional viscosity of these solutions increases dramatically. This

critical strain rate varies with the molecular weight and concentration[77, 229, 116].

It can easily be exceeded in the final stages of atomization for many complex fluids

in which capillary-driven pinch off processes lead to thin threads (R(t) -> 0) and

extremely high values of the local strain rate e(t) -2R/R(t). Thus, when com-

pared to the corresponding Newtonian solvent, the enhanced extensional viscos-

ity of a dilute solution will inhibit the capillary-driven thinning of liquid ligaments

and may be anticipated to retard the subsequent atomization process.

To illustrate the fragmentation/coalescence process we show in Fig. 4-2(a) the
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Mw c c/c* rjo[mPa.s] TE[ps] L De Oh
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1000K 0.01% 0.07 3.22 996 50 3.6 0.04

1000K 0.05% 0.37 3.31 2800 50 10.0 0.04



break up of a single fluid filament (drawn rapidly out of a bath of fluid) into a set of

droplets. This process is a capillary-dominated competitive phenomena between

the neighboring liquid blobs that initially emerge on the ligament (shown as ma-

genta circles). The geometry of the precursor liquid thread sets the size distribution

of these initial blobs.

't 0 ms t= 5 ms t 10 ms t= 15 ms t= 20 ms t =25 ms

3 mm.

Figure 4-2: (color online).(a) Images from the fragmentation process for a Newto-
nian ligament. The coalescence of the neighboring blobs in the ligament at t = 0
(magenta circles on the left image) results in the final distribution of droplet sizes
at t = 25ms.

4.4 Size Distributions in Air-Assisted Atomization

Knowing that the geometry of the initial ligaments determines the final droplet

size distribution in a Newtonian spray [13], we analyzed the droplet size distribu-

tion for the Newtonian solvent and all four viscoelastic solutions, gathering a set

of almost five thousand droplets for each liquid. In Fig. 4-3 we show the PDF for

the Newtonian solvent and for all four viscoelastic test fluids (corresponding to

0.2 De 10). Remarkably, the viscoelastic solutions show a universal behavior

which is independent of both the molecular weight and the concentration of the

dissolved polymer. All show a size distribution that is well described by a Gamma

distribution; however it is clear that the polymer solutions have a much broader

size distribution. The viscoelastic data is characterized by a Gamma distribution
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Figure 4-3: (color online). (a) Droplet size distributions for all tested liquids
in the air-assisted atomization process. For each fluid we specify the values of
Ohnesorge and Deborah number,{Oh, De}:(m){Oh = 0.04, De = 0}, (A){0.04, 0.2},
(A){0.04, 1.3}, (.){0.04, 3.6}, (.){0.04, 10.0}. Solid lines are Gamma distributions
for n = 6 (black) and n = 4 (red).

with n = 4 (compared to n = 6 for the Newtonian solvent). As in the Newtonian

case, the corresponding best fit from a Log-normal distribution fails to correctly

capture the probability distributions at large sizes (identical trends are obtained

in atomization tests with paint 'resins' consisting of aqueous polymer dispersions;

see the S.I. for details).

Fig. 4-4 shows the measured droplet size distribution (N > 5000 for each fig-

ure) for different viscoelastic liquids compared with the Newtonian solvent. It is

clear that the PDF for the viscoelastic size distributions are broader than the corre-

sponding Newtonian PDF within the measured error-bars (the error-bars show the

measured standard deviation between values of the PDF for droplet size distribu-

tions measured in five different regions of spray). A Gamma distribution with n = 4

describes the PDF for all the viscoelastic cases (compared to n = 6 for the Newto-

nian solvent). By increasing the polymer concentration (Fig. 4-4(a)) or molecular

weight (Fig. 4-4(b)) the final droplet size distributions in air-assisted atomization
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does not change and is well-described by a Gamma distribution with n = 4.
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X = d/(d)
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Figure 4-4: (color online). Droplet size distributions for different liquids examined
in the air-assisted atomization process: (a) Newtonian solvent (){Oh = 0.04, De =
0} compared with PEO-1000K-0.01% (.){Oh = 0.04, De = 3.6} and PEO-100OK-
0.05%(.){Oh = 0.04, De = 10.0} Solid lines are Gamma distributions for n = 6 (black)
and n = 4 (red). (b) Newtonian solvent (){Oh = 0.04, De = 0} compared with PEO-
300K-0.1% (A){Oh = 0.04, De = 1.3} and PEO-100OK-0.05%(.){0.04, 10.0} Solid lines
are Gamma distributions for n = 6 (black) and n = 4 (red).
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) 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
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(b) X = d/(d)
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Figure 4-5: (color online). Droplet size distributions for different liquids tested
in the air-assisted atomization process: Newtonian solvent (o){Oh = 0.04, De =
0} compared with PEO-1000K-0.01% (.){Oh = 0.04, De = 3.6} and PEO-1000K-
0.05%(.){0.04, 10.0} Solid lines are Gamma distributions for n = 6 (black) and n = 4
(red). (a) The dashed red line is the best fit to a log-normal distribution. (b) The
solid green line is a Gamma distribution with n = 2 and is shown solely for com-
parative purposes.
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Attempts to fit the viscoelastic size distributions with a log-normal distribution or

a Gamma distribution of lower order n = 2 are shown in Fig. 4-5(a) and 4-5(b)

respectively. For viscoelastic data, the best fit to a log-normal distribution (dashed

red line in Fig. 4-5(a)) clearly overestimates the number of droplets at large sizes

(the right tail) and also underestimates the number of droplets measured at smaller

sizes (to the left of the maximum). At the same time it is noteworthy to see that the

captured size distributions do not become broader with increasing viscoelasticity

and as shown in Fig. 4-5(b), remain well-described by a Gamma distribution with

n = 4 and do not follow the predictions of Gamma PDF with a lower value of n (the

green solid line shows, for example, n = 2).

To quantify the error values in different fits we use the following log mean error

norm:

Uerror= (1/N) (log p(i) -1ogf (X,))2  (4.2)

in which p,(xi = di/(d)) is the measured probability density function and f (xi

di/(d)) is the prediction from a corresponding fit. Obviously a low value of the

error parameter for a fit shows that the fit has captured the phenomena accurately.

Fig. 4-6(a) shows a comparison between different applied fits for all different vis-

coelastic liquids. It is clear that the Gamma distribution with n = 4 has the lowest

error parameter when compared to the best fit to a log-normal distribution and the

expected Newtonian Gamma distribution (with n = 6). Furthermore, one can com-

pare predictions of Gamma distributions at different values of n with the measured

data and see how the error parameter evolves with n for each liquid. Fig. 4-6(b)

shows that for all viscoelastic liquids the best fit (i.e. the one with the minimum

value of the error norm) is a Gamma distribution with n = 4. A corresponding

analysis for the Newtonian solvent shows that n = 6 leads to a minimum error pa-

rameter suggesting that a Gamma PDF with n = 6 is the best fit for the Newtonian

data.
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0 Gamma Distribution (n = 6) PEO-300K-0.0O%wt
0.7A Best fit to log-normal distribution 1.2 - PEO-300K-0.I%wt

0.6.0 Gamma Distribution (n = 4) 1 PEO- I OOK-0.O I %wt A

0.5 0 0. PEG- I OOOK-0.05%wt
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(a) Viscoelastic Liquid b)

Figure 4-6: (color online). (a) Computed error in fitting different types of PDF to
measured droplet size distributions of four different viscoelastic liquids. The red
circles correspond to a Gamma distribution with n = 4, red triangles show the log
mean square error for the best fit to a log-normal distribution and the black circles
are for a Gamma distribution with n = 6. (b) Computed error in fitting PDF from
Gamma distribution at different values of n for all four viscoelastic liquids. For all
liquids the error is minimized for a Gamma distribution with n = 4.

Studies by Villermaux and coworkers [11, 66,42] for Newtonian fluids have shown

that the value of n characterizing the final Gamma distribution is determined by

the smoothness of the initial ligaments when they detach from the core liquid jet.

In other words, the index n is a measure of the corrugation in the initial ligaments

which the final spray of droplets inherits in its size distribution. They show that

the value of n can be predicted just by recording the geometrical shape of the initial

ligament:

n = (d)/((d2) - (d)2) (4.3)

in which (...) indicates a number average and di = 2ri are the diameters of the

proto-blobs that one can fit in the profile of the ligament at the instant of pinch-off

from the core liquid jet (shown with magenta circles in Fig. 4-2 and by the dashed

circles in Fig. 4-7(c) above). A very uniform ligament at t = 0 (in which axial fluctu-

ations in the local blob diameters are almost negligible) leads to a very large value

of n and, consequently, a very narrow final droplet size distribution. By contrast, a

highly corrugated initial ligament in which fluctuations in the local blob diameters
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are large, leads to smaller values of n and broader size distributions.

4.5 Sudden Stretch Test

The universal decrease in the values of n for viscoelastic sprays arises from the high

extensional viscosity which changes the geometry of initial ligaments from smooth

to more corrugated shapes. Tracking the geometry of ligaments in high speed pro-

cesses such as atomization is an ongoing visualization challenge. A much simpler

test, which still illustrates these effects of fluid rheology on the ligament shape at

initial times, is an axial 'step-strain' test, consisting of a liquid sample confined

between two cylindrical plates which are then separated at relatively high stretch

rates. The dynamics of fragmentation can be properly replicated through such a

test [42] and we use this geometry to study the configuration of viscoelastic lig-

aments at short times after separation from the liquid core. Fig. 4-7(a) shows a

montage of images for the PEO 300K solution (c/c* = 0.36). The fast dynamics of

the initial capillary thinning forms capillary waves on the ligament as soon as it

separates from the liquid cusps that develop due to the strong squeezing flow in

the necks of the ligaments. In contrast to Newtonian liquids (where capillary thin-

ning rapidly leads to droplet pinch off), in viscoelastic ligaments the squeezing

flow leads to a localized high strain rate in the neck and the elongating liquid ele-

ments resist pinch off due to the enhanced extensional viscosity [223]. This local-

ized elongational flow leads to a highly corrugated beads-on-a-string morphology

[138, 223, 120, 137]. The viscoelastic ligament in Fig. 4-7(c) has a more corrugated

shape compared to the corresponding Newtonian case and axial variations in the

diameter of local blobs di(z) are much larger than the corresponding Newtonian

case. As shown in Fig. 4-7(b), the distribution of blob sizes can be determined

by identifying space filling spheres located at positions where the wavy profile is

locally a peak or a trough; thus the radius of the ith blob is ri = ro + j in which ro is

the radius of the undisturbed ligament and , is the deviation of the peak ( j > 0) or
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Figure 4-7: (color online). (a) Sudden stretch experiment for a viscoelastic solu-
tion at high strain rates (e ~ 120s- 1). (b) Schematics of a cylindrical ligament with
initial radius ro corrugated by perturbations with similar wavelengths but vary-
ing amplitude . (c) Ligament profiles for the Newtonian solvent (blue curve)
compared with the viscoelastic solution (red curve) at the breaking point from
the liquid hemispherical reservoirs (t = 0). The dashed circles indicate the local
proto-blobs inside each ligament.

trough (6 < 0). The resulting values of n are calculated using Eqn.(4.5) and show a

drastic decrease from n ~ 51 for the Newtonian solvent to n ~ 4 for the viscoelastic

solution 1. These changes in the distribution of corrugations are triggered in all

of the viscoelastic fluids, regardless of either polymer concentration or molecular

weight, because of the diverging nature of the local strain rate (t) in the necking

filament, which ultimately induces coil-stretch transition in all of the polymer so-

lutions studied.

4.6 Proof for Minimum Value of Smoothness Parame-

ter

To understand the universal saturation in the atomization behavior (n -+ 4) we in-

vestigate the origins of the corrugations in more detail. Interfacial disturbances on

'Obviously the fact that aerodynamic effects from the surrounding annular air flow do not ap-
pear in the sudden stretch test results in the Newtonian ligament having a very smooth initial
profile and a higher value of n compared to a real fragmentation processes
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a ligament can be generated from a combination of capillary and shear instabili-

ties. The resulting ligament profile deviates from cylindrical r(z) = ro by wave-

like modulations of the form icos(27rz/A)[230, 231]. These perturbations change

the distribution of the initial blobs in a ligament from a monodisperse distribution

(n -+ oo) on a perfectly smooth cylinder to broader distributions with progressively

lower values of n. The amplitude of the perturbations can not exceed the radius of

the ligament (thus we expect -ro i : ro) and due to the random wavy nature of

corrugations we also expect () = 0. Upon substituting these expressions, Eqn.(4.5)

simplifies to

m(d)/((d2)0 - (d)2) (4.4)

can be simplified by replacing d 2r and then substituting ri = ro + i with ( i) = 0

due to the wavy nature of the corrugations. The simplification is expanded here:

/\ 2 2 r2

n=(d2/(d20- (d )2) 0T/ 0 0~____________

((r2)o - (r)2) [((ro + ,)2) - r2] [((r2 + 2rodi + 2)) - r2]
(4.5)

which, knowing that (() 0, simplifies into n rg /((7). While the geometrical con-

straint J(i I, ro gives a minimum value of ni,, = 1 for randomly distributed fluctu-

ations, such a tortuous profile is physically impossible since the corrugated shape

would contain a higher volume than the original cylindrical ligament. To satisfy

conservation of volume inside the isolated ligament, an additional constraint must

be imposed on the third moment of the blob radii distribution, giving (T0) < (3/2)r3

2

The undisturbed ligament (as shown in Fig. 4-8(a)) is similar to a cylindrical liquid

column with constant radius ro. Before the ligament separates from the core jet,

the amplitude of capillary corrugations increase with time and the ligament forms

a series of N neighboring spherical proto-blobs with individual radii ri (i:= 1 - N).

No extra volume is added into the ligament so the sum of the individual vol-

umes for proto-blobs in the corrugated ligament can not exceed the initial volume:
2The 3/2 factor comes from the fact that the liquid volume in the initially undisturbed ligament

is the volume inside a cylinder with radius ro which is 3/2 times higher than the sum of identical
neighboring spherical blobs with radius ro.
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(4/3)7r ' r3 < N(2ro)7rr2 -> (r) < (3/2)r3. We use the inequality because in addi-

tion to all the proto-blobs, there is some (small) additional mass in the very thin

liquid borders between neighboring spheres (which is shown with the blue color

in Fig. 4-8). As shown in Fig. 4-8(b), the disturbances can grow in amplitude

and consequently some of the additional mass goes into the proto-blobs leading

to a more corrugated ligament with a conserved total mass/volume. The connec-

tion between the volume of sphere and cylinders and the factor of 3/2 is actually

initially attributed to Archimedes [232]. Archimedes regarded his proof for this

theorem to be his most profound discovery and a sculpted sphere and cylinder

were placed on his tomb at his request [233].

Substituting ri = ro + i and averaging, this new constraint can be simplified to

3ro( 2) + ( ) (1/2)r3. By introducing a new dimensionless amplitude parameter

(-1 ! ai = (/ro < 1) the constraints on the initial blob size distributions can thus be

rewritten as:

(a) = 0 : random wavy nature of corrugations (4.6a)

3(a 2) + (Ce3) < 1/2: conservation of volume (4.6b)

Recognizing that n = 1/(a2), the last constraint in Eqn.(4.6) can be rewritten as

min{6/(1 -2(a 3))} n. The minimum value of the function 6/(1 - 2(a )) will

thus set the minimum for the index n in a geometrically constrained ligament

with constant volume. This minimum is obviously achieved when (a3) attains

its most negative value, also subject to Eqn.(4.6a). By trigonometry, introduc-

ing a simple transformation of ai = cos(Oi) we can rewrite (ac) = (cos 3 (0 )) =

(1/4)([cos(30) + 3cos(9i)]). Using the first condition in Equation 4.6, this reduces

to (W4 ) = (1/4)(cos(30i)), which lies between -1/4 and +1/4. Thus it is clear that the

exponent n can not be lower than the minimum value of Tmin = 6/ (1 - 2(aZ3)) = 4.

This proof for a minimum value of nTmin = 4 is consistent with earlier scaling argu-

ments that the geometric roughness of the initial ligaments will reach a saturation

limit which is set purely by geometry and volume constraints [140].
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-8: (color online). (a) An undisturbed axi-symmetric ligament with a total
volume of V consisting of 9 proto-blobs with equal radius (ri = ro for i = 1 - 9)
leading to a value of n = oo. The red area shows the liquid volume within the
proto-blobs and the blue area represents the additional volume in the liquid bor-
ders between neighboring spheres. (b) A corrugated ligament with a total vol-
ume V identical to the undisturbed ligament in (a) and a corrugation amplitude
set {j/ro}= 1_9 = {-0.2, 0.1, -0.3,0.5, -0.5, -0.2,0.4,0.3, -0.1}. The growth of distur-
bances have rearranged some of the additional volume (blue in (a)) into the new
set of proto-blobs. The resulting ligament has a value of n = 9.6.

4.7 Other Ligament-Mediated Fragmentation Flows

Knowing that pronounced viscoelastic effects in dilute solutions are manifested in

strong elongational flows we performed similar fragmentation tests in two other

ligament-meditated fragmentation processes. First we studied drop impact exper-

iments in which a liquid drop (D ~ 4mm) impacts on a small target of comparable

diameter at high Weber numbers (We = pV 2 D/- > 400). As shown in Fig. 4-9(a),

following impact, a curtain of liquid expands outwards from the target and finally

bursts into a set of tiny droplets. We also considered jet impact atomization con-

sisting of two identical liquid jets (same liquid, velocity and diameter) that collide

with each other at a fixed angle (shown in Fig. 4-9) [234]. Villermaux and cowork-

ers [235, 8] have shown for Newtonian fluids that ligament-meditated fragmenta-

tion also occurs in these types of atomization.

Fig. 4-9(a) shows a schematic of the jet impact atomization setup. Two identical

jets collide with each other at a given angle and generate a thin liquid film. This

configuration was first studied by G. Magnus [10] (Fig. 4-9(b) and 4-7(c)). Depend-

ing on the inertia of the impacting jets, at low Weber numbers the liquid film can

show shapes which are similar to a "bay leaf" and a "fish-bone" (Fig. 4-9(d) and
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4-9(e)). At higher Weber numbers the fluid sheet becomes unstable and filaments

go through a fragmentation process breaking into a set of droplets (Fig. 4-9(f)).

The test configuration for studying drop impact of viscoelastic liquids on a

small target is similar to the setup used by Villermaux and Bossa [236] for the

Newtonian case. Movies 3 and 4 (electronic S.I.) show side and top views of this

process in the case of a Newtonian drop. Upon impact the drop will form a curtain

that spreads radially outward and at a certain point breaks into small droplets.

Movie 5 shows the top view for a viscoelastic drop (300K PEO-0.01% wt). The

viscoelastic liquid forms large and small beads connected with each other by elon-

gated filaments (beads-on-a-string structures). A montage of images selected from

these movies are shown in the main manuscript.
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Figure 4-9: (color online). (a) Schematics
two identical nozzles face each other with

. .. '

# A

~?)

of the jet impact atomization test. The
an intersection angle 0 80. (b) and (c)

Original hand drawings for a similar setup used for studying the atomization of
Newtonian jets by G. Magnus [10] at different angles (0 ~ 600 and 0 ~ 900 respec-
tively). (d), (e) and (f) Visualization of the jet impact test for the Newtonian solvent
Oh = 0.02 at different jet velocities corresponding to We = pV 2D/- = 1.5,12.5 and
150 respectively. The jets impact and form morphologies which resemble a "bay
leaf", and a "fish-bone" at lower speeds and finally result in atomization forming
filaments and droplets at higher speeds as shown in Fig. 4-9(f).

Droplet visualization in both processes shows that viscoelasticity again leads

to larger numbers of both big and small drops in the final fragments (Figs. 4-10(a-

ii) and 4-10(b-iii)), whereas in the Newtonian case the drop sizes are narrower. A

summary of the measured breadth of the droplet size distributions for these two

new tests, along with data from air-assisted atomization is shown in Fig. 4-10(c).

We show the computed values of the Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD E d/ ' d2)

normalized by the average diameter ((d)) versus the measured values of n obtained

from fitting Gamma distributions to the measured PDF for each experiment (each
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consisting of N > 5000 droplets). For a Gamma distribution SMD/(d) = 1 + 2/n

and the solid line in Fig. 4-10(c) shows this analytical prediction compared with

the experimental measurements. In all three flows, the addition of viscoelasticity

decreases the value of n from that observed in the same flow for a Newtonian fluid.

Even for weakly elastic polymer solutions with relaxation times as low as 60ps, the

size distributions universally approach n = 4 in each flow.
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Figure 4-10: (color online). (a) Fragmentation after drop impact on a small target.
Montage of images for (i) the Newtonian solvent and (ii) a polymer solution (PEO
300K). (b) Snapshots of the droplets captured after fragmentation by jet impact at-
omization for (i) the Newtonian solvent and (ii) viscoelastic solution. (c) Summary
of the measured values of the dispersity SMD/(d) in three different fragmentation
processes for both the Newtonian solvent (blue) and the viscoelastic solutions (red)
compared with the theoretical prediction (solid line).
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4.8 Size Distribution of Ligaments

We now present the ligament size distributions in all the studied processes for

both the Newtonian solvent and for one of the viscoelastic test fluid. Fig. 4-11(a)

presents the size distributions of the ligaments in our air-assisted atomization ex-

periments. For both the Newtonian and the viscoelastic liquid the measured dis-

tributions are very narrow compared to the final droplet size distributions that

we have measured and that are reported in Fig. 4-3. The ligament sizes show

an even narrower distribution in the jet impact atomization and the drop impact

tests (Fig. 4-11(b)). Similar trends for ligament size distributions have been ob-

served in the literature for Newtonian liquid fragmentation in all of these geome-

tries [54, 13, 12, 236].

Furthermore, we also analyze the size distribution of the droplets that emerge from

an individual ligament fragmentation in the sudden stretch tests (shown in Fig. 4-

7(c)). Fig. 4-11(c) shows the measured size distributions for both the Newtonian

solvent and the viscoelastic liquid. Measured droplet sizes are gathered after im-

age analysis for approximately 30 ligaments, each of which fragments into a few

droplets. It is clear that the smoothness of the Newtonian ligaments at early times

leads to a relatively narrow final size distribution (the blue line in Fig. 4-11(c)

shows a fit to a Gamma distribution with n = 30). Viscoelastic ligaments on the

other hand, exhibit a more corrugated geometry/profile as they detach from the

hemispherical caps (Fig. 4-7) and their corresponding droplet sizes after the liga-

ment goes through the fragmentation process shows a much broader distribution

(the red line in Fig. 4-11(c) shows a Gamma distribution with n = 4). These results

indicate that the breadth of the droplet size distributions in the viscoelastic spray is

most strongly affected by the dynamics of each individual ligament fragmentation.

As shown in Fig. 4-7 and Fig. 4-11, even in the sudden stretch test (in which the

absence of air flow leads to ligaments with a smoother profile than in a real atom-

ization process) the addition of viscoelasticity leads to geometrical corrugations on

an individual ligament profile that reduce the value of the smoothness parameter
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to the minimum nmair = 4 (Fig. 4-7(c)). This broadens the droplet size distribution

in a single ligament fragmentation process compared to a Newtonian fluid (Fig.

4-11(c)). However, when we convolve this single ligament distribution with the

narrow ligament size distribution shown in Fig. 4-11(a) and Fig. 4-11(b) (red lines)

we obtain a final droplet size distribution in the actual spray process (Fig. 4-3). As

we show by the (+) symbols in Fig. 4-11(c) below this convolution is indistinguish-

able from the complete Gamma distribution. Given the narrow distribution of the

ligament sizes, if one calculates the convolution integral numerically, the final re-

sult (red cross symbols) will be very close to the Gamma distribution observed in

the fragmentation of an individual ligament.
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Figure 4-11: (color online). (a) Ligament size distributions in air-assisted atomiza-
tion for the Newtonian solvent {Oh = 0.04, De = 0} (o) and the PEO-300K-0.1%wt.
solution {Oh = 0.04, De = 1.3} (o). The sold black line shows the fit of a very narrow
Gamma distribution with n = 300. (b) Ligament size distributions in drop-impact
fragmentation (A,A) and the jet impact atomization tests (0,0) for the Newtonian
solvent {De = 0} (AO) and the PEO-300K-0.1%wt. solution {De = 1.3} (A,). The
black solid line shows a narrow Gamma distribution with n = 600. (c) Droplet
size distributions in individual ligaments in the sudden stretch test (stretched lig-
aments in Fig. 4-7(c)) for the Newtonian solvent {Oh = 0.04, De = 0} (o) and the
PEO-1000K-0.05%wt. solution {Oh = 0.04, De = 10.0} (o). The solid blue and red
lines are Gamma distributions with n = 30 and n = 4 respectively. The red cross
symbols show the numerical calculation of the convolution integral between the
fits for the droplet size distribution in a ligament (red solid line) and the fit for the
measured ligament size distribution in the spray (black solid line in (a)).
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4.9 Discussion

Our results indicate that this viscoelastic broadening mechanism is driven by the

local dynamics of the strong extensional flow in the filament necks. Although

viscoelasticity monotonically increases the average droplet size (d) in ligament-

mediated fragmentation phenomena [108], the distribution of sizes about the mean

value are uniquely determined by a broad Gamma distribution with n = 4. This

geometrical limit is triggered by the enhanced elongational viscosity experienced

during the capillary pinch off process (provided that the concentration of the mi-

crostructure is above the 'infinite dilution limit' [135]) and results in highly corru-

gated ligaments. The final size distribution is constrained entirely due to geometry

and conservation of volume. Recognizing and understanding this bound is essen-

tial in guiding the design of many processes that involve breakup and fragmenta-

tion of complex liquids such as emulsification, spray painting and even biological

processes such as pathogen transfer resulting from violent expiration [237].
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Chapter 5

Rotary atomization of Newtonian and

viscoelastic liquids

Let no-one ignorant of geometry enter.

Plato

5.1 Scope

We study the kinematics and dynamics of fragmentation for different Newtonian

and viscoelastic liquids in rotary atomization. Centripetal acceleration is respon-

sible for pushing the liquid at the rim of a spinning cup, producing and desta-

bilizing a liquid torus in a process similar to Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The re-

sulting ligaments leave the liquid torus with a remarkably repeatable spacing that

scales linearly with the inverse of the rotation rate. Filaments then follow a well-

defined geometrical path-line that is described by the involute of a circle. Starting

from the geometry of our system, we derive the detailed kinematics of this process

and compare it with our experimental observations. We show that the ligaments

elongate tangentially following the involute of a circle and thin radially as they

separate from the cup. A theoretical form is derived for the spatial variation of the

filament deformation rate. Far from the cup, the deformation rate becomes compa-

rable to the critical rate of capillary thinning and the filaments break into droplets.
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Coupling the derived kinematics with known properties for Newtonian and vis-

coelastic liquids, we provide a physical analysis of the fragmentation process that

is compared in detail with our experiments.

5.2 Introduction

Animals drying their wet fur by rapidly shaking their body and rotary atomization

in paint coating are just a few examples in which centripetal acceleration is used to

disintegrate liquid films into smaller fragments. The interest in this type of atom-

ization goes back to the pioneering studies in Germany on different combustion

and spray drying designs. Peter Bar [43] (son of the famous Julius Bar, founder

of the Swiss Julius Bar private banking group) designed a "centripetal atomizer".

Figure 5-1(a) shows a picture of Bar setup. This simple design, used for a new type

of spray-dryer at its time, consists of a tube that delivers the fluid of interest into a

rotating cup. More recent designs still follow the same basic idea (Figure 5-1(b)).

The gradually increasing industrial interest, encouraged different researchers to

study this type of atomization in more detail. Hinze and Milborn [45] performed a

series of experiments with different Newtonian liquids and provided several semi-

empirical correlations for the performance of this atomizer. Early high-speed visu-

alizations of Hinze and Milborn showed that, in certain ranges of rotation speeds

and fluid delivery rates, evenly-spaced ligaments emerge on the edge of the spin-

ning cup (Figure 5-1(c) and (d)).
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Figure 5-1: (color online). Examples of rotary atomizers in the literature: (a) The
"atomizer disc" or the "centripetal atomizer" which was studied by Peter Bar [43].
(b) The rotary atomizer used by Fraser et al. [44]. (c) Snapshot of the evenly-
spaced ligaments that are formed around the rotating cup by Hinze and Milborn
[45]. (d) Ligaments formation and breakup into a relatively mono-disperse cloud
of droplets, captured by Fraser et al. [46]

Narrower size distributions and well-defined geometrical fluid pathlines (sim-

ilar to the involute of a circle) are the main advantages of this type of atomization

as compared to air-assisted atomization [44, 46, 47]. Despite these inherent ad-

vantages, there is a paucity of fundamental knowledge about the roles of fluid

rheology in this process. In this chapter, we study the effects of viscosity and vis-

coelasticity by performing rotary atomization tests on different Newtonian and

dilute polymeric liquids.
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5.3 Setup

We designed a rotary atomization setup which is very similar to the one suggested

by Fraser et al. [44, 46]. As shown in Figure 5-2, the fluid is delivered to the rotating

cup through a swivel joint at the back of the cup. The fluid then gets accelerated

to the rim of the cup. A high-speed camera (Phantom Miro series) is mounted in

front of the spinning cup and enables us to record the fragmentation process at

high spatial (1400x800 pixels) and temporal (4000 fps recording speed) resolution.

Q

Liquid properties: p,, 4 p

and TE (Elongational relaxation time)

Figure 5-2: (color online). Schematics of the visualization setup. A cup with diam-
eter D = 2R = 3.18 cm, rotating at an angular speed w, is supplied with liquid at a
volumetric flow rate Q. Due to the centrifugal forces, the liquid is pushed to the
rim of the cup and then disintegrates into smaller fragments. A high-speed camera
(Phantom-Miro) is used to visualize the fragmentation event.

In order to spin the cup at a desired rate of rotation, a mechanical assembly

was designed and fabricated in the MIT machine shop. Figures 5-3((a) and (b))

show CAD drawings of the design while the final prototype is pictured in part (c).
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A stepper motor controls the rotation of the cup through a timing belt pulley, the

liquid is delivered through a swivel joint that allows the transfer of liquid from a

fixed tube to the rotating cup. A Harvard PHD ULTRA syringe pump is used to

feed the liquid into the cup at a constant volumetric flow rate Q = 0.1 -200 ml/min.

The entire setup is then mounted and fixed in a transparent glass box (see figure

5-3(d)) which minimizes the spread of fragments while optically being accessible

for imaging purposes.

(a) (b)
V

Figure 5-3: (color online). (a) and (b) Solidworks CAD drawings of the initial de-
sign for the rotary atomizer. (c) The final prototype. (d) The atomizer is fixed
on a set of stands inside a transparent glass box that minimizes the spread of the
generated mist but allows optical access for imaging purposes.

Fast motion of the cup and the liquid drops/ligaments can lead to optical blur,

especially at high rotation rates. To avoid this, we chose relatively small values of

exposure times in our high-speed recordings (~ 20 ps). Using back-lighting tech-

nique, we were able to provide ample illumination for recordings at these low
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values of exposure time. A bright halogen lamp with an optical diffuser were

fixed behind the rim of the cup and the shadow of the fragmentation event was

recorded. Figure 5-4 is a typical frame from a recorded movie that shows the at-

omization of silicone oil (v = 100 cSt). The outer profile of each filament/drop is

seen as a dark shadow with a high contrast compared to the bright background.

The bright inner strips/circles that can be detected within filaments/drops is due

to the known lens effect that cylindrical/spherical transparent object can generate.

All the important features of the phenomena, such as sizes and numbers of liga-

ments, can be easily captured by simple image-processing schemes in Matlab or

IamgeJ. The fact that the entire fragmentation event happens in th fixed plane of

the cup circle is extremely helpful in imaging and analysis.
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Figure 5-4: (color online). Silicone oil (v/ = 100 cSt) flows into the the rotating cup
(w = 62.8 rad.s- 1) at a constant volumetric flow rate (Q = 60 ml/min). The liquid
forms a thin torus-like film on the rim of the spinning cup which then, due to the
centripetal acceleration, becomes unstable and forms a series of evenly-spaced con-
tinuously elongating ligaments. All ligaments form a similar spiral-like pattern.
Capillary forces then make the individual Ligaments unstable and consequently
break them into small droplets.

5.4 Test Fluids

We prepared several different Newtonian liquids for our study and used certain

subsets of them in different tests. Five different silicone oils were purchased from

Gelest and a Newtonian solvent was prepared by mixing ethanol and water with a

90-10% weight ratio. Properties of these Newtonian liquids are tabulated in Table

5.1.
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Table 5.1: Properties of the Newtonian test fluids. Five different silicone oils (S.O.)
with different viscosities (/ = 7, 20,50, 100 and 1000 cSt) were used in our tests. An
ethanol-water mixture (90-10% wt. r77 = 1.0 mPa.s) was also prepared to be used as
a Newtonian solvent. Definitions of the Ohnesorge number (OhR) is described in
the text.

Liquid p[mPa.s] o[mN.m] p[kg/m3] Oh

Silicone Oil (7 cSt) 6.44 22 920 0.011

Silicone Oil (20 cSt) 19 22 950 0.033

Silicone Oil (50 cSt) 48 22 960 0.082

Silicone Oil (100 cSt) 96 22 960 0.166

Silicone Oil (1000 cSt) 970 22 970 1.667

Ethanol-Water (90-10%) 1 23 825 0.001

In order to study the effect of viscoelasticity on the rotary fragmentation, we

also dissolved Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) in the ethanol-water mixture and pre-

pared three dilute solutions. Two of the viscoelastic solutions contained a 300K

M, PEO, dissolved at a concentration of 0.01% and 0.05% wt. into the solvent.

The third viscoelastic solution was made with a IM M, PEO at 0.01% wt. con-

centration. The properties of the viscoelastic test fluids are tabulated in Table 5.2.

For these dilute solutions the shear viscosity is almost constant and close to the

corresponding value for the solvent but, as discussed in previous chapters, the

elongational viscosity can be dramatically higher. Measurements of the elonga-

tional relaxation times were carried out using the ROJER technique [238] and are

reported in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Properties of the viscoelastic test fluids. Three different dilute polymer
solutions were then prepared by dissolving small amounts of PEO (Poly(ethylene
oxide)) in the Newtonian solvent (ethanol-water mixture). Definitions of the Deb-
orah number (DeR), and Ohnesorge number (OhR), are described in the text.

Liquid M, c(wt.) c/c* rjo[mPa.s] a[mN.m] TE[ps] Def OhR

1M-0.01% IM 0.01% 0.07 1.08 23 900 0.005 0.001

300K-0.05% 0.3M 0.05% 0.18 1.16 23 109 0.0006 0.001

300K-0.01% 0.3M 0.01% 0.04 1.04 23 68 0.0004 0.001

5.5 Dimensionless Operational Map

To understand the underlying physics of rotary fragmentation, we can analyze the

different timescales that are involved in this phenomenon. A Newtonian liquid

with density p, viscosity p and surface tension a is delivered, by a volumetric rate

Q, into a cup of size D = 2R that is rotating at rate w. Four timescales can be iden-

tified: a rotation timescale 1/w, a convection timescale R3/Q, a capillary timescale

/pR 3/o and a viscous timescale pR/a. From these, we can construct three dimen-

sionless groups by comparing the capillary timescale to the other characteristic

timescales. We thus obtain:

2
|pR 3/U PR 3 W2

Werotation

VIP- 
2

Weconvection R 3 / .Ro (5.1)

p R3/ Q R3

( )-1Oh 1  pR3 /uo _ [
pR/) pR

The first two are effectively the Weber numbers that arise based on the rotational

(w) and convective (Q) momentum of the fluid respectively. Both these groups
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compare the ratio of the inertially generated stresses in the flow to the resisting

capillary ones at the air/liquid interface. In this chapter We refers to the rotation

Weber number Wertaetion. The last dimensionless group that emerges from this

analysis is the familiar Ohnesorge number that describes the ratio of viscous to the

inertia-capillary stresses [199].

As mentioned, many liquids of interest in rotary atomization are complex fluids

such as paints or inks which can be considered viscoelastic liquids. These com-

plex fluids have an underlying microstructure that can resist the generated elon-

gational deformations associated with the pinch off phenomena in rotary atom-

ization. Thus, for viscoelastic fluids, the presence of an elongational relaxation

timescale TE gives rise to a new dimensionless number:

De pR= ./ (5.2)
TE VpR3 1(-

Hinze and Milborn [45] were one of the first to use these dimensionless numbers

(Equation (5.1)) in their study of the rotary atomization for Newtonian liquids. In

their studies they found that by increasing either the rotation rate fo the cup or the

flow rate of the fluid three separate regimes emerge. Figure 5-5 is a visual guide

for these regimes: (a) At low rotation/flow rates only few single drops are formed

at the edge of the cup ("single drop formation"). Due to the centripetal acceleration

these drops finally pinch off and distance from the cup. (b) At larger values of rota-

tion/flow rate many evenly-spaced similar ligaments appear on the cup and each

ligament follows a spiral-like geometry in space ("ligament formation"). Due to the

action of capillary forces, the stretching ligaments finally break up into groups of

droplets that are relatively mono-disperse in size thanks to the repeatable and or-

ganized geometry of the ligaments. (c) At large enough rotation/flow rates a liquid

sheet emerges on the edge of the cup ("film flormation "). This liquid sheet rotates

with the cup and is destabilized due to the inertia of its motion in the air. The sheet

forms an unstable rim, this time far from the cup, that breaks into droplets with a

wide range of sizes.
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Figure 5-5: (color online).
drops (a) ligaments (b) and

A visual guide showing the formation of single
fluid film (c) for silicone oil (v = 50 cSt) as the

flow rate increases from (a) to (c). The cup is rotating at the same rate for

the three images and the corresponding dimensionless groups H1 = wD pD/ou

and H2 (Q/D) p/(u-D) (p/v puD)1 /6 are: (a){f 1 = 1.95 x 102, H2 = 1.64 x 10-31

(b){F1 = 1.95 x 102, H2 = 1.64 x 10-2} and (c){1 = 1.95 x 102, H2 = 9.83 x 10-2
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Hinze and Milborn [45] recognized that the regime of ligament formation yields

the best performance of rotary atomization in terms of mono-dispersity in the final

droplet size distributions. To find a correct criteria that differentiates the ligament

formation from the other two regimes, they atomized a variety of different liq-

uids with different cups. Following the idea of dimensional analysis, they found

that semi-empirical dimensionless criteria can describe the drop-to-ligament and

ligament-to-film transitions:

Q -:2wR 2pR
2R 2cTR L,

.Oh1 /6 = 2.88 x 10-3 : Drop-Ligament

Q Pr
2R 2oR[

4

M I

10.6

2wR 2p

-02700 1 s
004300 a
000"e as 1

(5.3)

.Oh/ 6 = 0.442: Ligament-Film
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Figure 5-6: (color online). (a) The proposed dimensionless map of rotary atomiza-
tion by Hinze and Milborn [45]. Different lines outline the corresponding criteria
that differentiate possible morphologies such as drop, ligament and film genera-
tion from each other.

Figure 5-6(a) is a copy of the original result reported by Hinze and Milborn [45].

The same criteria are replotted in Figure 5-6(b) lading to a dimensionless opera-

tional map for the different regimes: drop formation (shaded in green), ligament
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formation (shaded in magenta) and film formation (shaded in red).

5.6 Rotary Atomization of Newtonian Liquids

As described before, the optimal regime of operation is the ligament formation.

Thus, for the rest of this chapter, we mainly focus on this regime for both Newto-

nian and then viscoelastic fluids.

5.6.1 Average Droplet Sizes

Several studies in the literature have found empirical correlations for the average

droplet diameter measured in rotary atomization of Newtonian liquids [47, 48, 49,

50, 51].

flow. Rotational Liqui
Reference Liquid rate Q speed, n Diadnter, D viscosity P

Hege4  VauIous - -1.0 -0.50 -0.03
Oyama
et al.20  Water 0.20 -1.0 -0.30 -
Kamiya
and Kayano2t  Water 0.33 -1.0 -0.50 -
Ryley19  Water 0.19 -1.41 -0.66 -1.41*
Preant work Of 0.334 -1.32 -1.22 -0.1

* Denotes values Infed by difnudonal analyds.

Figure 5-7: (color online). Dependency of the average droplet size on different
properties. The table, taken from Dombrowski and Lioyd [47], provides a sum-
mary of the empirical power law exponents that are suggested in the literature.
Results from Hege [48], Oyama et al. [49], Kamiya and Kayano [50], Ryley [51]
and Dombrowski and Lioyd [47] show approximate values for the corresponding
exponents.

Figure 5-7, taken from Dombrowski and Lioyd [47], summarizes the empiri-

cal power law exponents that are suggested in the literature. One can easily see

the apparent discrepancy between suggested results from different works in this
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specific field of atomization and fragmentation. It should also be emphasized that

dimensional analysis can not really add certainty to any of the proposed corre-

lations. We thus aim to understand the involved phenomena in more detail and

provide a physical model for predicting the average sizes.

5.6.2 Parameter Study

Measured average droplet sizes at different rotation and flow rates are plotted in

Figure 5-8 (a) and (b), respectively, for the Newtonian solvent (ethanol-water mix-

tures).

10

10 4

10-3

10-

10.88

10 2

w[rad /s]
(a) (b)

0-61Q
Q [m3/s]

Figure 5-8: (color online). Measured values of the average droplet diameter for
the ethanol-water (90%-10% wt.) mixture. Dependency of the average droplet
diameter (d) on: (a) the rotation rate of the cup w at a fixed value of volumetric
flow rate Q = 60ml/min and (b) the volumetric flow rate Q at a fixed rotation rate
w = 172.7rad/s.

Results clearly exhibit certain power law dependencies between the average

diameters and the applied rotation/flow rates. The measured average droplet size

decreases with increasing rotation rate (d) ~ w-0-88 and shows an opposite trend

when increasing the volumetric flow rate (d) ~ QO.30. This power law exponents

are around the same values reported in the literature [47] but yet again fail to give
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us a complete physical image.

In order to understand the nature of the observed correlations for the ligament for-

mation regime, we start by understanding the mechanism of ligament generation

and focus on the flow kinematics.

5.6.3 Formation of Ligaments

The centripetal acceleration Rw 2 is the driving force for this fragmentation process.

Inside the cup, the liquid elements are pushed towards the edge and finally reach

the rim of the cup. Then a liquid torus is formed around the edge that has a ten-

dency to preserve its shape due to surface tension. However, if the fluid elements

feel enough acceleration and the resulting inertia stresses win over the resisting

capillary ones, then the torus becomes unstable and forms elongated fingers that

turn into ligaments when they are fully stretched. This mechanism is exactly iden-

tical to the well-known Rayleigh-Taylor instability [239, 240, 158, 241]. Replac-

ing the centripetal acceleration with gravity, we can clearly see the similarity with

the stability analysis for an interface separating a heavier liquid at the top from

a lighter one at the bottom. As proposed by Plesset and Whipple [242], a sim-

ple balance of stresses at the interface can give us a physical scaling for the most

unstable wavelength. We imagine that the interface is perturbed by a wave with

wavelength A which has an infinitesimally small amplitude. The respective down-

ward and upward displacement of the heavier and lighter liquid is favored by the

downward direction of the gravity and in the absence of any resisting mechanism

every wave with any arbitrary wavelength grows in amplitude and is unstable.

However, the presence of surface tension develops a resiting capillary pressure at

the interface which tends to keep the interface between the two liquids flat. Thus,

the driving stress for this mechanism scales with pga where a is the amplitude of

the wave and the resisting rises from the capillary pressure that scales with surface

tension and the curvature of the wave o-a/A2 . Simple balance between these two

suggests that the critical wavelength scales with the capillary length A, ~ u/o-/pg.
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Figure 5-9: (color online). Silicone oil (v =

0

0

100 cSt) is delivered to the cup at a con-
stant flow rate (Q = 60ml/min). Three snapshots show the number of formed liga-
ments at three different values of rotation rate: (a) w 62.8 rad/s, We pR2w2/u
100, (b) w = 94.2 rad/s, We = pR2w2 /U = 225 and (c) w = 157 rad/s, We = pR2w2 /W .
625.
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To apply the mentioned scaling to rotary atomization we need to replace the

gravity term g with the centripetal acceleration ftw 2 :

N = W R -+ N VWe. (5.4)

where N is the number of ligaments formed around the cup. In fact Eisenklam

[243], inspired by a lecture from G. K. Batchelor, was the first to make this anal-

ogy in his study of rotary atomization. He showed that, based on the theoretical

solution of Taylor [240], the scaling relationship described in Equation (5.4) has a

numerical coefficient:

N W1 Oe. (5.5)

3
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We pR 3W2 /

Figure 5-10: (color online). Number of ligaments N vs. the rotational Weber num-
ber We = pR3 W2/. plotted for three different silicone oils: (o) {v = 7 cSt, OhR =

0.01}, (o){v = 100 cSt, OhR = 0.14}, (A){v = 1000 cSt, OhR = 1.4}. The solid
black line shows the predictions of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability analysis N =

Figure 5-9 shows how the number of ligaments for silicone oil increases from (a)

to (c) with increasing rotation rate. This qualitatively agrees with the theoretical
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prediction in Equation (5.5). We further tested this analysis by measuring liga-

ments at different rotation rates for three different silicone oils (v = 7, 100, 1000 cSt).

Figure 5-10 shows a summary of the measured data plotted in a dimensionless

form. Number of ligaments are measured at different rotational Weber numbers.

Results for all three viscous liquids agree very well with the prediction of the the-

oretical model (plotted as solid black line).

5.6.4 Geometry of a Single Ligament

In order to understand the kinematics of the flow we need to further investigate

the geometry of individual ligaments. As shown in Figure 5-11, each fluid element

leaves the cup with a tangential velocity component Vo = Rw. Assuming a non-

zero radial velocity at the departure point V,(r = R) = 01, we can see that particles

have simple straight path-lines that are plotted as dashed gray lines in Figure 5-11.

As it is clear from this schematics, close to the cup the velocity of a fluid element

is dominated by the tangential component V, while the radial component V, is

negligible. However V, gradually increases as the fluid element distance from the

cup, becoming the dominant component of the velocity at large values of rIR. At

any instant of time, the ligament profile given by the superposition of the current

position of all the different fluid elements which have left the cup at different times

in the past (similar to a "streak-line") forms a spiral-like shape. This geometrical

shape is known as the "involute of a circle" and has been extensively studied in dif-

ferent fields of science. Some of the noteworthy examples include the pioneering

work of Christiaan Huygens [244, 245] in his study of clocks for addressing the

longitude problem in naval navigation and also the design of impulse-less trans-

mission gears by Leonard Euler[246]. In Cartesian coordinates the involute of a

circle has the following parametric equation:

x/ R =- cos $ + $sin (56x/R~ (5.6)

y/R = -(sin #- cos 0)

'Later on, we will relax this assumption.
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the rotation angle of the cup.
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Figure 5-11: (color online). A simple schematics for the geometry of the ligaments
formed in rotary atomization. The black line shows the rotating cup. Individ-
ual fluid elements (*) leave the rim of the cup, at different times, with a constant
Vo = Rw speed tangent to the cup and each follow a straight path-line (dashed gray
lines) that is tangent to the circle at the corresponding point of departure. How-
ever, at the current time, the instantaneous positions of all different fluid elements
(o) form a continuous spiral pattern (solid red line) that is known as the "involute
of a circle".

Figure 5-12 shows the profile of ligaments that are formed in the rotary atom-

ization of a viscous resin. Blue circles are a plot of the involute of a circle, described

by Equation (5.6) which agree well with the observed spatial trajectory of individ-

ual ligaments. The agreement suggests that, even for complex fluids such as paints

and resins, the kinematics of the flow is very close to the simple description that

can be developed based on tangential departure of fluid elements from the rotating

cup.
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Figure 5-12: (color online). A comparison between the theoretical prediction for
the involute of a circle based on Equation (5.6) (blue circles) and the experimental
profile of a single ligament observed in the rotary atomization of an industrially
used viscous resin (Resin B). The cup rotation rate is w = 125.6 rad/s and the Resin
B with a zero shear rate viscosity of qo = 100 mPa.s is pumped into the cup by a
volumetric rate of Q = 60 ml/min.

5.6.5 Kinematics of the Flow

To determine the kinematics of the flow such as spatial variations of the velocity

profiles and involved strain-rates, we first assume that each fluid element leaves

the cup with a zero radial velocity and tangential velocity equal to the speed of the

cup surface. Figure 5-13 (a) shows a schematic of this model. We should empha-

size that this simple kinematic model may not be apparent when we just look at

the spiral-like geometry of a single ligament (Figure 5-13 (a)). The velocity of every

fluid element on the spiral-like ligament is a constant vector with fixed magnitude

Rw. However, the corresponding values of the radial and the tangential compo-

nents of the velocity vary as the fluid distances from the spinning cup. A simple

geometrical projection provides the following:
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Figure 5-13: (color online). (a) Schematics of the kinematics of a single fluid el-
ement. The constant velocity vector of the fluid element with magnitude Rw is
projected on the radial and tangential directions and at every moment, based on
the radial position r, the corresponding velocity components V, and V can be cal-
culated.

The calculated velocity field leads to an a flow field that is purely elongational

along the symmetry axis of the ligament, with a strain rate (r) that varies spatially

with the following functional form:

W
(R) 2 1 (5.8)
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Figure 5-14: (color online). Illustration of the continuous elongation of fluid el-
ements as they distance from the cup and move to larger radial positions. The
profile of each ligament is the involute of a circle and fluid elements, on the invo-
lute, continue to stretch along the local symmetry axis of the ligament. In order to
conserve the volume of liquid in the element, the axial stretch leads to the gradual
thinning of the ligament. Thus, the local thickness of each ligament decreases with
r/R.

In other words, as the fluid elements leave the cup, due to the flow kinematics

they are continuously stretched along the local axis of the ligament. As shown in

Figure 5-14, to conserve the volume of each fluid element, the elongation along the

ligament (increase of L form L1 to L 2) leads to a related contraction in thickness

(decrease of form 1 to 2). As shown by Equations (5.7) and (5.8), the rate of

elongation decreases radially and becomes negligible at large values of r/R. This

qualitatively agrees with the physical picture that changes in velocity components

are much greater in regions close to the cup.

This simplified model, although qualitatively in agreement with our experimental

observations, shows a singularity at the edge of the cup for r/R = 1. Figure 5-15

shows a plot of the velocity components and their corresponding spatial variation.

It is clear that the radial velocity has an infinite tangent at the edge of the cup

aV,/ar -+ oo as r/R -+ 1. This singularity is also inherited in the strain field and
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Equation (5.8) simply diverges at r/R = 1. This mathematical singularity is not

physical and it rises from the assumption of zero radial velocity at the edge of

the cup. The radial velocity at r/R = 1, despite being negligible compared to the

tangential velocity, is non-zero. The unphysical assumption of V(r/R = 1) = 0

leads to the mathematical singularity and unphysical diverging values of stretch

rate at regions very close to the cup.

10

10
10 10

r1= r/R

Figure 5-15: (color online). Dimensionless plot of the radial (red) and tangential
(green) components of the velocity as a function of r/R.

To establish a more physical model and compensate for the nonzero radial ve-

locity at the cup, we assume that fluid elements leave the cup with a velocity that

has both radial and tangential components. As sketched in Figure 5-16, the tan-

gential velocity is identical to the cup speed Rw while the radial velocity, eRw, is a

fraction e of the cup speed. As we show in Figure 5-16, a simple geometrical trick

allows us to find the kinematics of the fluid elements in this new model. Continu-

ing the velocity vector of a single fluid element into the cup, we can find a smaller

circle tangent to it. The kinematics of the flow in the new model is therefore identi-

cal to that of our previous model (Equations (5.7) and (5.8)) if we replace the orig-

inal cup (solid black circle in Figure 5-16) with a smaller imaginary cup (dashed

circle) that has a modified radius R' = R//1 + e 2 and rotation rate w' = w(1 + e 2 ).
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V = Ro I+e2

eRco

R.4

Figure 5-16: (color online). Illustration of the idea of the virtual cup (dashed circle).
Fluid elements with non-zero radial velocity (V(r = R) = eRfw) at the rim of the
real cup (a cup with radius R and rotation rate w), shown by the solid circle, follow
a trajectory that is identical to the elements leaving a virtual cup with modified
radius R' = R//1 + e 2 and modified rotation rate w' = w(1 + e 2 ), shown by the
dashed circle.

Using this simple geometrical idea we can find the following equation for the

spatial variation of velocity components:

r2(1 + e2) - R2
Vr/lRw =

r
R

Vo/Rw = -
r

(5.9)

and the following expression for the strain rate of the fluid elements:

((r)/W = )
/(r / R)2(1 + e2) _ I*
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Figure 5-17: (color online). Theoretical predictions of the kinematics of the flow:
(a) Dimensionless plot of the velocity components (red for V, and green for V) in
the case of zero (solid lines for e = V(0)/Vo(0) = 0) and non-zero (dashed lines for
e = Vr(0)/Vo(0) = 0.3) initial radial velocity. The profile for the tangential velocity is
independent of e but the radial velocity is modified and with 0 < e the singularity
of &Vr/ar -- oo is avoided. (b) Dimensionless profile of stretch rates for different
values of e. The maximum stretch rate ema- = w/e occurs at the rim of the cup
r/R = 1.
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Figure 5-17 (a) and (b) shows a plot of the derived expression for, respectively,

the velocity components in Equation (5.9) and the strain-rate field in Equation

(5.10). As it can be seen, the singularity of DV,/&r - oo as r/R -- 1 is now re-

solved with the nonzero radial velocity assumption. The stretch rate profile also

shows a finite maximum strain rate at the edge of the cup ma = w/e.

It is important to notice that the parameter e does not take an arbitrary non-zero

value but indeed has a physical meaning and can be connected to certain physi-

cal parameters that are involved in this phenomenon. A simple mass balance for

a control volume that contains the entire cup shows that the fluid delivered at a

volumetric rate Qi, = Q is balanced by a outflow at the edge of the cup with a rate

of Q, = N7rweRw. Thus, this simple conservation of mass leads to a physical value

for the parameter e = (Q/Rw)/(N7rT2) where N is the number of ligaments and o

is the radius of the ligament at the edge of the cup.

We can also write a differential equation for the spatial evolution of the ligament

radius (r). By conserving the volume of the cylindrical element, we can connect

the stretch rate of ligament axis to the radial contraction ((t')/ (t') (-L(t')/2L(t'))

where t' = (1/w') r2/R' 2 - 1 is the the current lifetime of the fluid element which

is measured from the virtual moment that the fluid element has left the imaginary

cup (with radius R') 2 . This result, along with the derived kinematics (Equation

(5.10)) can be integrated with respect to r and leads to the following expression for

the radial evolution of the ligament thickness:

e )1/2 C1/2
_()/_ .=(5.11

wt' [(r/R')2 
- 1](511

Figure 5-18 shows a plot of the measured ligament thickness at different radial po-

sitions. The measured values are compared with the predictions based on Equation

(5.11). The agreement suggests that the ligaments follow the predicted kinematics

with the resulting axial strain rate leading to a decrease in the ligament thickness.

2In other words t' = 0 is a virtual moment that never happened and the minimum value of t' for
every fluid element is t' = e/w which correspond to the time at which the element has left the
edge of the actual cup r = R.
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As the ligaments distance from the cup, the local stretch rate and thickness both

decrease. The radial evolution of these parameters can help us to find the critical

position and thickness at which ligaments become unstable due to the action of

capillary forces.

100

1/4

10 - _
10 10 10

(a) (r/R')2  1 (b)

Figure 5-18: (color online). (a) Measured values of the ligament thickness at dif-
ferent radial positions (blue squares). The solid black like shows the prediction
of the analytical model (Equation (5.11)). (b) The thickness profile for individual
ligaments is measured from the snapshots that are taken by the high-speed camera.

5.6.6 Model for Predicting the Average Droplet Size

It is known that a cylindrical ligament can be stabilized by stretching if the rate of

elongation is faster than the rate of capillary thinning [42, 62]. Applying this idea

to rotary atomization means that the capillary waves on the ligaments become

unstable and grow in amplitude when the local stretch rate (r) is comparable to

the local rate of capillary thinning 1/ 8p 3(r)/.. We can rewrite Equation (5.10)

into a simple expression for the local stretch rate (t') = /t'. Thus, the ligaments

become unstable when t' ~ V8pV3(r)/o-. Inserting this value for t' in Equation (5.11)

then give us the following expression for the critical ligament thickness:
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Replacing e with Q/(N7r2Rw) and N with fpR 3w 2/3o-, we can solve for :

c/R= v'5 Q/R2  ./R 2/7
Rrvw o \R2W2/

10- 1
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10-7
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10-6
)./ R
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Figure 5-19: (color online). Measured average diameters for all the Newtonian
test liquids normalized by the cup diameter (d)/2R is plotted versus the suggested

relevant dimensionless group HI (Q ) ( o ). The solid black line corresponds

to the analytical prediction from Equation (5.14).

This expression describes the critical ligament thickness at which capillary waves

start to grow. Eggers and Villermaux [140] show that the radius of the generated

drops from the capillary breakup of an unstable cylinder with a thickness c have

an average radius (d)/2 ~ 1. 88 . Thus the result derived in Equation (5.13) can be
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written in the following form as a prediction for the expected values of average

droplet diameter in the rotary fragmentation:

(d)/2R = 1.18 .pRW / (5.14)

Figure 5-19 shows a summary of measured average droplets for different New-

tonian test liquids. Results from experiments done with three different silicone

oils (7, 20, 50 cSt) and the Newtonian ethanol-water mixture are collected at differ-

ent rotation and flow rates. It is clear that all the data collapse on a similar trend

in this dimensionless plot. Prediction of the theoretical model (Equation (5.14)) is

plotted as a black solid line and it shows a remarkable agreement with the mea-

sured values.

The suggested prediction is based on a series of simple physical assumptions

and shows good agreement with experimental measurements. This theoretical

model can explain certain power exponents that are reported in the literature as

empirical correlations (see Figure 5-7). Furthermore, it can be a crucial element in

new designs of rotary atomization setups.

It is noteworthy to mention that, after reaching the mentioned derivation, we

noticed that a similar prediction had been reported in a completely separate and

independent work from the Russian fluid mechanics community. Dunskii and

Nikitin [247] derived a final analytical expression in their work that is similar to

Equation (5.14). However, this work has remained surprisingly forgotten and up

to this date there are no citations of this work to the best of our knowledge. The

reader, very much similar to us, may have not been familiar with the work of

Dunskii and Nikitin [247]. It should be emphasized that despite the fact that we

independently established the model and checked it with our measurements, we

can not claim being the first to derive this analytical prediction.
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Aside from the average diameter, the resulting size distribution of the fragmen-

tation process is of great importance in many different industries. In the following

section we focus on different aspects of size distributions for Newtonian fluids.

5.7 Droplet Size Distributions for Newtonian Liquids

To study the drop size distribution in rotary atomization, we analyzed the recorded

high-speed movies and collected a large population of droplets (~ 10000 droplets).

Figure 5-20 shows the measured size distributions for the Newtonian ethanol-

water mixture at two different rotational rates. At the higher rotation rate, liga-

ments were formed and the disintegration into droplets happened in the ligament

formation regime (Figure 5-20 (a)). As it is clear from Figure 5-20 (b), for the lower

rotation rate, the fragmentation process happened in the drop formation regime.

Corresponding size distributions for the ligament and the drop formation regimes

are plotted in Figure 5-20 (c) in magenta and gray symbols respectively. It is clear

that the ligament formation regime leads to a narrower size distribution. This con-

firms the general idea that, due to the more organized and highly patterned geom-

etry of ligaments, it is preferred to operate in this regime. A more precise look at

the magenta data points in Figure 5-20 (c) can also verify the existence of a double

peak in the measured size distributions.

The emergence of a double peak in the distributions was not observed in our mea-

surements of sizes in air-assisted atomization (Chapter 4). However, a direct com-

parison of the measured size distributions between air-assisted and rotary frag-

mentation can give us a better sense about the benefits of rotary atomization. Fig-

ure 5-21 shows that, despite showing a double peak in the size histogram, rotary

fragmentation generates a much narrower size distribution. A larger number of

droplets are scattered around the average diameter and a much lower fraction are

larger than the average size. In fact, it is 100 times more probable to find a droplet

twice the average size in air-assisted fragmentation compared to rotary.
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Figure 5-20: (color online). Rotary atomization for the Newtonian solvent (ethanol-
water 90%-10% wt. mixture, Tj = 1 mPa.s, OhR q/v p-R = 1.45 x 10-3) with the cup
spinning at two different values of rotation rate: (a) Ligament formation regime
at w = 219.8 rad/s, We = pR3w 2 /- = 6442.8. The image shows an overlay of two
consecutive frames each At = 0.4 ms apart from each other. (b) Drop formation
regime at w = 78.5 rad/s, We = pR3w 2 /o. = 821.8. The image shows an overlay
of sixteen consecutive frames each At = 1 ms apart from each other. (c) Corre-
sponding droplet size distributions are plotted in magenta filled circles (.) for the
ligament formation regime (shown in (a)) and in open gray circles (o) for the drop
formation regime (shown in (b)).
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This encouraging result suggest that in rotary atomization there is a higher level

of control on the geometry of the formed patterns. It also indicates that the initial

corrugations on the ligaments are much smaller in amplitude. Indeed, the lig-

aments are relatively unperturbed and smooth until they become unstable, and

even after that a set of smooth and periodic capillary waves appear on each liga-

ment. This is very different from the violent nature of air-assisted atomization in

which random fluctuations of high-speed air flow generates higher level of initial

corrugation on the ligaments.

The benefits of rotary atomization highlights the importance of a better physical

understanding of the associated fragmentation phenomenon. In particular, the

appearance of a bimodal size-distribution has been previously reported in the lit-

erature [248, 249, 250, 49, 50], but a physical understanding of this outcome is still

incomplete.
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Figure 5-21: (color online). Droplet size distributions for the Newtonian solvents
in rotary atomization (green filled circles .) and the corresponding distribution in
air-assisted atomization (blue open squared LI). The liquid atomized in the rotary
test is the ethanol-water (90%-10% wt.) mixture (OhR = 1.45 x 10-3, We = 13148.6).
The tested liquid in the air-assisted atomization is a water-glycerol (60%-40% wt.)
mixture (OhR = 4 x 10-3, We = pair VR/o- = 277).
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Figure 5-22: (color online). Formation of satellite droplets in the final stage of
ligament breakup. The tested liquid is silicone oil (v = 50 cSt, OhR = 7.3 x 10-2)
and it is delivered with a rate of Q = 60 ml/min into the cup that is rotating at
w = 125.6 rad/s, We = 2103.7. (a) and (b): Two consecutive snapshots of the frag-
mentation with At = 0.2 ms between them. The viscous filament in the yellow box
is clearly stretched before final pinch-off (see (a)) and after the pinch-off event the
volume of the fluid in the filament retracts and forms one or two satellite droplets
(see (b)). (c) An overlay of five consecutive frames, with At = 0.2 ms. It is clear to
see that while the fragmentation process leads to a relatively mono-disperse group
of main droplets, there also exists a considerable group of smaller satellite droplets.
(c) Measured droplet size distributions for this case (blue bullets .) shows the ap-
pearance of two separate peaks which correspond to the size of the main and the
satellite droplets in the fragmentation event. The black solid line is the sum of two
separate Gamma distributions, Equation (5.15) with a, = 0.39, (d), = 0.09 mm, n,
17, (the red line) and am = 0.61, (d), = 0.24 mm, nm ~ 33 (the green line).
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In order to understand the bimodal distribution, we study the final ligament

breakup stage in more detail. As it is shown in Figure 5-20(c) and (a), the two

apparent peaks are related to the coexistence of both main drops (with average di-

ameter (d),) and satellite drops (with average diameter (d),). Main droplets are

the result of fragmentation of the ligaments as a consequence of amplifying capil-

lary wave perturbations. On a ligament, capillary waves grow in amplitude and

two neighboring peaks form two main droplets. However, the connecting filament

between the two main drops does not entirely empty its volume into them and at

the pinch off point it forms an elongated filament that goes through a secondary

fragmentation process. Satellite droplets are the consequence of this secondary

fragmentation process that happens at a smaller scale.

Figure 5-22 (a), (b) and (c) show a sequence of images for the satellite formation

in the case of silicone oil (v = 50 cSt). We can clearly see that while the primary

fragmentation leads to the appearance of the main droplets, the breakup of the

connecting filaments between each pair of main droplets sets the secondary frag-

mentation on a smaller length scale. This can be quantitatively analyzed by study-

ing the measured size distributions and then comparing them to the behavior of

Gamma distributions. Gamma distributions are the asymptotic distributions in a

coalescence-based fragmentation scenario, suggested by Villermaux and cowork-

ers [13] and validated with experiments in various different studies of liquid frag-

mentation [251, 42, 54, 66, 11, 8, 62, 69, 252, 253]. In fact, in several works[8, 62],

Villermaux and coworkers have observed similar cases in which both a primary

and a secondary fragmentation process happen simultaneously giving rise to bi-

modality in the final size distributions. Villermaux and Bossa [8] suggest that a

linear superposition of two separate Gamma distributions is enough to capture

the phenomena in detail:

p(d) = as F(ns, x = d/(d),) + a' F(n,, x = d/(d)m). (5.15)(d)s (d)m

The first Gamma distribution describes the secondary fragmentation process, which
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happens at smaller scales, and the second distribution describes the broadness of

main droplets in the primary fragmentation.

Figure 5-22(c) shows a fit of the proposed model (Equation (5.15)) to the mea-

sured size distributions. The agreement suggests that rotary atomization is indeed

characterized by the superposition of a main and a secondary disintegration event

which happens at two different scales.

To further investigate this, we recorded all the sizes for four different Newtonian

test liquids, each of them being atomized at different rotation rates. Figure 5-23

shows a summary of the data for the ethanol-water mixture and three different

silicone oils (7,20,50 cSt). For each liquid the measured sizes at different rota-

tion rates are normalized by the main droplet average diameter ( (d),). The self-

similarity between the superposed distributions suggests that the rotation rate de-

creases the average diameter of both main and satellite droplets almost equally. In

other words, the nature of the two fragmentation processes does not change with

the rotation rate as long as rotary atomization happens in the ligament formation

regime. Furthermore, we can clearly see that the fits of the theoretical model (Equa-

tion 5.15) can capture the details of the size distributions for all the tested liquids

at different rotation rate. We can also see that, as we increase the viscosity of the

test liquid, the peak related to the satellite droplet shifts to smaller ratios but the

number of sizes around the satellite droplet increases with viscosity. This suggests

that for more viscous liquids, longer and thinner filaments form between the main

droplets leading to smaller and higher number of satellite droplets. We will quan-

tify this by a simple model in the following sections.
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Figure 5-23: (color online). Droplet size distributions for the rotary atomization
of Newtonian test liquids: (a) Ethanol-water (90%-10%wt., OhR= 1.45 x 10-3) mix-
ture; measured size distributions at four different rotation rates {We = 6442.8} (A),
{We = 8415.1}(A), {We = 10650.3}(A) and {We = 13148.6}(A). (b) Silicone oil
(V = 7 cSt, OhR = 1.02 x 10-2); measured size distributions at six different rotation
rates (We = 3287.1}(o), (We = 4735.5}(i), (We = 6442.8}(o.), (We = 8415.1}(P-),
(We = 10650.3}(o.) and (We = 13148.6}( P,). (c) Silicone oil (v = 20 cSt, OhR = 2.90 x
10-2); measured size distributions at five different rotation rates (We = 2103.8}(n),
(We =4735.5}(m), (We = 6442.8}(m), (We = 8415.1}(m) and (We = 10650.3}(m).
(d) Silicone oil (v = 50 cSt, OhR = 7.25 x 10-2); measured size distributions at seven
different rotation rates {We = 1183.4}(.), {We = 3287.1}(9), (We = 4735.5}(o),
(We = 6442.8}(.), (We = 8415.1}(.), (We = 10650.3}(.) and (We = 13148.6}(.).
For each Newtonian liquid, we can see that normalizing the droplet sizes with
the size of the main droplet (d)m shifts all the distributions to a single curve. Black
solid lines are the corresponding fits, each of which is a summation of two Gamma
distributions. Each distribution is a superposition of a Gamma fit around the satel-
lite droplet size (d), (-.-) and another fit around the main droplet size (d)m (- -
). Fitting Equation (5.15) to the data, the following fit parameters are extracted:

{(0d),(d)M, as, n, am, nm= (a) 0.76,0.13,12,0.87,18, (b) {0.72,0.06,7,0.94,29}, (c)
{ 0.58, 0.30, 15, 0.70, 60} and (d) { 0.38, 0.39, 17, 0.61, 33}.
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5.8 Rotary Atomization of Viscoelastic Liquids

Knowing that dilute viscoelastic liquids, similar to viscous Newtonian fluids, can

form long and thin filaments, we investigated the behavior of viscoelastic fluids.

As discussed before, many industrial products have similarities to PEO solutions

in their elongational properties. In this section we study the performance of these

class of complex fluid in rotary atomization.

As shown in chapter 2 and by Keshavarz et al. [238], addition of small amounts

of polymer does not affect the shear viscosity in the dilute regime compared to its

drastic increases of elongational viscosity. Thus, these dilute polymeric solutions

show an almost Newtonian-like behavior in shear but resist strongly against elon-

gational deformations.

Figure 5-24 shows that even adding a minute amount of PEO IM M" to the

solvent can change substantially the dynamics of fragmentation. While the main

droplet average diameter for both the pure solvent and for the PEO solution is

almost the same size, appearance of extremely stretched and elongated filaments

between main droplets for the viscoelastic fluid is in high contrast with the process

undergone by the ethanol-water solvent mixture. In order to quantify our results,

we measured both the average droplet diameters and the corresponding droplet

size distributions for all three viscoelastic test liquids tabulated in 5.2.

5.8.1 Average Droplet Size

Figure 5-25 shows a summary of the average droplet diameters for the three PEO

solutions. It is clear that the average diameters for all viscoelastic solutions are

very close to the corresponding values for the Newtonian solvent. In fact, the data

collapse on the same dimensionless plot and agree well with the prediction of the

previously proposed model (5.14).
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Figure 5-24: (color online). Visualization of the fragmentation process with the cup
rotating at w = 251.2 rad/s and the test liquids delivered at a rate of Q = 60 ml/min.
Images show the rotary atomization for (a) the viscoelastic fluid (PEO 1M M",
0.01% wt. in the ethanol-water solvent) and (b) The ethanol-water solvent (90%-
10% wt.). After the drops are formed on the ligaments, the connecting Newtonian
filaments between the solvent drops breakup very fast. However, due to the en-
hanced elongational viscosity, the viscoelastic filaments stretch continuously and
resist the pinch-off, leading to the formation of thinner stringy filaments.
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This suggests that the critical thickness of the ligaments Ic is unaffected by

viscoelasticity. The value of &c is set primarily by the linear stability analysis of

the ligament ejecting from the cup under the action of centripetal and capillary

forces. This is consistent with previous works that have shown that both the criti-

cal growth rate and the critical wavelength derived from the stability analysis of a

viscoelastic thread are weakly affected by elongational properties [238, 147]. This

explains the fact that, for these very dilute solutions, the average measured droplet

diameters are almost unchanged by the addition of viscoelasticity.

-11
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10~ 10- 10-6

Rw pR2 W2

Figure 5-25: (color online). Measured average diameters for the Newtonian solvent
(m) and all the viscoelastic test liquids: PEO 300K M, 0.01% wt. (o), PEO 300K M,
0.05% wt. (o) and PEO 1M M 0.01% wt. (>). Results are normalized by the cup
diameter (d)/2R and plotted versus the suggested relevant dimensionless group

I R )( pR ). The solid black line corresponds to the analytical prediction

from Equation (5.14).
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Figure 5-26: (color online). Dynamics of the viscoelastic filaments during the frag-
mentation process for the PEO 1M M, 0.01% wt. solution(OhR = 1.45 x 10-3 , DeR =
5.0 x 10-3). (a), (b) and (c) are taken with At = 1 ms spacing in time. As shown
by the yellow box, two typical droplets are connected to each other by an elon-
gated filament that resists the pinch off and finally transforms to a very thin
cylindrical volume of fluid. (d) After the filament pinches off from the connect-
ing drops, it forms few very small satellite droplets. (e) The corresponding size
distribution are shown by red filled circles (*) and are compared to the corre-
sponding size distributions for the Newtonian solvent (0). The solid lines are
the fits of Gamma distributions. Each fit is a superposition of two Gamma dis-
tributions, one for the smaller sizes that are scattered around the satellite diam-
eter (d), (-.-) and another for the larger sizes around the main droplet diameter
(d), (- -), Equation (5.15). Parameters extracted from the fits are the following:
a. = 0. 13, (d), = 0. 21 mm, n, ~- 12, a, = 0. 87, (d),, = 0. 27 mm, n, 18 for the Newto-
nian solvent and a, = 0. 49, (d), = 0.-09 mm, n, ~_ 4, a, = 0. 51, (d), = 0. 27 mm, nm ~' 40
for the viscoelastic solution.
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5.8.2 Droplet Size Distributions for Viscoelastic Solutions

The droplet size distributions for each viscoelastic liquid was measured at different

rotation rates. Figure 5-26 shows one of these distributions for the 1M M, PEO so-

lution. As discussed in the previous section, the average droplet diameter is almost

unchanged by the addition of viscoelasticity but the corresponding size distribu-

tion shows a clear difference at lower sizes close to the satellite diameter d ~ (d).

Compared to the Newtonian solvent, the viscoealstic solution shows an amplified

peak at lower sizes that has shifted to smaller values of (d),I(d)m. It is interesting

to note that, despite this clear difference, the behavior of the two size distributions

is almost identical at larger sizes d ~ (d)m. This again shows that the main droplet

size and its corresponding fragmentation dynamics is set by the linear stability of

the ligament which is unaffected by viscoelasticity. However, the enhanced non-

linear elongational properties of the viscoelastic solutions change the dynamics of

the filaments formed between the main droplets and delay their corresponding

breakup time.This effect is magnified in the secondary fragmentation and changes

the size and the number of the formed satellited droplets. A superposition of two

separate Gamma distributions (Equation 5.15) can be again fitted to the data and

the resulting fit is plotted with a solid red line.

Figures 5-27(a), (b), and (c) show the distribution for the three different PEO so-

lutions. For each liquid, the normalized droplet distribution at different rotation

rates (indicated by different colors on each plot) superpose on a similar trend sug-

gesting that increasing the rotation rate only shifts the average diameter for both

the main and satellite droplets to smaller values. Comparing 5-27(a), (b) and (c) it

is also clear that, with increasing viscoelasticity, the lower peak in the size distri-

butions shifts to smaller values of (d),/(d)m. Figure 5-27 (d) provides a comparison

between the observed viscoelastic size distributions and the corresponding fit for

the Newtonian solvent. For the PEO 300K M, 0.01% solution the droplet size dis-

tribution is almost identical to the corresponding histogram for the solvent. The

PEO 300K M, 0.05% and PEO 1M M, 0.01% solutions show a different behav-
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ior which is specifically pronounced around smaller sizes d ~ (d)s. Fits of the

Gamma distributions to the data for the PEO 1M M, 0.01% solution gives n, = 4

in the secondary fragmentation. This suggests that the filaments connecting the

main droplets have become corrugated due to the nonlinear effect of viscoelastic-

ity which is in agreement with our results in chapter 4 and published literature

[253]. The zoomed view of the stretch filament in Figure 5-26(d) shows the appear-

ance of relatively big beads that are connected to each other by tiny strings. This

beads-on-a-string structures increase the level of the geometrical corrugations and

result in a broader size distribution around (d).
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Figure 5-27: (color online). Droplet size distributions for the rotary atomiza-
tion of viscoelastic liquids: (a) PEO 300K M, 0.01% wt. solution(OhR = 1.45 x
10-3, DeR = 0.4 x 10-3); measured size distributions at four different rotation rates
{We = 6442.8}(v), {We = 8415.1}(v), {We = 10650.3}(v) and {We = 13148.6}(v ).
(b) PEO 300K Mw 0.05% wt. solution(OhR = 1.45 x 10-3, DeR = 0.6 x 10-3);
measured size distributions at five different rotation rates {We = 3977.4}(4),
{We = 4735.5}(4), {We = 6442.8}(4), {We = 8415.1}(4), and {We = 10650.3}(4). (c)
PEO 1M M, 0.01% wt. solution(OhR =1.45 x 10-3, DeR = 5.0 x 10-3); measured size
distributions at five different rotation rates {We = 7396.1}(.), {We = 8415.1}(.),
{We = 9499.9}(.), {We = 11866.6}(.) and {We = 13148.6}(.). Black solid lines are
the corresponding fits, each of which is a summation of two Gamma distribu-
tions. Each distribution is a superposition of a Gamma fit around the satel-
lite droplet size (d), (-.-) and another fit around the main droplet size (d)m (- -
). Fitting Equation (5.15) to the data, the following fit parameters are extracted:
{(d)s/(d)m, as, no, am, nm}= (a) {0.70, 0.13,12,0.87, 18}, (b) {0.67, 0.39,11,0.61, 42}
and (c) {0.34, 0.49,4,0.51, 40}. (d) A comparison between the size distributions of
different viscoelastic liquids atomized at a fixed rotation rate {We = 8415.1}: PEO
300K Mw 0.01% wt.(v), PEO 300K M, 0.05% wt.(4) and PEO 1M Mw 0.01% wt.(.).
The solid black line if the fit for the size distributions of the Newtonian solvent
(Figure 5-22(a)).
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5.9 Model for Predicting the Size of Satellite Droplets

To understand the dynamics of the secondary fragmentation process, we propose

a toy model that enables us to predict the size ratio between the satellite and the

main droplet. We assume that, when capillary waves appear on the main liga-

ment, the filament that is connecting two neighboring wave peaks is a cylinder

with thickness 2ho and length LO. As the waves grow, the two peaks form the main

droplets while the connecting filament keeps stretching until at least one of the

necks between the filament and the drops pinches off. Assuming that the volume

of the filament is constant within this process, we can write the following:

l(t )h( 2)2 = loh -+ =o j t = Vf1 + se t (5.16 )h_()_ 1(t 5.6

where c = 1/V/8p(3/ is the critical capillary stretch rate at which the capillary

waves start to emerge. We also know that the ratio of the main to the satellite

droplet diameter (d)m/(d)s = ho/h(tpinch-off) where tpinch-off is the time at which

the connecting necks between the filament and the main drops pinch off. Based

on suggested scalings in the literature[140], we assume that the pinch off time

is delayed by either viscous or elastic stresses. For viscous Newtonian solutions

tpinch-off = /8p /u(1+6Ohg.) [140] and for viscoelastic liquids we assume tpinch-off

8p2/u + (3/2)TE [238, 79] where (3/2)TE is the inverse of the elongational rate for

a viscoealstic filament undergoing elasto-capillary thinning. Plugging these into

Equation (5.16), we derive the following compact expression:

(d)m = 2 + 3x/v/2 (5.17)
(d)8

where x = Oh ,= h/ /c for Newtonian liquids and x = Dege = TE 4 P&, for

viscoelastic solutions.

Measured values of (d)m/(d), are plotted for both Newtonian liquids (blue squares)

and viscoelastic solutions (red circles) in Figure 5-28. It is evident that both viscous

and viscoelastic effects tend to increase the ratio of the main to the satellite droplet
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diameter. Predictions of the toy model (Equation (5.17)) are plotted (solid line) and

compared with the measurements. The good agreement between model and mea-

surements shows that both viscous delay and the enhanced elongational viscosity

have a similar effect on the average size of satellite droplets. Meanwhile, results

clearly show that while viscous delay leads to very narrow size distributions for

the secondary fragmentation process (n, ~ 17 for the 50 cSt silicone oil) the corre-

sponding distributions for viscoelastic solutions are much broader (n, ~ 4 for the

PEO 1M M, 0.01% wt. solution). This broadening can be explained by the increase

in the initial geometrical corrugations on the filament due to nonlinear effects of

viscoelasticity (see Chapter 4 or related discussion in Keshavarz et al.[253]).

10 1

100 -
10-2

Oh = Tis.

10~1

/ Tcap.

100 101

and De =TE/4Tcap.

Figure 5-28: (color online). Size ratio of the main droplet to the satellite droplet: the
x-axis shows the local Ohnesorge number of the filament Oh =/rp/vu for differ-
ent Newtonian test liquids (LI) and the local Deborah number De =rE/3 ps/-
for three viscoelastic fluids (e). The value of is chosen based on the measured
values of average droplet diameters ( c ~ 66 pm). The solid black line is the the
prediction of the model, described in Equation (5.17).
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5.10 Conclusions

We have studied the fragmentation process in rotary atomization for both New-

tonian and dilute viscoelastic solutions. Our results suggest that operating these

atomizers in the ligament formation regime can have certain benefits over other

types of atomizers. Organized and evenly-spaced ligaments stretch and break in a

repeatable manner. Consequently, the final droplet size distributions are relatively

narrow. We provided simple physical analysis for different mechanisms that are

involved in this fragmentation process and derived analytical expressions for the

number of ligaments projecting out of the rotating cup, the kinematics of the eject-

ing fluid particles and, most importantly, the final average droplet diameter. All

the predictions were compared and validated with results from various experi-

ments done with both Newtonian and viscoelastic solutions.

Droplet size distributions clearly show a bimodal behavior in the ligament for-

mation regime. We show that the nature of this bimodal behavior is due to the

existence of a secondary fragmentation process next to the primary process. The

main drop diameter and fragmentation is simply set by the linear stability of the

continuously stretching ligaments and thus remains unaffected by addition of vis-

coelasticity. However, the secondary fragmentation which leads to the formation

of satellite droplets happens on the filaments that connect the main droplets. Both

viscous delay and the enhanced elongational resistance increase the lifetime of the

filament and lead to smaller satellite sizes. However, viscoelastic nonlinear effects

make the filament more corrugated resulting in lower values of n, in the Gamma

distributions fit (with minimum found to be n, ~ 4).
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Chapter 6

Linear rheology and physical

structure of casein gels

A fractal is a mathematical set or concrete object that is irregular or fragmented at all scales.

Benoit Mandelbrot

6.1 Scope

The rheology of gels is key to many industrial and biological applications such as

fracture or fragmentation of gel-like solids or liquids. In this chapter we present

a rheological study for acid-induced casein gels made of sodium caseinate and

acidified by glucono-delta-lactone (GDL) at different concentrations. Linear vis-

coelasticity measurements, including small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS)

and stress relaxation in the linear region, show robust power-law behavior holding

over a span of four orders of magnitude change in time/frequency. This striking

behavior is captured by a simple one-element fractional model similar to the one

originally proposed by Scott-Blair [254]. A thorough rheological study of these

gels combined with microscopy imaging of the physical network helps us to iden-

tify some of the physical origins of the power laws reported in these materials and

to interpret the parameters used in the fractional model in terms of the fractal gel

microstructure.
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6.2 Linear rheology of simple resins

The underlying microstructure of complex fluids such as paints and inks can have

different origins and give rise to very different macroscopic behavior. A simple

viscoelastic solution can be a good representative model fluid for dilute resins and

latex solutions, but it does not display all the rheological features observed in other

type of materials such as thick gel-like colloidal resins.

In Figure 6-1 (a) and (b) we show measurements of both shear and elongational

properties for an industrial resin named Resin A (provided by Axalta). The oscil-

latory shear data show power laws for both the loss modulus G" (shown by blue

symbols in 6-1 (a)) and the elastic modulus G' (shown by red symbols in 6-1 (a))

with exponents one and two respectively. Results from CaBER tests, plotted in Fig-

ure 6-1 (b), show an elasto-capillary balance in the thinning filament that exhibits

an exponential decay for the measured diameters with time. Both these results in-

dicate a single dominant mode of relaxation for the underlying micro-structure in

this resin. A simple mechanical model with a single mode of relaxation is shown

in Figure 6-1 (c). This rheological model consists of a dash-pot (representing the

solvent with q = q,) parallel to a Maxwell-like element (an elastic spring G, in se-

ries with a dash-pot 9,) that represents the relaxation of the microstructure. This

linear model is known as the Oldroyd-B model [255] and its theoretical predictions

for a simple oscillatory test are:

Elastic Modulus: G'(w) = 91 J GPW 2 T 2

' (W) 1+ W27 2

Loss Modulus: G"(w) == 1  + 7W
1(w + b272

where & and y are the Fourier transforms of the stress and strain signal respectively.

Predictions of this simple model are fitted to the data (solid lines in Figure 6-1(a))

and from the fit we can extract the associated relaxation time of the microstructure

T ~ 0.01s.
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Figure 6-1: (color online). Oscillatory shear and elongational rheology of Resin A.
(a) Small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) rheology. Solid lines are fits of the
Oldroyd-B model (Equation 6.1). (b) Diameter evolution in time in several CaBER
test. (c) A mechanical representation of the Oldroyd-B model. (d) High-speed
visualization of the filament breaking up in the CaBER device.

The predictions of the model for a CaBER test is an exponential decay in the

filament diameter with a relaxation timescale similar to the one found from the

SAOS experiment. Our CaBER measurements in Figure 6-1(b) and (d) give an es-

timate of TEB 0.011is which is very close to the value found from fits to the SAOS

data.

For these type of resins/paints we expect stringy filaments that resist the elonga-

tional flows with an intrinsic timescale that is set by the underlying microstructure.

Despite having a relatively simple network, the nonlinear response of these mate-

rials can still be complex and, as we discussed in previous chapters, it can lead to

unexpected performance of these liquids in fragmentation. However, variety of

industrial samples have a much more complex rheological behavior and often one

single mode of relaxation is not sufficient to model them.
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6.3 Linear rheology of gel-like colloidal resins

Resin B, another industrial sample provided by Axalta, is a good example of a com-

plex gel-like liquid resin. The rheological properties of this colloidal resin cannot

be modeled with a single mode relaxation model. Figure 6-2(a) shows the me-

chanical response of this material at different frequencies for a linear oscillatory

test. Solid lines show the best attempt to fit a single Oldroyd-B model to the data.

It is clear that such an attempt can only capture the mechanical behavior in a small

range of frequencies, failing to represent the rheological response of the material

over the entire range of measurements.

Many industries, such as paint, food and cosmetics, use an ample number of mate-

rials characterized by a similarly complex rheological response. They show power

law rheology in certain ranges of frequencies and do not exhibit a single relaxation

mode, but often require multiple modes to describe their rheological behavior. The

underlying network in these materials is often similar to that of gel-like materials.

For Resin B, the cryo-TEM images (Figures 6-2(b) and (c)) clearly show soft squishy

viscoelastic gel-like beads floating in the solvent, each of which is a concentrated

associated network of low M polymer chains aggregated in the background latex

due to corresponding hydrophobic-hydrophilic interactions 1.

These sample spanning microstructure can undergo nonlinear deformation and

fracture in any fragmentation/atomization event. To understand this complex

phenomenon, we aim to study the linear and non-linear rheology of a class of food

gels that have similarities to the gel-like network of complex paints and resins.

'Personal communications with Michael Koerner, Eric Houze and John Moore from Axalta.
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Figure 6-2: (color online). (a) Small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) rheology
for Resin B. Solid lines are fits of the single mode Maxwell model. (b) and (c)
Cryo-TEM images of Resin B.

6.4 Food gels and soft solids

We chose casein protein gels as a class of gel-like materials for our study which are

very close to soft solids. Casein (from Latin caseus, meaning "cheese") is made of

a class of phosphoproteins (aSl, aS2, 4, r). Milk is a good source for finding these

proteins: about 80% of the proteins in cow's milk are casein proteins.

Normal milk and diary products such as yogurt are colloidal gels consisting of

casein micelles (- 100nm in diameter) that are each an aggregate of much smaller

sub-micelles stabilized by calcium phosphate[256, 257, 89, 90]. In our tests, we

used purified proteins that does not contain any calcium phosphate. Thus our

material, unlike yogurt, forms a protein gel that is closer in nature to a polymer

gel and does not have structures similar to casein micelles. We first dissolve the

casein in water and pour it into the cell on the rheometer (discussed in chapter 2).

After adding an acidifying agent called Glucono delta-lactone (GDL), also known

as gluconolactone, the pH of the solution slowly decreases and when it reaches the
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isoelectric point at pH~ 4.6 the casein protein is not soluble anymore and forms a

protein network.

6.4.1 Structure

Food gels have often a complex microstructure characterized by length-scales that

can span many orders of magnitudes [258]. This usually gives rise to a fractal-like

network and, as a direct consequence, the mechanical response of these materials

is a superposition of different modes related to different timescales that are associ-

ated to all the individual lengthscales involved in the underlying structure.

Casein protein gels are known to have a structure similar to that generated by the

aggregation of fractal clusters [89]. This means that below a certain cluster size

Rciuster they show a power law density profile M(r) ~ rDf where M is the mass

of the gel and Df is the fractal dimension of the cluster. Our environmental SEM

image of the Casein gel (4-1% casein-GDL ratio) is shown in Figure 6-3. One can

clearly see that the idea of an aggregation of clusters of mass fractals is relevant

and can capture the underlying network in these materials. From first principles,

Bremer and coworkers [89, 259] have shown that the elasticity of these networks

scales as G ~ JD2/(3-Df), where 4b is the volume fraction of the casein.
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I'

Figure 6-3: (color online). Structure of casein gel. Environmental SEM image of the
4%-1% casein-GDL gel.

6.4.2 Linear rheology

After forming these gels on the rheometer, we performed a series of rheological test

to probe their mechanical properties. Oscillatory shear tests and stress relaxation

after imposing a step in strain were two of the important tests that were carried

out. Figure 6-4(a) shows the results of an oscillatory test. It is clear that both elastic

and loss moduli show a power law behavior over a wide range of frequencies. The

stress relaxation test (plotted in Figure 6-4(b)) also confirms a slow decay of the

modulus that shows a power law behavior over several orders of magnitude in

time. Both of these power law trends have an exponent that is close to 0.15.

To mathematically model this behavior, one requires a mechanical model that

incorporates many modes of relaxation with different timescales [92]. Scott Blair

found a more sophisticated method for mathematically describing these gels which
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is based on fractional calculus. Inspired by this idea, which is experimentally ob-

served in many biological materials [93], Jaishankar and McKinley [86] reintro-

duced the idea of "fractional rheology" as a useful tool for modeling the linear

rheology of soft gels. The proposed mechanical element is a spring-pot that has a

constitutive equation of the form

(6.2)07spring-pot dta

1 0"r

-4
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Figure 6-4: (color online). Linear rheology of the 4%-1% casein-GDL gel: (a) Small
amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) rheology. (b) Stress relaxation after a linear
step strain test. Solid lines are fits from the fractional model (Equation (6.4)).

where -. indicates a fractional derivative 2 of order a defined in the form of a

2Historically the concept of fractional derivatives was first introduced by Leibniz in a letter to
L'Hospital [94].
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Caputo derivative [95]

daf (t) = a f (t - t')"-I f(n) (t') dt' (6.3)
dta r(1 - 0z) I

in which n is the nearest integer bigger than or equal to a, i.e. n = [a] and f(n) is

the n-th derivative of f.

The fractional model in Equation (6.2) has two parameters: a front factor V, which

has dimensions of Pa.s", and a dimensionless parameter a that can vary from 0 to

1. While V sets the strength of the gel, a sets the slope of the power law. By varying

a from 0 to 1 one can recover a spectrum of rheological responses from a Hookean

solid, to gel-like and finally a Newtonian liquid. We will show that the value of a

is set by the fractal structure of the gel network while V is strongly affected by the

volume fraction of casein dissolved in water.

The rheological response of this fractional element predicts a power law decay

in time for the relaxation modulus after a step strain test such that G(t) ~ Vt-.

Similarly, in an oscillatory flow the elastic and loss modulus exhibit power law

dependence on frequency G', G" ~ wa. In fact for a simple spring-pot element,

using Fourier and Laplace transform the following analytical expressions can be

found [86]:

G(t) = C-
F(1 - a)

G'(w) = Vcos(7ra/2)wa (6.4)

G"(w) = V sin(7ra/2)w0

where F(x) is the Euler Gamma function. Using these results we can now fit the

rheological data. Solid lines in Figure 6-4 show the predictions of the model with

fitted parameters having values of V = 301 Pa.sa and a = 0.15. The good agreement

between the fractional model and the rheological response of the gel once again

suggests a broad spectrum of length and timescale for this materials that also res-

onates well with the idea of a fractal structure.
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To understand and find the variables that control the model parameters (V, a), we

prepared a series of gels at constant casein-GDL concentration ratio (4-1) and var-

ied the casein concentration.

10 10 10
T Cas.4%-GDL-I% Cas-8%-GDL-2% Cas-I2%-GDL-3%

104. 10 10

Q) 3 ~~10 -sa 1
101100
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Figure 6-5: (color online). Linear rheology for three different casein gels: SAGS
for (a) The 4%-1% casein-GDL gel. (b) The 8%-2% casein-GDL gel. (c) The 12%-3%
casein-GDL gel. (d) Stress relaxation for all three gels after applying a linear step

in strain.

Figure 6-5 shows a summary of linear test for three different casein gels. All

the gels are made at a constant 4-1 casein to GDL ratio. It is clear that by increas-

ing the casein concentration the gel modulus monotonically increases. It is also

evident that the observed power laws shows a similar exponent a ~0.15 for all

these gels. This interesting finding suggests that by fixing the ratio of the pro-

tein to GDL concentration, the power law exponent in the rheological response

remains unchanged. Meanwhile, the monotonic increase in modulus with increas-

ing casein concentration suggests that the quasi-property V is strongly affected

by the amount of protein per volume. Solid lines show the fractional model pre-
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dictions (Equation (6.4)) for a constant value of a = 0.15 and increasing values of

V = 301,1889, 9831 Pa.s".
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Figure 6-6: (color online). Dependency of (a) the power law exponent a and (b)
the quasi-property V on the weight concentration of casein protein (at a fixed 4-1
casein to GDL concentration ratio).

Although the fits from the fractional model show good agreement with all the

rheological measurements, we do not rely on their fitting goodness for determina-

tion of quasi properties. Results from 6.4 suggest the following:

ai = arctan [G"(wj)/G'(wj)]

( GI(W))2
(6.5)

+ (G(w)2
where wi is the ith frequency in the discrete series of tested frequencies. Equa-

tion 6.5 shows a direct way to calculate an estimate pair of aj, Vi for every tested

frequency. For each SAOS test, we report average values of aj, Vi as the quasi-

properties derived for that test and standard deviations are selected as the asso-

ciated error in our estimates. Figure 6-6 shows a plot of quasi-properties versus
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the concentration of casein protein. All these gels were made at a fixed 4-1 casein-

GDL ratio and, as mentioned before, within measured error-bars all show a sim-

ilar value of power law exponent a ~ 0.15 but the values of the quasi-property

V increases with the casein concentration in a power law manner V ~ <DA. This

power law trend is very similar to the predictions from Bremer and coworkers

[89] which were based on assuming an aggregated fractal cluster network for ca-

sein gels. Knowing that V ~ 1D2/(3-Df), we can calculate Df based on the power

law trend observed in Figure 6-6(b) which yields Df ~ 2.4. This estimate agrees

well with the calculated fractal dimensions that were obtained for the same gels

by confocal microscopy3, suggesting that the power law exponent a in fractional

models is a function of network structural parameters such as the fractal dimen-

sion Df. However, the quasi-properties show also a strong dependence on other

factors such as the volumetric concentration.

We further investigated this by preparing a set of gels with a constant amount

of protein and an increasing concentration of GDL. By changing the ratio of casein

to GDL, we assume that we can change the fractal dimension of the gel network

(validation of which is still ongoing with more scattering analysis of these gels).

We also performed a set of rheological measurements summarized in Figure 6-7,

from which we extracted the corresponding quasi-properties at each GDL concen-

tration following Equation (6.5). Figure 6-8 clearly shows that both the power law

exponent a and the quasi-property V decrease with increasing GDL concentration.

It is evident that the increase in GDL concentration has directly affected the struc-

ture of the underlying network, modifying its structural properties such as Df, and

consequently changing a. Also, it seems plausible that changes in the geometrical

nature of the fractal gel (Df) combined with the mechanical changes in the strength

of building protein strands, can lead to a net decrease in the quasi-property V.

3Personal communications with Thibaut Divoux and colleagues.
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Figure 6-7: (color online). Linear rheology for four different casein gels: SAOS for
(a) The 4%-1% casein-GDL gel. (b) The 4%-2.5% casein-GDL gel. (c) The 4%-3%
casein-GDL gel. (d) The 4%-4% casein-GDL gel.
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Figure 6-8: (color online). Dependency of (a) the power law exponent a and (b)
the quasi-property V on the weight concentration of the acidifying agent GDL (at
a fixed 4% wt. casein concentration).
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6.5 conclusions

We have explored the linear rheological properties of a class of materials, known

as soft gels, which differ substantially from the dilute polymer solutions studied

in details in previous Chapters. In this chapter, we show that these materials are

characterized by an underlying mass fractal network. We show that the power

law rheology can be adequately modeled by fractional models and our results in-

dicate a direct relation between the network structural parameters and the model

parameters for the fractional element. The fractal dimension of the underlying gel,

measured by confocal microscopy, can be connected to the power law exponent

that these materials exhibit in their linear rheology. We show that the elastic mod-

ulus of the gels also follows a power law dependence on the volume fraction which

can be again understood and explained using the available scalings for the behav-

ior of fractal gels. By studying acid-induced casein gels, we wish to improve our

current understanding of the effect of linear and nonlinear rheology on the fracture

behavior of solid-like materials. In the next Chapter, we will directly connect the

linear and non-linear behavior of acid-induced casein gels to their response before

and up to rupture.
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Chapter 7

Nonlinear viscoelasticity and

generalized failure criterion for

biopolymer gels

The problem with linear theory is that it is not nonlinear.

John A. Adam

7.1 scope

In this chapter we will focus on the failure and fracture of two model protein gels.

As discussed in the previous chapter, these biopolymer gels display a multiscale

microstructure that is responsible for their solid-like properties. Upon external de-

formation, these soft viscoelastic solids exhibit a generic nonlinear mechanical re-

sponse characterized by pronounced stress- or strain-stiffening prior to irreversible

damage and failure, most often through macroscopic fractures. Here we show on

a model acid-induced protein gel that the nonlinear viscoelastic properties of the

gel can be described in terms of a 'damping function' which predicts the gel me-

chanical response quantitatively up to the onset of macroscopic failure. Using a

nonlinear integral constitutive equation built upon the experimentally-measured

damping function in conjunction with power-law linear viscoelastic response, we
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derive the form of the stress growth in the gel following the start up of steady

shear. We also couple the shear stress response with Bailey's durability criteria for

brittle solids in order to predict the critical values of the stress a-, and strain - c for

failure of the gel, and how they scale with the applied shear rate. This provides a

generalized failure criterion for biopolymer gels in a range of different deforma-

tion histories.

7.2 Introduction

Biopolymer gels find ubiquitous applications in material science, with examples

ranging from biological tissues to manufactured goods, among which food stuffs

and medical products are the most widespread [260, 261, 262]. These materials

commonly feature a porous and fibrillar microstructure filled with water, and ex-

hibit solid-like viscoelastic mechanical properties which can be strongly enhanced

by careful control of the viscous dissipation at multiple scales [263, 264]. While

biopolymer gels share common features with stiffer and more rigid materials, in-

cluding delayed failure [265, 266], crack propagation [267, 268] or work-hardening

[269], their fibrous microstructure also confers upon them remarkable nonlinear

viscoelastic properties. Indeed, such soft solids strongly stiffen upon increasing

deformation, which stems from the inherent nonlinear elastic behavior of the poly-

mer chains in the gel network [270, 271, 272]. This enables such materials to endure

large strains to failure and dissipate substantial mechanical work, leading to very

tough hydrogels and elastomers [264]. However, to date no quantitative link has

been made between the nonlinear viscoelasticity of biopolymer gels and the failure

that is subsequently observed as the strain-loading is increased beyond the initial

stiffening regime.

In the present chapter, we use the concept of a strain damping function, tradition-

ally used for polymeric liquids and rubber-like materials [273], to quantify the non-

linear viscoelastic response of a prototypical protein gel. The form of the damping

function is constructed experimentally through a series of independent stress re-
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laxation tests that allow us to probe large deformations while injecting very little

energy into the gel, hence limiting as much as possible any plastic damage. Fol-

lowing the Boltzmann superposition principle, the damping function is used to

construct a time-strain separable K-BKZ (Kaye-Bernstein-Kearsley-Zapas) consti-

tutive equation [71] that predicts the gel mechanical response to steady-shear ex-

periments. This approach enables us to robustly capture the strain-stiffening of the

gel during start up of steady shear tests up to the appearance of a stress maximum

that is accompanied by the onset of the first macroscopic crack. Finally, in order to

link the nonlinear viscoelastic response of the gel to its subsequent brittle-like rup-

ture, we adopt the Bailey criterion, which describes the gel failure as arising from

accumulation of irreversible damage [274, 275]. The combination of the stress re-

sponse predicted by the K-BKZ constitutive formulation with the Bailey criterion

allows us to predict the scaling of the critical stress and strain at failure with the

magnitude of the applied shear rate, and hence to derive a generalized failure cri-

terion for soft solids such as hydrogels.

7.3 Experiments and gels

Two acid-induced protein gels with substantially different mechanical properties

are prepared by dissolving caseinate powder (Firmenich) at 4% wt. (resp. 8%

wt.) in deionized water under gentle mixing at 600 rpm and T = 350C. Homoge-

neous gelation is induced by dissolving 1% wt. (resp. 8% wt.) glucono-6-lactone

(GDL, Firmenich) in the protein solution [276, 126]. While still liquid, the pro-

tein solution is poured into the gap of a cylindrical Couette shear cell connected

to a strain-controlled rheometer (ARES, TA Instruments, Delaware). Rheological

data were obtained with an ARES-LS strain-controlled rheometer (TA Instrument)

using a homemade polished Plexiglas rotating cup of height 20.32 mm and diam-

eter 25 mm with an inner Delrin fixed bob of radius 22.65 mm, yielding a gap of

2.35 mm.
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Figure 7-1: (color online) Linear viscoelastic moduli G' (upper, filled symbols) and
G" (lower, hollow symbols) as a function of pulsation w for a strain amplitude of
- = 0.01. The symbols 9 and A respectively correspond to the 4% wt. and 8% wt.
casein gels. Dashed and continuous lines correspond to the best fit of the data with
the spring-pot model.

We performed tests with two protein gels: 4% casein-1% GDL and the 8%

casein-8% GDL gels which we henceforth refer to as 4% and 8% casein gels, re-

spectively. Figure 7-1 shows the frequency dependence of the elastic and viscous

moduli of both the 4% wt. and 8% wt. gels. Both gels display a power-law lin-

ear rheology that can be modeled by a spring-pot (or fractional) element, as re-

ported in the previous chapter. The elastic and viscous modulus reads respec-

tively G'(w) = Vwc cos(7ra/2) and G'(w) = Vwn sin(7ra/2), with a = 0.18 0.02 and

V = 261 5 Pa.s for the 4% gel and a = 0.04 0.01 and V = 620 5 for the 8% gel.

In situ gelation is achieved within 12 hours after which either a step strain or a

constant shear rate is imposed on the sample while the resulting stress response is

monitored. In both cases, images of the gel deformation are recorded simultane-

ously to rheology in order to monitor the nucleation and growth of cracks.
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Figure 7-2: (color online) Nonlinear relaxation function G(y0 , t) = u-(t)/ryo vs time t
determined by step strain tests, each one performed on a freshly prepared 4% wt.
casein gel. Colors from blue to red represent strain values ranging from gyo = 0.002
to 'y0 = 5. The black line is the best power-law fit of the data in the linear region
(~Yo 0.01). Inset: Stress relaxation exponent a extracted from the power-law fit of
the data shown in the main graph with the same color code. The horizontal line is
the average exponent a = 0.18 + 0.01.

7.4 Damping function

To first characterize the viscoelastic properties of the 4% wt. casein gel, we perform

a series of step strain tests. Each experiment is performed on a freshly prepared

gel and consists of two successive strain steps. The first step is applied within the

linear deformation regime and the stress relaxation is followed over the next 4000 s

and serves as a reference for the comparison of two independent experiments. This

is followed by a second step at a strain amplitude chosen between 104 'yo 5 and

the stress is monitored again for 4000 s to measure the gel viscoelastic response.

The stress relaxation functions G(yo, t) = u-(t)/-yo associated with the second step

of strain are reported in Fig. 7-2. At low applied strains ('yo 5 0.01), the magni-
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Figure 7-3: (color online) Strain damping function h(yo) of a 4% wt. casein gel as
defined in the text. Same color code as in Fig. 7-2. The solid black line is the best
fit function by power series in ,0 as proposed in [52] which captures the stiffening
behavior, but does not account for the softening part of the gel response at strains
larger than 50%. The red continuous line is the best fit function h(-y) of the data
(see text). Inset: same data plotted in semilogarithmic scales.

tude of the viscoelastic stress scales linearly with the imposed strain and the re-

laxation modulus exhibits a remarkable power-law decrease over four decades of

time which is well modeled by a spring-pot (or fractional viscoelastic element)

[277], G(t) = Vt-a/F(1 - a), where V and a are the only two material properties

required to characterize the gel, and F denotes the Gamma function. By fitting the

data for yo 0.01 we find that the relaxation exponent a = 0.18 0.01 and the pref-

actor or "quasiproperty" V = 266 5 Pa.sc [277]. We find similar results for the 8%

wt. casein gel. The exponent a = 0.04 0.01 and the prefactor V = 640 5 Pa.so are

determined by a frequency sweep (see Fig. 1 in the Supplemental Material). For

70 > 0.01, the stress relaxation still exhibits a power-law decrease in time with the

same exponent a, after t > 0.1 s but the magnitude of the stress at a given time first

stiffens and then softens.
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Since a is insensitive to the strain amplitude, we can use the concept of strain-

time separability [?] to quantify the strain dependence of the stress relaxation re-

sponse by computing the dampingfunction [273], defined as h(yo) = (G(yo, t)/G(t))t

where (...), denotes the time average for 1 t 1000 s for each of the two step-strain

experiments. The resulting damping function reported in Fig. 7-3 thus fully char-

acterizes the strain dependence of the viscoelastic response in the material. The

gel displays a linear response in the filamentous protein network (i.e. h = 1) up to

7y = 0.1, whereas for intermediate strain amplitudes, the gel exhibits a pronounced

strain-stiffening, that is characterized by a maximum value h ~ 2.2 reached at

- = 0.5. Finally, for even larger strains, the material softens due to network rup-

ture and the damping function decreases abruptly as a power law function of

the imposed strain with an exponent of ~ -3. We also emphasize that for all

step strain tests, the gel remains visually intact even at strain amplitudes as large

as yO ~ 5. Therefore independent step strain experiments, instead of traditional

strain sweeps which accumulate larger total deformations, allow us to prevent the

growth of cracks and to accurately measure the initial stiffening and subsequent

softening behavior of such biopolymer gels.

As proposed in [52, 278], the strain hardening portion of the damping function

in the fibrous microstructure can be captured in a power series expansion of h* (YO),

with the fractal dimension db of the stress-bearing network backbone as the only

fitting parameter. h* is defined as

h 1+ 2 b23 2j

1 b

where {b2j }js are numerical coefficients defined in [278]. Here we find db = 1.3 0.1

in good agreement with measurements in the linear regime (see black line in Fig.7-

3)[?]. However, fitting the whole damping function also requires us to take into ac-

count the gel softening at strains larger than 0.5. Following analogous approaches

in the literature for rubbery networks and polymer melts [273] we use the fol-

lowing functional form h(yo) = [1 + (yo/7m..)2]/[1 + |yo/'ygj5], where -y, = 0.34 and
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-m = 0.57 are fitting parameters that respectively mark the departure from lin-

earity and the location of the strain maximum. The quadratic dependence of the

numerator is set by symmetry [52] while the exponent in the denominator is purely

phenomenological and depends on the strength of the individual network bonds

in the gel. This form describes the whole data set remarkably well (Fig. 7-3) and

can be used to predict the viscoelastic response of a biopolymer gel to start up of

steady shear all the way to sample failure as we now proceed to show.

7.5 K-BKZ description of shear start-up

In Fig. 7-4, we show the evolution of stress and onset of cracking when a 4% wt.

casein gel is submitted to a constant shear rate 'o =10-3 S1. We see that the stress

growth o-(-) can be separated into three consecutive regimes: a linear viscoelastic

regime, characterized by a power-law growth of a(t) up to y ~ 0.2, followed by a

strain-stiffening regime in which a shows a steeper increase up to a critical strain

7, ~ 0.8 at which the stress goes through a maximum or. Finally, in a third regime,

the stress exhibits an abrupt decrease followed by a slower relaxation at larger

strains. The gel remains visually intact and homogeneous initially, and the first

macroscopic fracture appears at the end of the second regime when -Y ~_ Y and

o ~ a. (see Movie 1 in the Supplemental Material). We predict the viscoelastic stress

response using the Boltzmann integral formulation and the principle of time-strain

separability shown in Figs. 7-2 and 7-3 such that the stress is given by:

u(t) f G(t - t')h(-y)(t')dt' (7.1)

The first regime in Fig. 7-4 is fully accounted for by the linear viscoelastic response

based on the power-law behavior of G(t) determined in Fig. 7-2 for -Yo < 1%, and

since h(y) = 1 in this regime the stress can be found analytically [279]:

or(t) = G(t - t')y(t')dt' = (1 (7.2)
-oo - O)F(1 - a)
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Figure 7-4: (color online) (a) Stress response a- vs time t (lower axis) and vs strain
y = 1ot (upper axis) of a 4% wt. casein gel to a constant shear rate 'o = 10-3 s-I
initiated at t = 0. The gray dashed line corresponds to linear viscoelastic response
[Eq. (7.2)]. The black line corresponds to the K-BKZ equation constructed using
only the strain-hardening part of the damping function, h* (Yo) and reported as the
solid black line in Fig. 7-3. The continuous red line corresponds to the K-BKZ equa-
tion built upon h, which includes both the hardening and the softening component
of the damping function. Lower inset: same data on semilogarithmic scales. Up-
per inset: sketch and images of the side view of Couette cell at different strains
recorded simultaneously to the experiment reported in the main graph.

Equation (7.2) nicely describes the experimental data for Y < 0.2 without any

additional fitting parameter [see gray line in Fig. 7-4(a) and (c)]. To predict the

nonlinear behavior, we substitute the power law form of the relaxation modulus

G(t) into Eq. (7.1) [273, 280, 281] and rearrange to give:
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Figure 7-5: (color online) (b) Stress responses to individual constant shear rate ex-
periments ranging from 10-3s-1 to 0.6 s-1. Dashed lines indicate the linear response
[Eq. (7.2)], and the continuous lines correspond to the K-BKZ predictions using h
[Eq. (7.3)]. (c) Normalized stress responses (1 - a)F(1 - a)-(t)/V-c vs strain -y for
all constant shear rate experiments.

To capture the strain-stiffening in the hydrogel we substitute the strain harden-

ing form of the damping function for a protein gel (h* (7)) into Eq. (7.3) to obtain

the prediction shown by the solid black line in Fig. 7-4(a) and Fig. 7-5(c). This cap-

tures the nonlinear response of the gel at moderate strains, but leads to an ever-

increasing rate of stress growth. The softening part of the damping function is
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crucial to account for the stress evolution observed experimentally during shear

start-up. Substituting h in Eq. (7.3) and integrating numerically we get the red

line in Fig.7-4(a) and Fig. 7-5(c) which accurately predicts the mechanical response

of the protein gel up to the stress maximum, without any adjustable parameter.

The initial stiffening behavior is described by the numerator of h, while the de-

nominator is responsible for the plateauing of the predicted stress response. The

subsequent decrease of the stress observed experimentally in Fig. 7-4 must be asso-

ciated with the growth of macroscopic fractures that cannot be accounted for by an

integral formulation such as the K-BKZ equation, for which the value of the inte-

gral always increases monotonically in time. In fact to describe the decrease in the

stress we must introduce the idea of an irreversible damage function, commonly

used in composites and brittle fracture theories.

Repeating shear start-up experiments for various 'o confirms that Eq. (7.3) quan-

titatively predicts the gel response over almost three decades of shear rate [Fig. 7-

4(b)]. The universal nature of the response is evident by the rescaling of the exper-

imental data onto a single master curve [Fig. 7-4(c)] and this rescaling also holds

true for 8% wt [see Fig. 2(a) in the Supplemental Material].

Moreover, the steady-state stress value predicted by the K-BKZ formulation

coincides closely with the value of the stress maximum observed experimentally

[Fig. 7-5(b)], suggesting that there is a deeper connection between the failure point

of the gel characterized by c, and ac, and the nonlinear viscoelastic response of the

material preceding macroscopic failure. Figure 7-6 shows the stress responses to

shear start-up experiments at different shear rates for the 8% gel, which similar to

the 4%, can be rescaled into a single master curve.
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Figure 7-6: (color online) Normalized stress responses (1 - a)F(1 - a)-(t)/Va
vs strain -y = -Ot in the start up of steady shear flow experiments for shear rates
ranging from 0.006 s-1 to 3 s-1 for a 8% wt. casein gel. The dashed gray line
corresponds to the linear response (Eqn. 2 in the main text) while the red solid line
stands for the K-BKZ prediction constructed from the power-law linear viscoelastic
response plus the nonlinear damping function h determined independently from
step strain experiment (see main text). Inset: non-normalized stress responses for
a subset of shear start-up experiments shown in the main graph.
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7.6 Failure criteria and discussion

In Figs. 7-7 and 7-8 we show the locus of the stress maximum (o-, -Yc) for different

imposed shear rates, for both the 4% wt. and 8% wt. casein gels. The critical stress

a- (above which macroscopic fractures appear) increases as a weak power law of

'o with an exponent ( = 0.18 0.01 for the 4% wt. casein gel and ( = 0.13 0.01

for the 8% wt. respectively [Fig. 7-7]. However, interestingly, the critical strain 7y

also displays a power-law increase with 'o for the 8% casein gel, whereas the 4%

casein gel shows a yield strain that is rate independent [Fig. 7-8]. To explain these

similarities and differences we need to establish an appropriate failure criterion for

viscoelastic biopolymer gels.

(a)

10

2 *
10-3 -2 -1 0 1

10 10 10 10 10

Figure 7-7: (color online) Critical stress a- vs applied shear rate %O for both a 4% (o)
and a 8% (0) casein gel. In both graphs, the dashed and continuous lines stand for
the prediction issued from the combination of the Bailey criterion and the stress
response computed either from just the linear response (dashed lines) or the full
K-BKZ equation built upon h* (solid lines).
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Figure 7-8: (color online) Critical strain -y, vs applied shear rate 'o for both a 4% (o)
and a 8% (i) casein gel. In both graphs, the dashed and continuous lines stand for
the prediction issued from the combination of the Bailey criterion and the stress
response computed either from just the linear response (dashed lines) or the full
K-BKZ equation built upon h* (solid lines).

To account for the different scalings of o and -y with 0o, we build upon an

irreversible, brittle-like failure scenario that results from damage accumulation

[266, 37]. In this context the failure criterion introduced by J. Bailey, and success-

fully applied to both glasses [38] and rubbery-like materials [?], provides an im-

plicit expression of the sample lifespan Tf under an arbitrarily given active loading

process a(t). The Bailey criterion reads fof dt/F[u(t)] = 1, where F(a) is the de-

pendence of the time to rupture for creep experiments performed at a series of

constant imposed stresses a [274]. Independent creep tests have been performed

on these gels [266] and indicate that F(a) = Aa-3 where A is a scale parameter,

with A = (7.6 + 0.1) x 1013 s.PaO and # = 5.5 0.1 for the 4% wt. gel [266] and

A = (5.0 0.1) x 1018 s.Pa3 and 0 = 6.4 0.1 for the 8% wt. gel. For this gel, the

scaling of the failure time as a function of the applied stress, measured for creep

experiments is plotted in Fig. 7-9.
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Figure 7-9: (color online) Failure time Tf as a function of the constant stress ao
applied during creep experiments. The solid line is the best power-law fit Tf =
Aa-0, with A = (5.0 0.1) x 1018 s.Pa3 and 3 = 6.4 0.1 for the 8% wt. gel.

For steady-shear experiments, the Bailey criterion can also be applied to the

stress a(t) predicted either by the linear response [Eq. (7.2)] or by the K-BKZ equa-

tion constructed with the damping function h* [Eq. (7.3)]. When combined with

Eq. (7.2), the Bailey criterion leads to the following analytic expressions for the

critical strain and stress at failure under startup of steady shear:

S7c(-) = (1-a0-a9O (7.4)

oo) = s- (7.5)
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where S, and S, are analytic functions of a, V and /:

so, = [A'-c [I + (I - a)] 1-a V_ 1101C

(I a)F(1 a) 1/131a)(76= )( [ J(7.6)
Sy = [A [1 + /3 (1 - a)]a)

Whether the critical stress and strain are constant or increase/decrease with O thus

depends on both the parameters in the linear viscoelastic kernel G(t) and on the

form of the failure law F(o-).

For example, in the 8% wt. casein gel (for which a = 0.04 0.01 and / = 6.4 0.1)

we find the critical strain increases with )o since the exponent in Eq. (7.4) is (1 -

a/3)/ [1 + (1 - a)/3] ~ 0.10+0.01. For both the 4% wt. and 8% wt. gels, the agreement

between theory (dashed lines in Figs. 7-7 and 7-8) and experiments is excellent for

the two power-law exponents, again without any adjustable parameter. However,

the prefactor S, is clearly overestimated for the 4% wt. casein gels. Indeed, 4% wt.

casein gels display a pronounced stiffening responsible for the early rupture of the

gel, which is not captured by the linear viscoelastic formulation Eq. (7.2). However,

when combined with the Bailey criterion, direct numerical integration of Eq. (7.3)

accounting for strain-stiffening leads to the correct value of the prefactor for both

4% and 8% casein gels (solid lines in Figs. 7-7 and 7-8).

7.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have shown for a class of model protein gels - which exhibit a

clear and pronounced power law viscoelastic relaxation over a wide range of scales

- that the combination of the K-BKZ formalism, together with Bailey's failure cri-

terion for brittle solids sets a self-consistent framework to quantitatively predict

nonlinear stress evolution in the gel up to yielding as well as the scaling of both

the critical stress and strain at failure. The present results are expected to extend

beyond protein gels and our formalism is valid for any material which exhibits
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a broad spectrum of relaxation times [277] and a brittle-like rupture scenario, in-

cluding cells [282]. Our results in this chapter provide a unified rheo-mechanical

framework to describe the brittle rupture of biopolymer gels that should be helpful

in design applications and in developing deeper analogies between soft and hard

materials [283].
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

A conclusion is the place where you got tired thinking.

Martin H. Fischer

8.1 Conclusions from this study

Almost 2100 years after Roman poet and philosopher Lucretius (99 BC-55 BC)

wrote his peom "De rerum natura" [61], in which he presented the principles of

atomism, the subject of fragmentation is still an intriguing subject for many scien-

tists. As Villermaux mentions [13] :"The long history of this subject is certainly not

a sign of lack of progress, but rather reflects its ever-renewed fields of application."

. As we noticed, in this current study, the fragmentation of viscoelastic liquids and

gels are other renewed fields of application. In this chapter we provide a summary

of important results and conclusions from our work:

In Chapter 1 we showed that, despite the importance of the subject, there is a

paucity of knowledge about different aspects of fragmentation and fracture for

viscoealstic liquids and gels. We concluded that challenges in doing proper rhe-

ological measurments for these complex fluids have been a major obstacle. Also,

many previous researchers in the field did not use the right framework for the

fragmentation phenomena and their assumptions were based on old, and now

considered to be also unphysical, paradigms.
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We showed, in chapter 2, that probing viscoelastic properties of mobile complex

liquids can be achieved by a precise recording of their dynamics in the capillary

phenomena. Our proposed setup, ROJER, is based on the jet breakup study of a

viscoelastic liquid. Our results showed that the dynamic change in diameter en-

ables us to probe the properties of these liquids at very small dimensions (we are,

however, limited to the optical resolution). This enabled us to overcome the in-

ertia issues in our measurements. We managed to probe extensional rheology of

dilute viscoelastic solutions at very low relaxation times TE 0(10)ps. Our results

showed that this proposed method for extensional rheology can have many ad-

vantages for analyzing the elongational rheology of fluids such as paints, resins,

inks, saliva, anti-misting fuels, biofluids, and many other examples. We compared

our data with linear and non-linear models and showed how models can help un-

derstand the experimental results and challenges in a much better way. We also

showed that ROJER can have some disadvantages. One particular issue is related

to high pressure drops that are required for passing more viscous liquids through

a small nozzle (with a diameter of 175pm). Microfluidic rheometry with hyper-

bolic channel profiles can be a good alternative device in the viscous regime. We

provided a dimensionless nomogram that can guide the researchers for practical

measurements of extensional viscosities.

The fragmentation dynamics of a known class of viscoelastic test fluid, namely

PEO dissolved in a Newtonian solvent, is studied extensively in Chapters 3 and

4. Our results show that viscoelasticity inhibits the atomization. We provided

a model that shows the average droplet diameter monotonically increases with

the fluid relaxation time. As predicted from our model, there is a weak depen-

dence of the average droplet diameter on the relaxation time which agrees well

with our measurements. For the first time in the literature, results from this model

can be used in analyzing the performance of dilute complex fluids in atomiza-

tion/fragmentation. Our studies of the size distribution for the atomized droplets,

presented in Chapter 4, show a universal behavior for the viscoelastic fluids. Four
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different dilute viscoelastic liquids, ranging almost two orders of magnitude in

their corresponding values of Deborah number, were atomized in three different

fragmentation flows and their corresponding droplet size distributions follow a

Gamma distribution with n = 4. This was also confirmed for a group of industrial

paints and resins. We show that this broadening is triggered by the fluid elastic-

ity in elongational flows and the universal limit in size distributions is set by the

the maximum corrugation level in viscoelastic filament which is set by geometry

and of conservation of mass. This new finding can be extremely useful in many

natural and biological applications. A chemist formulating paints and resins for

coating applications, an inkjet designer concerned about breakup of viscoelastic

ligaments, a biologist studying disease transfer during sneeze and cough events or

even a material scientist interested in spraying hydrophobic agents on a substrate

can all benefit from these results.

For a different class of materials, known as soft gels, we have explored the

dynamics of nonlinear deformations preceding rupture and fracture. Chapter 6

shows that these materials have a mass fractal network. By studying acid-induced

casein gels, our results help to understand the effect of linear and nonlinear rhe-

ology on the fracture behavior. We show that the power law rheology can be ad-

equately modeled by fractional models and our results indicate a direct relation

between the network structure parameters and the model parameters for the frac-

tional element. The fractal dimension of the underlying gel, measured by confocal

microscopy, can be connected to the power law exponent that these materials ex-

hibit in their linear rheology. We show that the elastic modulus of these gels also

follows a power law dependence on the volume fraction which can be again under-

stood and explained using the available scalings for fractal behavior in biopolymer

gels. We also show, in chapter 7, that these gels show strain hardening in the non-

linear region of deformation and after a certain strain damage accumulation leads

to a fracture/rupture event. Through a systematic study on the nonlinear proper-

ties of these gels and using the concept of time-strain separability, we quantify the
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nonlinear rheology by introducing a damping function that can be experimentally

measured. We then provide a rheological framework that predicts the mechani-

cal response of these materials in extreme deformations. We then showed that the

well known Basquin's law for fracture of solids apply to these soft gels too and

can be used as a proper way for describing the damage accumulation in these gels.

We then show that using Bailey's durability criteria, we can combine the linear

and nonlinear rheology with the Basquin's description of damage accumulation

and provide a rheological framework for predicting the fracture envelope for these

materials. Our results provide a method for quantitative prediction of fracture

properties, such as the fracture stress and strain, under any arbitrary history of

deformation or loading. We showed that for two separate gels these framework

can quantitatively predict the values of stress and strain at the failure point in a

start of shear flow. Predictions of the model agreed with measured values for tests

performed over a wide range of applied shear rates (three orders of magnitude

change in applied shear rates).

Fracture and rupture of soft materials is a relatively new field with many inter-

esting applications [284]. Soft gels are widely used in many designs for real life

applications due to their endurance to large deformations with little irreversible

damage. Our results, combines linear and nonlinear properties of these materials

with mechanics at large strains and provides a quantitative model for modeling

the damage accumulation in these materials. Scientists interested in designing soft

material for extreme deformations, engineers studying the fracture of soft solids

and biologists looking at the performance of human tissues under cyclic loading

can all benefit from certain aspects of our studies on soft gels.
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Appendix A

Details of ROJER Analysis

A.1 Deriving the Strobe Factor

If a motion is periodic with a characteristic frequency f then with a suitable choice

of initial time to specify the phase the position of the object x(t) can be described

by:

x(t) = Ao sin(2wft) (A.1)

where AO is the amplitude of oscillation. The velocity of the object at a given time

to can be derived by differentiating x(t) with respect to time:

V,(to) = 2Ff Ao cos(2-rf to) (A.2)

Now when the observer is monitoring the motion with a prescribed frequency

close to f (e.g. the frequency of a strobe light pulsed at a frequency close to f)
the apparent velocity calculated from observation of the point of two consecutive

instants in time to the observer will be different from the real velocity. Lets say that

the observer is tracking the object displacement with a frequency fobs = f - Af then

the apparent motion from time to to to + 6t in which 6t = 1/fobs = 1/(f - Af) will be:

x(to + 6t) - x(to) = Ao [sin (27f (to + 6t)) - sin(2-rf to)] (A.3)
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which can be expanded to:

Ao [sin(27rf to) cos(27rf6t) + cos(27rf to) sin(27rf 6t) - sin(27rfto)] (A.4)

In the limit of Af /f << 1 it can be shown by Taylor expansion of the trigonometric

terms in Eq. A.4 that to first order in Azf/f:

sin (27rf 6t) 27r(AfIf) (A.5)

cos (27rf6t) 1

thus the relative apparent motion for the observer can be estimated as:

x(to + 6t) - x(to) ~ 27rAo(Af /f) cos(27rfto) (A.6)

from which the apparent velocity can be calculated by:

Vapp(t0 ) =(to + t) - x(to) ~27rAf Ao cos(27rfto) (A.7)

Comparing the result for apparent velocity from Eq. A.7 with the real velocity

from Eq. A.2 shows that the apparent motions seems slower than the real one by a

factor equal to A f/f.

A.2 Details of the Linear Stability Analysis

Brenn et al. [40] derived the dispersion curve for an axisymmetric viscoelastic

jet using corotational Oldroyd eight constant model as the constitutive equation

[111]. We retain only the terms that give the Oldroyd-B model. After linearizing

the governing equations for conservation of mass and momentum in cylindrical

coordinates and applying the right kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions

at the liquid/air interface, Brenn et al. [40] show that the following dispersion
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relation can be derived for the linear stability of the jet:

Q2 kRo [10 (kRo) + pg KO(kRO) R 2O1 + (A 2/Ai)DcQr
r 2 I11(kRo) pi K1 (kRo)I+ rko 1 +1DeQ,

I0(kRO) 20h+( 2/A)DeQr 2 1RIo(lRO) 2h1 + (A 2/A)DeQrS (kR( 1+(kR)Qr 1+ DQ ) -1- (1R) (kRO)Qr I+DeQr
I1(kk0 )2  Pg k +D3  I10 (kR 0 )1+en

(kRo)2 (1 - (kRo) 2 )+Cpg k WeKo(kRo)
2 pi R3 K1 (kRo)

(A.8)

in which Qr arTR is the dimensionless growth rate (scales with the capillary

timescale TR -fp 1R3/oa), kRo is the dimensionless wavenumber, pg and p, are re-

spectively the gas and liquid density, Oh = no//piuRo is the Ohnesorge number,

De = //p 1R3/a is the Deborah number, I, and K, are the modified Bessel func-

tions, A2 is the retardation time A2 = rIAl/no and A, is the relaxation time in the

Oldroyd-B model. The constant C is an empirical correction factor to incorporate

the aerodynamic forces on the jet and has a constant value of C = 0.175 according

to [40]. Here 1 is a modified wavenumber defined as:

12 = k2 + p(a + ikVj) (A.9)
(a)

where a = a, + iai is the (complex) growth rate and:

( k(a) = no . (A.10)
I + A,(a + Zkg)

The dispersion relation shown in Eq. A.8 incorporates the effects of the air/gas

flow in the vicinity of the jet and the results converge to the stability analysis car-

ried out by Goldin et al. [159] in the limit of zero air/gas effect, i.e. when pg goes

to 0.

Eq. A.8 is a nonlinear dispersion relation and at fixed values of De, Oh, We and for

a given value of k the root which is Q, = arTR can be found using a simple numer-

ical solver in Matlab. Results at different values of kRo are plotted and compared

with measurements in Figure 2-7 (black solid line).
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